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hardybrothers.com.au 

1300 231 393

Queen Street, Brisbane 

Collins Street, Melbourne 

King Street, Perth 

Castlereagh Street, Sydney 

Chatswood Chase, Sydney

Our Géométrique Series explores the 

magical equations of the universe 

at their most magnificent and 

intimate scales.

Behold the geometry of light in this 

exceptional Emerald Cut Sapphire, 

cradled by two beautiful Emerald Cut 

Diamonds, and set in precious Platinum.

A perfect and divine structure.

We invite you to cross the threshold 

and explore the poetry of our stunning 

Platinum Sapphire and Diamond 

Trilogy Ring.  

géométrique
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52 EDITOR’S LETTER

61 THIS MONTH ON VOGUE.COM.AU

62 VOGUE VOX

64 CONTRIBUTORS

70 VOGUE 180° Ryan Lobo and  
Ramon Martin of Tome.

VOGUE MOOD

87 RIP UP THE RULE BOOK The
most exciting shifts in fashion are
almost always the most challenging.

90 ALL THE RAGE Flamboyant, sexy
and beautiful: Rio de Janeiro has
enraptured travellers for centuries.

96 Street code; Trail blazing; Hot shot;
Light angles; Parka avenue; In good
company; In the swim; Model traveller.

98 GOWN JEWELS A major
retrospective of Toni Maticevski’s
designs, Dark Wonderland, is currently
on show at the Bendigo Art Gallery. 

104 SEVEN MINUTES & A SELFIE

Model and digital powerhouse Karlie
Kloss is now the face of Swarovski.

Selena Gomez wears a Louis Vuitton top, skirts and earrings. Tiffany
& Co. earrings and rings. Make-up from Max Factor, starting with
Miracle Match Foundation in Bronze; on cheeks, Crème Puff Blush
in Seductive Pink; on eyes, Masterpiece Nude Palette in Cappuccino
Nude and Velvet Volume False Lash Effect Mascara; on lips, Colour 
Elixir Lipstick in Maroon Dust.

Fashion editor: Sally Lyndley
Photographer: Emma Summerton 
Hair: Luke Chamberlain
Make-up: Hung Vanngo
Manicure: Tom Bachik
Set design: Bryn Bowen
Production: Kiori Georgiadis at Hinoki Group
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SELENA
RISING

PAGE 234

RUN RIOT
PAGE 169

SUBSCRIBE TO

VOGUE
TURN TO PAGE 204 TO

SUBSCRIBE OR RENEW

AND RECEIVE A BONUS 30ML

GUCCI BAMBOO EAU DE PARFUM.

108 THE FORMULA Designers reached
for a wide scope of influences for the
new season, from high-low mixes to
the esoteric and just plain quotidian.

112 THE INVENTOR The inimitable Karl
Lagerfeld’s designs took centre stage
at the Met exhibition earlier this year.

116 FOR THE LOVE OF BALLGOWNS

In an age of comfort dressing, is the
most extravagant and beautifully
crafted of garments nearing extinction? 

122 FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC

Stretching into autumn/winter, a more
complex breed of florals flourishes.

135 ACCESSORIES REPORT Let’s
hang: get to know the bags, the heels
and all the clever extras capable of
recalibrating a new-season wardrobe. 

ARTS

152 RETURN TO FORM With Bridget

Jones’s Baby set for release, Renée
Zellweger explains how taking time
out from Hollywood changed her  
for the better.

158 MEET THE SQUAD They are a
merry band of anti-heroes, a team
of DC Comics super-villains hired to  

do good. Welcome the Suicide Squad, 
the antithesis of #squadgoals.

160 COMIC GENIUS Australian graphic
artist Nicola Scott has been tasked
with creating the next chapter of her 
illustrated idol, Wonder Woman.

162 WORDS OF ART A new Brett
Whiteley biography has unearthed his
notebooks, which, according to author
Ashleigh Wilson, provide a rare insight 
into the artist’s mind.

BEAUTY

169 RUN RIOT Abandon the rules for
the season’s rebellious new mood.

174 IN THE DARK Unapologetic,
assertive, rebellious: the new-season
colour palette embraces the dark side.

176 AS YOU ARE If backstage beauty
taught us anything this season, it’s  
to embrace individualism.

180 REBELWITHACAUSE If you want
the fragrance rule book rewritten, look
to legendary perfumer Christine Nagel
and her surprising first scent for Hermès. 

182 BEAUTY BITES

186 SKIN INC It’s one of the fastest
moving areas in beauty. Here’s the
lowdown on what the skin industry  
is high on right now.

192 LE SALON David Mallett, the
hairdressing maestro from Perth,
made his mark in Paris and now
has a new home at the Ritz hotel.

194 GENE GENIES Australian scientists 
lead the development of gene
technology that enables earlier
diagnosis of childhood diseases.

198 FUTURE OF EATING Forget fad
foods and one-size-fits-all diets: the
real secret to living longer (and fitting 
into your jeans) lies in your genes.
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FASHION

208 NEW WAVE A defining moment
of romantic escapism with a rich
mix of fluttering dresses, sheer pieces
and artfully awkward colour: witness
fashion’s revolution, at the beach and 
on the streets of Rio de Janeiro.

250 BOUND FOR GLORY Note to
self: corsetry lacing ties together 
nautical details.

280 LIGHTEN UP Layer complex
pieces tone on tone. It’s time.

290 DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

Denim redefined in the shadows
of the season: boyish, beautiful,
intriguingly dynamic and worn with
finesse by leading model Liu Wen.

FEATURES

234 SELENA RISING She’s a songstress 
superstar, actress and Instagram’s
most followed, yet Selena Gomez’s
easygoing charm makes you feel  
like she’s just one of the girls.

244WONDERWALLAn artist who found
fame on Instagram under the moniker
“Unskilled Worker”, Helen Downie is 

extended fashion family at Gucci.

248 RENAISSANCE MAN Actor Jared
Leto talks about taking on the role
of the Joker, and his creative kinship
with Gucci’s Alessandro Michele.

260 LEADING LADY With Silvia
Venturini Fendi at its helm, the
heritage Fendi brand keeps its  
eye fixed on the future.

266 THE ART OF DANCE Stars of
the Australian Ballet stage a fitting
tribute to Edgar Degas, la Belle 
Époque’s “ballet painter”.

274 BORN LEGACY The Packer
women’s bond goes beyond kinship:
it’s also in their shared commitment  
to helping others.

301 WHERE FASHION SITS After a
spectacular four-year, multimillion-dollar 
renovation, Paris’s storied Ritz hotel
reopens, with a new Chanel beauty 
sanctuary nestled inside.

314 WHERE TO BUY

315 HOROSCOPES

320 LAST WORD

BOUND FOR
GLORY

PAGE 250

WONDER
WALL

PAGE 244

ACCESSORIES
REPORT
PAGE 135
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Open a whole new world

Reverso

Carmen C

One Duetto Moon watch

Chaplin, Actor and Director
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editor’s LETTER
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ust a few weeks after I had attended the Taylor Swift concert in Sydney, during
which Taylor’s “squad” appeared on giant screens, original squad member
Selena Gomez released Hands to Myself with Victoria’s Secret models lip-
syncing the song. Gomez had first performed the hit on stage at the Victoria’s
Secret show that week. The video has had over 1 million views to date, and
her original Victoria’s Secret stage performance has been seen by more than 10

million. This all sounds rather impressive, but when Selena Gomez is involved you
should expect big numbers. She is officially the most followed person in the world on
Instagram, with 90 million fans (more than Swift) and counting, which means almost 
one-fifth of all Instagram users follow her. Not bad statistics.

There is something infectious about Selena. I love her music, so I was excited to hear
she was headed to Australia, and that led to our exclusive shoot with her in Los Angeles
ahead of her tour, by expat Australian photographer and regular Vogue contributor
Emma Summerton. For additional Selena Gomez content stay up to date with
our social channels and Vogue.com.au this month. And you must watch Selena’s
Carpool Karaoke with James Corden (actually, you must watch every episode of Carpool
Karaoke with James Corden on YouTube if you haven’t already). Louis Vuitton’s
Nicolas Ghesquière loves Selena enough to ask her to front a campaign for the house.
There is just something about Selena.

J

Cover star
Selena Gomez

in a Marc
Jacobs dress

and Gucci
shoes – see

“Selena rising”,
from page 234.
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Edwina McCann
Editor-in-chief

And there is just something about Rio de
Janeiro. With all eyes on the city for the
Olympics, and Louis Vuitton hosting a
show there, at Vogue we decided we’d head
to Brazil to shoot our September issue. So
just what does it take for Vogue to travel
to Rio? Well, let’s start with the clothes: 10
suitcases from Australia; and eight from
Paris, which required 12 clothing racks
when we arrived and unpacked. Our crew
travelled from everywhere: six people from
New York; one from Paris (carrying said
eight suitcases); two from Sydney and four
locals. Rasaan, our assistant from Paris,
was not only an excellent porter but was
also able to double as an extra when we ran short (see his towering figure in the yellow,
green and blue trunks, above and in the shoot starting on page 208).

We’ve been obsessed by the Olympics at Vogue and so sports have inspired our theme
for this year’s Vogue American Express Fashion’s Night Out. Our very special once-a-
year VIP shopping night is back on Friday, August 26 in Melbourne and Thursday,
September 1 in Sydney. You can expect live entertainment and runway shows in the city
centres of Melbourne and Sydney, all brought to life by Vogue. This year the special
offers are better than ever, while American Express is offering $20 back on any $50
purchase made with your American Express card – so you can buy more! Register with
American Express before the event, and for more details on all the special offers and 
what’s going on, head to Vogue.com.au.

In Chanel on
Copacabana
beach, Rio,

from page 208.

Olympic rhythmic
gymnast Danielle

Prince in a
VAEFNO

T-shirt.

Just some of the luggage 
Vogue took to Rio.
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SELENA
GOMEZ
From Disney kid to wearing
Louis Vuitton on the red
carpet: see Selena’s style
evolution at Vogue.com.au.

This month …
Follow Vogue Australia on Facebook, Snapchat, 
Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr and Twitter.

Vogue American
Express Fashion’s

Night Out
Join the team. Go to

Vogue.com.au for special
announcements and

to plan your night.

MELBOURNE:

FRIDAY

AUGUST 26

SYDNEY:

THURSDAY

SEPTEMBER 1

BEHIND THE 

SCENES
Vogue takes you to Rio de

Janeiro. Take a look at what
happened on the set of our

special shoot with Lily
Donaldson this month.

Australian
taekwondo athlete
Carmen Marton. 

Australian
sprinter Morgan
Mitchell (right).

Christine
Centenera
making final
adjustments
during the
Rio shoot. 

Australian 2016
Olympics team
member Morgan 
Mitchell.



Vogue’s August issue: 
HRH Crown
Princess Mary
Our feature with the Danish royal

couple was loved the world over.

“Beautiful cover @vogueaustralia,
greetings from Denmark,” said

@soeslauridsen on Instagram.

“It doesn’t get any better. We Danes
love them, so glad Aussies do too,”

wrote @auntistocialt on Instagram:

“Stunning photos, best issue cover
by far.” On Facebook, Sara Louisa

said: “Loved the issue this month …
great articles and beautiful cover
shot of Mary.” Many readers adored

her family. “Amazed at how quickly
their babies have grown up …” said

@pandoraspocks on Instagram.

“Beautiful photo … the family that
plays together stays together,” 

replied @leonie_fryar. 

vogue VOX
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ON THE STREET

Vogue followers mourned the loss

of photographer Bill Cunningham,

who died in June at the age of 87.

“Genius and [a] gentleman, his

smile will be the thing I will always

remember fondly and this art will 

never be forgotten,” wrote

@Lizzienurcs on Instagram.

THE HEIGHT OF COUTURE: The twice-yearly haute couture shows are 

when the world’s finest ateliers show off their wares. Fendi showed a 90th-

anniversary collection at (and on) the Trevi Fountain in Rome, and Dolce &

Gabbana took guests to Naples to celebrate Sophia Loren. Below, the most

popular images on @vogueaustralia’s Instagram and their number of likes.
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“Fashion is the

armour to survive

the reality of life.”

– Bill Cunningham 
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Centenera. “I love how everyone works together to achieve
one common goal,” Wyzard says. This trip was Wyzard’s
third visit to Rio, a city he described as “truly inspiring”. 
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EMMA SUMMERTON
The photographer shot singer and actress Selena
Gomez for Vogue’s September cover story. “I had
never worked with her before,” Summerton says. “She
was great, super-cool and into where me and Sally
[Lyndley, the stylist] wanted to take it. Where exactly
did they want to take it? “Sally and I wanted to show
her in a more laid-back way,” Summerton explained. 
“A bit undone.” The results are on page 234.
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THE AUSTRALIAN BALLET
Vogue called upon the Australian Ballet to emulate
the art of Edgar Degas to herald the new exhibition
at the National Gallery of Victoria (see page 266.)
“I feel we were recreating the essence of what Degas
observed in the ballet studios of Paris,” says principal
artist Amber Scott. “There is something effortlessly
luxurious about the in-between moments and resting
poses of a dancer. [It] felt very natural and sensuous.” 

RUBY CAMPBELL

and a bit of fun”. “I tried to keep myself moving
and try all different poses and looks,” Campbell 

“Those crazy cool Fendi leather socks on set!”

ASHLEIGH 
WILSON
“I learnt to see beyond the myth 
and the caricature,” says the
Australian newspaper’s arts editor 
of what he discovered while
writing his authorised biography
of Brett Whiteley, Art, Life and
the Other Thing. For this issue,
Wilson writes about the artist’s
notebooks. “They’re works of art
in themselves; both a spontaneous
jumble of creativity and a simple
account of routine concerns.” Read 
“Words of art” on page 162.





A tome is by definition a volume forming part of a larger 
work, which is really what the Tome designers are creating: 

an ongoing body of work that somehow feels very important. 
By Alison Veness. Styled by Philippa Moroney.

Photographed by Hugh Stewart.

Tome
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his performance-based installation, Salt Lines: Play It As It 
Sounds, had its own magical life at Carriageworks, which 
was transformed into the mysterious “Embassy of 
Disappearance” during the 20th Biennale of Sydney. 

Every day, the installation’s creator, artist Lauren Brincat, hoisted 
the work into a different position via a series of church bell ropes. 
And so the Tome boys, Ryan Lobo and Ramon Martin, stood in 
awe of this luminous, towering happening, a totem to womanhood 
if you like, perhaps almost a pleated cotton skirt. Lobo and Martin 

are art junkies. And they like a pleated skirt. They love designing 
for women, so their collections are a complex patchwork of 
possibilities rich with good pieces that somehow feel like one-offs. 
They are never afraid to explore, and so volume can be intensified, 
colour combinations dialled up or down, their thoughts on travel, 
faraway lands or a fragment of conversation reinterpreted. Tome 
clothes make a statement about the woman who wears them, 
which perhaps goes a little bit like this: “I am me. I am thoughtful, 
crazy, an arse-kicker when I need to be. I am woman.” Beware.  ■ 

T
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Ramon Martin  
(left) and Ryan Lobo  

gaze upon Lauren 
Brincat’s Salt Lines:  
Play It As It Sounds 

(2015–16). 
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Hoodie
heaven
Your high
school staple
returns. Make
it grown-up by
layering with
wardrobe classics.

Read all
about it
Designers get the
message across
with logos both
embroidered
and printed.

WEAR IT
WITH …

CÉLINE

SHOES, 

A.P.C BLAZER,

$579, FROM WWW.

NET-A-PORTER.COM.

ZOE KARSSEN

SWEATER, $910.
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London.
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Flamboyant, sexy and beautiful: Rio
de Janeiro has enraptured travellers
for centuries. Zara Wong gets a taste
of South America’s most visited city.

io, Rio, Rio – even the sound of its
name conjures up that Carnevale
magic, visions of long stretches of
beaches and the sound of the coolly

languid bossa nova. A resurgence of interest
in the Rio by way of it hosting the
2016 Olympics has seen the city come to life.
Here, Vogue’s guide on the best places to stay 
and eat.
The Philippe Starck-designed Hotel Fasano

is a touch of high-glamour glitz in the otherwise
laidback city of Rio. It was Nicolas Ghesquière’s
hotel of choice when he travelled to Rio for the presentation of 
his resort 2017 show.
For another side of Rio, away from the beaches, head to Santa

Teresa Hotel, situated in the mountains of its namesake
bohemian neighbourhood. Laze away the day poolside on a giant
sun bed surrounded by tropical gardens, then head to Bar dos
Descasados for a drink at sunset. Built on the site of a former
coffee plantation, the boutique hotel has also been globally
recognised: it’s part of the Mr & Mrs Smith portfolio and the
Relais & Chateaux group, so you know the food is going
to be good (its own Térèze restaurant is a fine-dining
destination). The hotel is also popular with celebrities who
prefer its quieter atmosphere – Alicia Keys stayed here for a 
whole month.

For Christopher Esber, Brazil was a recent vacation highlight,
with the vivid colours of the country’s landscape infusing his
resort 2017 collection – the heat of the city can be felt in the 

1. When in Rio ...

R

This image
and below: on

the streets of
Santa Teresa.

Escadaria Selaron

Copacabana 
Palace
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From the sand of Copacabana to
the hills of Santa Teresa, the Vogue
fashion team took on Rio de
Janeiro with more than 10 suitcases
of the latest autumn/winter ’16/’17
collections in tow (thanks to
American Airlines). The spirit of
the Olympics was already in the
air with model Lily Donaldson
getting in the mood complete with
a Vogue basketball. (The basketballs
will be available at Vogue American 
Express Fashion’s Night Out.)knotted linens, while the bright

electric blue of the water and sky
trickle through his designs. And
if you ever reached a destination
that you loved so much you
deferred the rest of your trip,
Esber did just that with Rio.
(See more of his suggestions on 
the following pages.)

If you feel the need to diverge
from Brazilian food on your
trip, head to Sushi Leblon,
where Esber recommends the
jumbo shrimp and Vogue’s pick

is the quail egg sushi. Since it was opened 30 years ago by
professional surfer and local celebrity Pedro Paulo Guise
Carneiro Lopes – nicknamed Pepe – it’s gone on to revolutionise
the area’s foodie credentials, with other restaurants on the street 
like Brigite’s and Pipo also coming highly recommended. 

QUICK PICKS
• Local gelato and Brazilian coffee at Momo Gelato.
• Museum of Tomorrow and Museu de Arte do Rio, both 
cultural highlights of the city.
• Cristo Redentor, a famous icon of the city. Standing 710 metres 
above sea level, the site’s outlook over Rio is astounding.
• The out-of-this-world Museu de Arte Contemporânea
designed by Oscar Niemeyer – a sight to behold and chosen by 
Louis Vuitton to showcase its resort collection.
• Multi-brand boutique Dona Coisa with its chic approach to
fashion paired with Brazilian exuberance. 

Prada shoes

Vogue’s excess 
luggage.

The view from Cristo
Redentor of Rio and
Sugarloaf Mountain.

The rooftop pool at
hotel Santa Teresa.

2. Work & play
▲
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SLEEK SUITING
For those more suited to

lounging around at the

grand old mansions of

Santa Teresa rather than

the famous beachside

haunts of Rio de Janeiro,

Brazilian-born designer

Barbara Casasola is a

name to commit to memory.

Trained at Central St.

Martins and now based in

London, her line is about

super-sleek, femininely

minimalist pieces. Meanwhile,

streetwear brand Osklen is a 

Calling her designs “bain couture”,

Brazilian designer Adriana Degreas
does sultry swimwear, cover-ups and an

athleisurewear line with tongue-in-cheek

slogans like “Brazilians do it better”.

Degreas’s non-bikini options are some of

her most interesting; her silken throw-

overs can even pass for cocktail dresses.

3H������
��������	���Q�N

A look from
Adriana

Degreas’s
collection.
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Supreme

Alpha Industries 

Fear
of God

Gosha
Rubchinskiy

Off-White

Faith
Connexion

NEXT ON
STREET LEVEL:

Hyein Seo
Fans like Binx

Walton have

helped elevate this

Antwerp-based

label by Korean-

born Hyein Seo.

Earmark the badged

outerwear and

velour tracksuits.

CAN YOU KICK IT?

Born from urban scenes,
cliques and culture, these

louche labels ring in a modern
evolution. By Alice Birrell.

Gigi Hadid
and Kendall
Jenner in LA.

On the street
in London.

Pernille
Teisbaek

Gilda
Ambrosio

Binx Walton
in Hyin Seo.
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Vogue: When did you two first meet?
Karen Quinlan: “It’s difficult to pinpoint an exact moment. In
2008, Jen Hawkins wore a fabulous Maticevski to our celebrated
exhibition from the Victoria and Albert Museum’s The Golden
Age of Couture, and I suspect this is when I first crossed paths
with Toni. The conversation about an exhibition occurred on the
runway of a Melbourne Fashion Festival show in 2013!”
Toni Maticevski: “Was it 2012 or 2013? I can’t actually
remember either! But yes, it was around the time I did that
custom gown for Jen, which later made an appearance in our fall
2009 collection in New York, and then a custom version for
Abbie Cornish, which she wore to Cannes in 2009. I actually
can’t remember if we were introduced or not.”
Fashion exhibitions took some time to get their foothold in

A major retrospective of Toni Maticevski’s designs, Dark Wonderland,
is currently on show at the Bendigo Art Gallery. Here, the designer

and gallery director Karen Quinlan discuss the art of fashion.
Styled by Philippa Moroney. Photographed by Justin Ridler.

Gown jewels

the art museum world, but are now so successful. Why do
you think that is? What fashion exhibitions have you seen
over the years? How have they informed the Maticevski 
exhibition experience?
KQ: “I think that art museums had a collective revelation in the
late 20th century and realised the importance of fashion beyond
frivolity and indeed functionality, and recognised fashion design
as mirroring the values held by society, providing inspiration for
future generations. Once some successes occurred within the 
industry, it just took off.

“My first taste of being part of this world occurred when I was
working at the NGV in the early 90s, and I have remained fairly
addicted ever since. I have always been mindful of the fact that
such exhibitions don’t necessarily bring in those hotly desired 
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visitor numbers. However, if gallery directors are confident and
cognisant with the science behind these specialised displays, they
will undoubtedly get it right.

“I saw Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty in London and left
feeling overwhelmed by how outrageously brilliant it was. How
could any museum do better than that? I saw the Met’s latest
exhibition just a few days ago – Manus x Machina: Fashion in an
Age of Technology – and yes, it only gets better!

“As a gallery director I see
exhibition after exhibition and
they all have an impact and
provide ideas and new thought
processes. With contemporary
artists, l like to provide a
blank canvas and allow them to
dictate to a large extent the design
and shape of the display. We are
blessed to have the beautiful
Bendigo Art Gallery to offer
Toni. The individual exhibits for
Dark Wonderland have been
selected with our backdrop as key
to the overall exhibition design.

“To be honest, everything we
display at Bendigo is part of a
visual language offered by the
gallery and Dark Wonderland
will be an installation, a journey
and place of contemplation. And
that’s where the success is for me.”
TM: “I think that fashion as
exhibition has been elevated
beyond the context of art.
There is definitely a cultural
connection to things, there is
emotion and desire, there is a real
sense of wonder, and I love the
idea that fashion doesn’t need to
be described in its inspiration
because everyone can find what
they love or loath or are intrigued
by and even not understand why
they like something. I remember
going to the NGV and seeing
Balenciaga before I even knew who Balenciaga was. It was
completely transformed by thinking about the art and craft of
fashion and its transformative nature.

“With an art exhibition, it’s a totally different thing for me. I
end up absorbed or sometimes not, in the place it takes me,
its connection to the artist. Fashion for me at least has a deeper
connection because I can articulate the cut, the woman who
wore it, the place she was photographed in it, how it was
constructed, the detail, the embellishment, the colour,
the romance.

“I think to put these all on an equal level is difficult: each art
form has a personal response. I can stare at a photograph for days
or a painting or Francis Bacon until I am completely transfixed,
appreciating all the above points too. I guess it always comes back
to what connection one feels with the object and if it can
transport them.” 

Karen, you wear Maticevski clothing. Why are you drawn to 
his designs?
KQ: “I am not a tall model, but size and height isn’t an issue
when you wear Maticevski. When a woman walks into a room in
one of his creations she is immediately recognisable because the
designs are unique. Sounds like a contradiction right? But we all
yearn for uniqueness on the red carpet of life, so the Maticevski 
allure for me personally lives somewhere in there.”

Toni, how do your designs work
for a woman like Karen, women 
that aren’t models?
TM: “Ha! I agree there. I think it
is about feeling oneself
transformed and enhanced by
fashion. I hear so many times
how over time when someone
wears something of mine they
feel different, transformed and
the best version of themselves.
The confidence it sometimes
takes to wear a statement piece
is more about the confidence that
it imbues in the wearer. I can’t
explain it any other way. With
Karen she is petite and fine, and
sometimes that can be tricky to
get away with volume and
structure. But I’ve never thought
of it, as Karen puts it, about
uniqueness and the red carpet  
of life.”
When does a piece of clothing 
become art?
TM: “I think there are two ways:
one way is when the woman
wearing it creates a myth, a legend
and an undeniable force around
that piece. It doesn’t need to be an
exceptional piece but it can speak
to so many layers – like Grace
Kelly in To Catch a Thief wearing
the white chiffon gown by Edith
Head. I mean, it’s ingrained in
my mind as a piece of art, but

that’s also connected to her, to the film, to the time. Then there
is fashion for art’s sake, when an idea is created for the pure art of
fashion. The perfect example is Iris van Herpen, who creates the
most exquisite art/fashion. They are about ideas, about the
future, about technique and technology. I don’t think you see too
many people wearing her couture pieces, but that’s not the point
always. It’s about exploring, being creative in a fashion context.”
What other creative mediums do you enjoy?
TM: “I love painting and photography. I don’t get much time for 
either these days.”
Do you think fashion must always be wearable?
TM: “Never. But I like seeing how far you can push an idea from
sitting on that edge. I try and do that every season with a piece or
a few. And I love when it crosses over.” ■

Maticevski: Dark Wonderland is on at Bendigo Art Gallery until 
November 20. Go to www.bendigoartgallery.com.au. J
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“DARK WONDERLAND WILL 
BE AN INSTALLATION,

A JOURNEY AND PLACE
OF CONTEMPLATION”
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A calculated
neoprene gown
from spring/summer
’13/’14, shown at
Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week
Australia in
2013. Opposite: a
concubine belt and
fetish harness from
autumn/winter ’14.
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hese days the meeting of a celebrity is accompanied by a 
standard ritual: greetings, small talk and a selfie. The 
modern-day equivalent of an autograph, the selfie has 
ousted the scrawled name on memorabilia as a memento 

of an A-list meeting. So it was that model Karlie Kloss is taking 
photos of herself on my phone, trying different angles, and pivoting 
90 degrees on a settee in a Midtown penthouse to face an arched 
window. Head resting on her chin, a pout, blowing a kiss, an 
adorable smile. “Daylight is the best light,” she says knowingly 
before handing back a perfect scroll of 10 portraits taken at speed.

She’s just f lown back to her current home of New York to take 
up the mantle of Swarovski’s new global brand ambassador. In 
a lean black suit, heels and carmine lipstick, the selfie, 
incidentally, is her idea, though it will make our precisely timed 
seven-minute interview run over. Kloss, model and now 
entrepreneur, is f luent in digital. Passionate about women 
getting more involved in the tech industry, she’s established her 
own coding scholarship, Kode with Klossy, launched her own 
YouTube channel, and has at last count a combined following 
of 8.4 million across social media. 

For a brand like Swarovski, this makes Kloss irresistible as 
a brand face. The purveyor of crystals since 1895, supplier to a 
multitude of fashion houses and creator of its own line of 
jewellery, among other various categories, including optical and 
lighting, the Austrian brand’s reach is wide, and given that many 
of its light fittings hang in homes globally, truly a household 
name. Kloss’s clout is a match for the behemoth. “We wanted to 
continue finding a muse with multi-facets,” says Swarovski 
creative director Nathalie Colin, drawing a tidy comparison with 
crystals. “She’s very connected, she’s very digital-savvy … I think 
she will bring a sense of spontaneity, freshness.” 

On Kloss’s part, the role was accepted without hesitation, 
taking up the mantle from predecessor Miranda Kerr. “I’ve worn 
Swarovski crystals since the beginning of my career on couture 
gowns on the runway or on red carpets or also in real life –  
I promise it does exist!” she says laughing. “I think it’s a really 
modern-thinking company.” As part of her role, Kloss has already 
collaborated on a series of online videos – short humorous 
snippets filled with Karlie-isms. “In real life she’s Karlie;  
she doesn’t try to be a different person,” says Colin. “She’s 

T

the face of Swarovski, the ever-busy Karlie 
Kloss takes a moment with Alice Birrell.

Seven 
minutes  
í�1�C5<V5

Karlie Kloss, 
master of  
the selfie.
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“IN REAL 
LIFE SHE’S 

KARLIE, SHE 
DOESN’T 

TRY TO BE A 
DIFFERENT 

PERSON”

spontaneous and she has this accessibility, which is so important: 
she’s much beyond a beautiful face.”

For those not already familiar, the 121-year-old 
brand, maker and supplier of fine crystals has a 
history full to bursting with fashion connections. 
The brand supplied crystals for Josephine Baker’s 
costumes, Audrey Hepburn’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s 
tiara, Dorothy’s ruby slippers and Cristóbal 
Balenciaga and Christian Dior’s 1950s couture 
creations. More recently, for Alexander McQueen’s 
surreal mesh hoods, for Yves Saint Laurent, Gucci, 
Rodarte and Christopher Kane … the list is 
extensive. For the new autumn/winter ’16/’17 
Atelier Swarovski collection, the brand’s high-end pieces, 
designers Rosie Assoulin, Peter Pilotto and Jean Paul Gaultier 
have created capsules for release in October.

An ability to keep step with the times has stood Swarovski in 
good stead. Joining her great-great-grandfather’s company 
in 1995, head of corporate communications and design services 
Nadja Swarovski is credited for repositioning the company as the 

go-to brand for the fashion industry, working extensively with 
designers and partnering with the CFDA. Today, Colin says, 
Swarovski’s agility is key. “We have evolved with the way our 
consumers have evolved as well. Jewellery used to once be 
considered only for special occasions. That’s finished now. Even 
statement jewels are worn during the day with a pair of jeans and 
sneakers. All the frontiers are broken.” 

As for Kloss, her own evolution is undeniable. The model’s 
Facebook page states she’s a “public figure”, which is fact now that 
her commitments have moved beyond just runway and editorial 
and into ambassadorship – L’Oréal before Swarovski, Victoria’s 
Secret before that – the sign of a modern model with staying 
power. “It feels like dog years in a way,” she reflects on her 
graduation from runway to model/mogul category. This year she 
made Time’s 100 Most Influential People list. “I think the only 
explanation I have is just sheer dumb luck that I’ve stuck around 
this long, mixed with hard work.” Dumb luck perhaps, but no 

mean feat in an industry influenced by a digital 
cycle replenished by the second. 

At 24 years old, pursuing philanthropy and 
studying at New York University, Kloss has come  
of age. Proceeds from her line of vegan cookies, 
Karlie’s Kookies, made in conjunction with 
Momofuku Milk Bar, have raised money for Feed, 
Hurricane Sandy relief and the CFDA in the past. 
She has almost a decade of work with blue-chip 
photographers such as Arthur Elgort, Patrick 
Demarchelier and David Sims to her name. Her 
walk – louche but spirited – is etched into 

contemporary fashion lore. As her friend Dree Hemingway once 
sagely said: “Karlie’s been around forever: she’s in her late early 20s.”

Swarovski knows it’s lucky to have her. “It’s giving her a platform 
to express a view,” says Colin. “On how to wear jewellery; tips that 
she can share with our younger generation of consumers.” And 
that plays a large part in what makes a model desirable to a brand 
today. That and knowing there’s always time for a selfie. ■

CLOCKWISE 
FROM 
TOP LEFT: 

SWAROVSKI 

RING, $349; 

ATELIER 

SWAROVSKI 

BY ROSIE 

ASSOULIN 

NECKLACE, 

$899; ATELIER 

SWAROVSKI 

BY PETER 

PILOTTO 

EARRINGS, 

P.O.A., BOTH 

AVAILABLE 

FROM 

OCTOBER.
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lsa Hosk has turned it on for the
camera. Dressed in pieces for David
Jones’s latest campaign, with the
soaring New York City skyline as a

backdrop, she coquettishly tilts her head to one
side, relaxes into the pose and slowly turns,
looking back over one shoulder. As her gaze
settles on the six-strong photo crew, she smiles
with the sort of easy familiarity one usually 
saves for a group of close friends.

If this sort of extreme physical composure is
what makes Hosk a natural model, then she
can thank basketball – which she played
professionally in her home country of Sweden
– for her success. “My athletic background
actually helped a lot in my modelling career,”
she tells us between takes. “Both require you to
have complete control of every single muscle in
your body. It’s the same mentality whether
you’re playing defence or holding a long pose!”

Now that you’re a model, do you still shoot 
hoops for fun?
“When I first moved to New York, I used to
meet up with these guys who’d play in the East
River Park every Sunday. At first they wouldn’t
let me join, they didn’t realise I was good!
Finally they invited me on the court and I was
so excited to show them I could actually  
play ball.”
Now that you live in New York full-time, are 

there any Swedish foods you miss eating?
“Oh my god, so many: salt licorice, Swedish meatballs – we
eat them a different way [than here], with cream sauce and
lingonberry. I can get really into this! Swedish pancakes are
also amazing, more like crepes; I like mine with raspberry jam.”
How has moving changed your style?
“New York has allowed me to have more personality in the
way I dress. There are no judgments here! You are allowed to
look exactly the way you want to look and no-one will raise  
an eyebrow.”
What is the last thing you bought online?
“An Isabel Marant jumpsuit.”
What was your first big purchase as a model?
“It’s actually the most horrific item that I’ve ever bought: these
‘slime-green’ suede Marc Jacobs boots, cropped at completely
the wrong part of the foot. They were so expensive! I wore
them to school every day. Can you imagine? Slime-green boots
going to like, society class? It was horrible, but I felt so cool!” ■

E

We go on set with former
basketballer-turned-model
Elsa Hosk for her new
campaign. By Alison Syrett.

Hot shot

RULE
BREAKER

“I love breaking fashion
rules! Take what I’m wearing,
for example: stripes on stripes,

a skirt with sneakers, buttons on
a dress – none of it sounds like
it works, but it does. Just wear

whatever you feel best in.
That’s the only rule  

I have.”

Backstage with Kate
Grigorieva (left) at
the 2015 Victoria’s
Secret Fashion Show.
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A fringed lamp + Josephine Baker 
= BALMAIN’S FRINGED 

FEMME FATALES 

Delaunay + a hunting pouch = MARNI’S 
PUNCHY PAPER-BAG WAIST

Designers reached for a wide scope of
influences for the new season, from high-low
mixes to the esoteric and just plain quotidian.
By Zara Wong and Alice Birrell.

The formula

= MIU MIU’S SHAGGY SLIDES
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Josephine
Baker in
costume.

Emilie Flöge,
fashion
designer
and muse to
Gustav Klimt. 

Prismes
Electriques
(1914)
by Sonia
Delaunay.

Emili a ribbon = ROBERTO
CAVALLI S BO-HAUTE BEAUTIES
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Rosary beads + Prince = RALPH
LAUREN’S DECADENT DILETTANTES

Princess Diana + wedding cake = RODARTE’S 
SACCHARINE SILHOUETTES

Grateful Dead poster + Toy Story’s Woody
= MARY KATRANTZOU’S TRIPPY TEXANSA
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Princess

Diana

in 1981.

Prince in

1983.
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Fantastic
Mr. Fox

+
crystals

=
CALVIN
KLEIN’S

NATURAL
ELEMENTS

Don Rickles as
C.P.O. Sharkey in
the hit TV 70s show. 

A still from
Fantastic Mr.
Fox (2009). 
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ignore all kinds of taboos. You cannot be in fashion and have
taboos,” Karl Lagerfeld tells me two days before the Chanel
haute couture presentation in Paris. We are at 31 Rue Cambon,
sitting in his office, where his desk is stacked high with books,

papers, magazines and knick-knacks. He pulls out a volume on
Picasso’s series of paintings and sculpture, Head of a Woman. The
fluid lines of these works, he says, inspired his fabulous runway
beauty looks – the croissant-shaped buns and theatrical line-
drawing eye make-up. He turns to Suzy Menkes on his left, to
show her this season’s handsome press kit. “The theme is
ecology,” he explains. The room is busy with his inner circle,
among them Amanda Harlech, his long-time muse and right
hand, and Virginie Viard, head of Chanel’s creative studio.
Models float in and out – a fitting in full swing. Lagerfeld is
multi-tasking, speaking three languages, utterly unfazed.

When I heard the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s annual costume
exhibition was all about exploring fashion in an age of technology,
the handmade versus the machine-made, I could not think of
anyone better to talk to than Karl Lagerfeld. Lagerfeld’s vision – he
never tires of pointing out – is always about the Now. (He shudders
when I ask about fashion’s recent 90s references. “I was there the
first time round,” he says.) Maybe that is why his vision is so
relevant: he successfully bridges the old world with the new – with
technology, with the Zeitgeist, with all of our latest obsessions. The
Chanel show he’s preparing will push beyond the confines of
a world populated by clients wealthy enough to shop from it.

Chanel is the most-featured label in the Met exhibition, with a
spectacular wedding gown from 2014 serving as a centrepiece.
“When I saw it on the runway I was struck by how perfectly it
reconciled the aesthetics of the handmade and the machine-made,”

I

Elisabeth von Thurn und Taxis checks
in with the inimitable Karl Lagerfeld,
whose designs took centre stage at
the Met exhibition earlier this year. 

The inventor

Chanel bee
brooches.

says Andrew Bolton, Costume Institute curator in charge. The gown
is made of ivory neoprene with a train embellished with a computer-
generated image, then hand-painted in gold and embroidered with
pearls – a perfect example of old and new techniques holding hands.
“Karl has an insatiable hunger for the new, and he’s not a  snob 
about his interests and references,” adds Bolton.

Spending time with Karl is memorable, with his wicked sense
of humour, his conversation and robust appetite for knowledge.

On this cold morning in Paris, while I sit beside the master,
a glittering and dainty cape floats through the room. Another look
walks in, and the seamstress is quickly told to shorten the hem.
Next up is model Lindsey Wixson, wearing a stunning grey,
jewelled, low-cut gown. Karl compliments her warmly. Meanwhile,
I can’t keep my eyes off a big tray of Chanel’s newest couture
accessories: beautiful bee-shaped brooches with coloured stones.

Lagerfeld jumps from topic to topic, from his cat, Choupette, to
the collection to my mother to current affairs. I’m definitely not
under any illusion that I’m conducting an interview. Is there a
taboo when it comes to wearing Chanel haute couture? I ask.
“Women can do whatever they want with a dress, as long as they
are happy with it,” he says. I show him one of my most-liked 
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Instagram pictures: I’m wearing pink Chanel haute
couture, standing proudly next to the pink lace
cradle I was baptised in. For my niece’s baptism
I borrowed the ensemble from my mother. She
scolded me for mismatching the jacket and skirt.
I want to know: is it okay to tear couture apart? He 
nods approvingly. “I call this home styling.”

Gwyneth Paltrow wanders in and plops down
next to Lagerfeld. “This collection is perfect for
you,” he says. “It’s all about the environment.” He
pulls out his iPhone to show us a video of the
spectacular set. Then we are spoiled with video after
video of his beloved cat. And once the iPhones are
out, an inevitable round of selfies follow – even at Maison Chanel.
Suzy gets going first, capturing Paltrow and Lagerfeld. But I want
a shot, too, and so does Lagerfeld. Lagerfeld is up to scratch with
the workings of a great selfie. The lighting needs to be right, he
says. “No, not that angle. No, no, no … not there. No, Elisabeth,
flatten your jacket!” Finally he is happy. Another sip from his big
crystal cup of ice-cold Diet Coke, which is magically and
continually refilled.

Couture seems to have come full circle for
Lagerfeld this season. At the autumn/winter ’16/’17
ready-to-wear show in Paris, every guest sat on
a golden chair along the front row, a logistical coup
for such a vast crowd, and very much reminiscent of
how collections were shown to couture clients once
upon a time. Such up-close access to the clothes
provides a sense of intimacy and exclusivity, even 
amid the spectacle of an ambitious show.

I walk through the Chanel atelier. Seamstresses
are labouring away at long tables covered in white
tablecloths. You can hear a pin drop. It is shocking
how composed they are. One of my favourite

looks is a black sequined gown with delicate sleeves appliquéed
with little bees, which, on closer inspection, I find are made of 
feathers. I’m told it took 1,230 hours to make!

If only these walls could speak, I tell myself. Imagine all the
whispers and stories of commissions, the names, dramas and
secrets quietly overheard here! Is couture still fashion’s fuel? I ask
Lagerfeld. “It has to be something that fuels today. If not, there
is no reason for it to exist.” ■

HIS VISION
– HE NEVER

TIRES OF
POINTING
OUT – IS
ALWAYS
ABOUT

THE NOW 

The finale of the
Chanel haute couture
spring/summer 2016
show. Right: Paltrow
attending the show.
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The infinite looping
and twisting of
Chanel’s statement
necklace in paintbox 
brights could
be a trick of the
light, or the French
house’s singularly 
genius way
with colour. 

Light
angles



1300 36 4810

Montblanc Bohème Day & Night
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In an age of comfort dressing and high-
street fashion, is the most extravagant
and beautifully crafted of garments
nearing extinction? By Kinvara Balfour.

For the love
of ballgowns

hether in taffeta, silk, velvet or lace, how I yearn
for the return of the ballgown. When I was young,
everyone wore one. I spent many an evening sitting
on my mother’s bed watching her get dolled up in

one of her gowns: poufy, f loor-length frocks in shades of
turquoise, fuchsia pink, red, emerald green. As a debutante, she
had worn many for her “coming out” during “the season”, an
age-old British tradition in which daughters of the aristocracy
and upper class were presented at court to the king and queen in
London. This culminated in Queen Charlotte’s Ball, the greatest
ballgown showdown of the year (long white gloves included),
during which debutantes had to curtsey to a cake. As ridiculous 
as it sounds now, it looked wonderful then.

As I grew up, parties always called for a
gown. At my father’s 40th birthday,
a wonderful affair at Arundel Castle (seat
of my late grandfather Miles, 17th Duke
of Norfolk, and now my uncle, Edward,
18th Duke) I wore a navy-blue water silk
number by Laura Ashley complete with
large black tulle underskirt. Darting
about the castle in this, aged 13, I felt
grand, elegant, a woman. I remember the
swish of the fabric at my feet as I walked
upon the centuries-old wooden floor in
the Barons’ Hall. I remember the space
I took up when sitting on the sofa in the
Drawing Room. I felt regal, not because
of my surroundings, but because of the
grand, luxurious structure upon my
person. Like all clothes that fit – the body,
the occasion – it made me want to honour 
myself and to succeed in the world.

In those days, the ballgown was more
readily available. Yves Saint Laurent,
Christian Dior, Oscar de la Renta,
Valentino, Giorgio Armani, Givenchy,
Emanuel Ungaro regularly presented
them in their ready-to-wear collections.
As I myself grew up, teenage parties in
London called for “starter gowns”; there
were plenty of shops on the trendy King’s
Road that stocked a classic 80s frock for 
every age and every budget.

My first ever job – two weeks’ work
experience at the age of 16 – was at
Norman Hartnell, now sadly extinct save
for a name above a door in memoriam of
the famous designer who once worked
there. In his heyday, Hartnell was
couturier for Britain’s aristocracy and
Queen Elizabeth II. I remember heading
to the atelier on my first day feeling
terrified. Upon arrival, I was asked to dust
the ballgowns hanging on the shop floor.
As I did so, I fell in love. When a gown was
called for by the workroom or a customer,
I would carry it to its lucky recipient as if
it were a small child, with deep affection
and the utmost care. One afternoon I was
invited to try a few on, with the help of
Nina the house (read: ancient) vendeuse,

Kinvara Balfour
wears a vintage

Tomasz Starzewski
dress. Prada shoes.
Her own jewellery.

▲
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SURREAL HEELS
Some could be classified as sculptures:

the chiselled pieces at Dries Van Noten,

the architectural forms at Marni. We

mean the heels specifically. Imagine

looking down from such great heights

as Marc Jacobs’s platform blocks! M
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VETEMENTS 

DRESS, $2,360, 

FROM WWW. 

MATCHES 

FASHION.COM.

MARNI 

NECKLACE, 

P.O.A. 

LANVIN 

EARRINGS, 

$640, FROM 

WWW.MATCHES 

FASHION.COM.

PRADA BAG, 

$2,220.

CHRISTIAN 
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emininity shouldn’t equal fragility.
Was it a sign of the times then that
Louis Vuitton, Burberry and
Valentino all chose utilitarian foils

to encase pretty party dresses? Miuccia
Prada had an optimistic take on the world
today that requires us to protect ourselves
– in Miu Miu’s case that meant waxed
army khaki coats, and in Stella
McCartney’s puffers-cum-parkas that
swaddle the wearer – but still allow us to
drape ourselves in sumptuous dinner
dress, should we so desire. Perhaps what
Miuccia was trying to say in pairing tough
outerwear with flippy skirts was that
although everyone seems to be at war on
the surface, fashion proffers the chance to 
be defiantly light at heart. 

F

Fashion’s current yen for

contrasts has seen the

teaming up of skirts and

outerwear. By Alice Birrell.

Parka
avenue

GUCCI

DRESS,

$3,335.

BURBERRY

PRORSUM

DRESS,

$4,095.

MIU MIU

COAT,

$5,200.

BIANCA

SPENDER

DRESS, $795.

PAGEANT

COAT, $545.
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The model
behind the
scenes for
Country
Road’s new
campaign.
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DK: “I have classic pieces: Chanel bags that have been given to
me or I’ve bought over the years, but other than that it’s pretty 
casual. I live in LA and Paris, so I wear easy things.”
JW: “Come on! You have a room full of clothes! I got lost in
there. You’ve got everything from Chanel to Topshop. You just
know how to mix things up and make everything look great.”
DK: “The way I put things together is very European. My
inspiration is always the 60s – characters like Catherine Deneuve
in Belle de Jour. Women who are very sophisticated but who you 
sense have a boiling naughtiness underneath the surface.”
JW: “You never look like you’ve been forced into anything. You
are truly yourself all the time. You also have the kind of fashion
knowledge a designer or seasoned stylist has – of the fabrics, the
details, the fit. You might send me a reference from the 50s and 
ask: ‘How do we do a modern version of this look?’”

DK: “When I was a model I learned about
proportion. I got a sense of how I could take
anything and make it my own without
becoming a victim to trends. The way we work
is very organic. You always design something 
I fall in love with.” 

DK: “That makes sense. Grey is everyday 
stuff. These clothes go with anything.”

Grey is less serious. People who don’t know
me tend to perceive me as more serious than 
I actually am.”
DK: “The clothes are young and fun. The
collaboration with [artist] Hunt Slonem is a 

cool element too.”
JW: “Yes, we’ll collaborate with a
different artist each season. I’ve always
looked to artists for inspiration, and
I love the idea of creating unique 
prints through that dialogue.”
DK: “We’ve collaborated many
times over the years, and it never

feels like work. But we have things to talk about other than
fashion. We both love cooking. You whip up the most incredible 
dinners at your apartment.”
JW: “My family is in Taiwan, so my friends are like family.”
DK: “I don’t make friends easily, so I’m glad we found each other!
You’ve shown me that through hard work and dedication, one can
do anything – without having to sell your soul. Kindness wins.”
JW: “Friendship wins!” ■

hey vacation together, do Coachella together and cook
together. Fashion designer Jason Wu, 33 (who dressed
Michelle Obama for both inaugural balls and who, in
addition to helming his own line, serves as artistic director

for Boss women’s wear), and actress Diane Kruger, 40, live oceans
away from their flesh-and-blood families, so they’ve become each
other’s surrogate clan. Here, they speak of their long friendship.
Jason Wu: “I met you in 2009, I believe. It was early in my
career. You asked for a dress to wear to the Cannes Film Festival.”
Diane Kruger: “It was cream and strapless, and I remember you 
came yourself to fit me in it! We immediately hit it off.”
JW: “Yes! We just clicked. Obviously, I was a huge fan of yours
already. I’d seen you at events and you always stood out because
you have this strong sense of self. But at the fittings, then and at
every one since, we had one-on-one conversations; there weren’t 
10 people between us, so we bonded.”
DK: “We genuinely like each other and have
a respect for each other as artists. And we 
have a similar sense of humour.”
JW: “We’re both sarcastic! After that first
Cannes experience, we went to dinner and
just connected. Now we exchange ideas all the 
time and travel together.”
DK: “Coachella is our bonding trip. It’s so
funny to see you there letting loose. You know
when you see someone in a different light? That
was a breakthrough moment in our friendship.”
JW: “That was the first time we did something
that wasn’t related to fashion or an event.
I didn’t think I would like it. It’s hot, it’s
outside, it’s crowded. Being in a crowd for 
three days sounded like a nightmare
to me. My ideal Saturday is having
friends over for dinner. But
I thought: ‘What the hell, let’s try
something new.’ And it was really
fun. I still prefer smaller groups
and more intimate settings, but
Coachella took me out of myself.
You’re much more adventurous than me, Diane.”
DK: “I guess my preferred vacation is backpacking and not
knowing where I’m going to end up that night. But you’re very 
outgoing. I’ve met the most interesting people through you.”
JW: “I could say the same thing! The fourth of July party at your
home in Malibu was so fun. That’s actually partly what inspired
the Grey Jason Wu collection [a new line under Jason Wu’s 
eponymous label]. I rifled through your closet!”

T

“WE GENUINELY LIKE
EACH OTHER AND HAVE

A RESPECT FOR EACH
OTHER AS ARTISTS”

Designer Jason Wu and actress

Diane Kruger share the story

of their seven-year friendship 

and fashion connection.

By Esther Adams Achara.

In good
company

Diane Kruger
and Jason Wu.

Wearing
Jason
Wu. In Boss.
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ow does swimwear fit with 
your main line?
Stella McCartney: “It seemed
quite natural for me to take the

lingerie that I’ve been designing many
years into swimwear, and I think it is an
incredible area for us as a brand to work
in. I think it’s exciting to bring the elements
from the ready-to-wear collection on
your holiday, onto the beach and to your 
swimming pool.”
What elements do you think make up 
the ideal swimsuit?
SM: “I find that as a woman the times you
are in your swimwear are some of the most
vulnerable moments; when you are in the
beach and exposing your body it can be
quite daunting. So I want to make women
feel their best, comfortable and confident
at all times. For this first collection the key
piece, which is really a reflection of what we do in the brand, is
the miracle section and it is really inspired by a famous dress that
we did a couple of years ago that is an absolute celebration of a
woman’s body, designed to bring her confidence and make her feel
her absolute best. We have mimicked the miracle lines of the dress
and adapted it into swim styles in neoprene, which also gives the
technical aspect of fit and support. This style ticks all the boxes.”
How has your personal style and that of your label changed 
as you have grown and evolved?
SM: “My inspiration is always women in general, what they
want and what they need. As the brand has evolved, the Stella
woman is more naturally confident. My collections are no longer
part of a season but rather timeless pieces that adapt to everyday 
women’s needs.”
What makes your swimwear particularly ‘Stella McCartney’?
SM: “We always have a little humour; as a brand we do like to
have fun and not take ourselves too seriously. There is a citrus
print that is really about celebrating all things summer, all
things beach, that originally came from a ready-to-wear
summer collection we did a few years ago. I also wanted to look
into details – because that’s something really key for me as
a designer – so all the ties of all the triangle bikinis and all the
details are specially customised and personalised. There is also
a story of mixing and matching – that is something I personally 
do with my swimwear.”

H

We have always looked to
Stella McCartney for breezy
wardrobe dressing and now 
she answers our poolside
requirements with her
newfound swimwear line. 
By Zara Wong.

In the 
swim

STELLA

MCCARTNEY

BIKINI TOP, $129.

STELLA MCCARTNEY

BIKINI BOTTOMS, $99.

STELLA

MCCARTNEY

SWIMSUIT, $449.

A look from
the new Stella
McCartney
swimwear
collection.

STELLA

MCCARTNEY

BAG, $279.
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HOLIDAY HIDEAWAY:
“My hidden gem destination in Australia

is Peninsula Hot Springs in Mornington

Peninsula, Victoria. It’s a natural thermal

mineral springs bath house and day spa, 

75 minutes’ drive from Melbourne.”

F

FITNESS:

Wearing
Seafolly in
Byron Bay.

At the hot
springs in

Mornington
Peninsula.

THE
PERFECT
SWIMSUIT:
“It’s important to

find a swimsuit

style that

compliments

my body. I love

high-cut one-

piece swimsuits

by Seafolly: sexy  

and classic.” 

PACKING LIST:

IN HER CARRY-ON: 

VACATION DINNER 
DRESS CODE:

bohemian maxi summer

ss, gold accessories – body

ains, rings, earrings – flat

rrior sandals and a small

dbag or clutch.”

BEST IN
BEACH: 

Model
traveller

PACKING:
“Pack anything

that’s very light

in fabric. To

create space,

roll T-shirts and

dresses and

don’t bring too

many pairs

of heels.”
The peripatetic schedule of a
model affords a unique knowledge of

BUSCEMI SNEAKERS,

$1,260, AVAILABLE

FROM A SELECTION

AT SNEAKERBOY.

EMILIO PUCCI

BAG, $1,70 .

CHRISTIE

NICOLAIDES

EARRINGS, 

$229.

The Pass at
Byron Bay. 

SEAFOLLY

SWIMSUIT,

$140.

VALENTINO

SANDALS,

$850, FROM

WWW.NET-A-

PORTER.COM.

MIU MIU

SUNGLASSES,

$560, FROM

SUNGLASS 

HUT.
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In your dreams
The original fairytales were equal parts dark and enchanting.

Reflect the formula in headwear that says tumbled-out-of-

the-brambles or fossicking-for-dainty-woodland-florals.

J
JEWEL
QUALIFICATION
MAISON MARGIELA’S

SPANGLY BOMBER

HANGS HEAVY WITH 

LOZENGE-SIZED

JEWELS SO BIG

THAT JEWELLERY  

IS REDUNDANT. 

THE KOOKS FREAK FLAGS WERE FLYING THIS SEASON IN

THE FORM OF CROWNS, HOODS AND HAUTE RAIN GEAR. 

Happiest place 
on Earth

The forever-young pull of

a novel accessory lingers for

autumn/winter ’16/’17. Coach’s

Disney cross-pollination is the

grown-up version of our

childhood holiday mementos. 

K

COACH X DISNEY 

BAG, $775.
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Love your 
lobes
If they don’t graze

the shoulders,

the earrings aren’t

decadent enough. 
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One, two, cha cha cha
Can you do the fandango? Ferragamo can. These

fuzzy heels may mingle below eye level but their 

textural play will draw more than one gaze.
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Quirk
factor
The demure slides

of last season have

shuffled out of the

bedroom and into

the playroom in

Muppet brights.

The shaggier and

the fuzzier, the more

style points earned. 

R S
Ring,
ring
With phones

that can pay,

talk and

practically

think for you,

why would you

need a bag

that carries

anything else?

HUGO BOSS

BAG, P.O.A.

BALLY SHOES, $1,375.

BALLY

SHOES,

$1,375.

MIU MIU

SHOES,

$1,090. 

MIU MIU SHOES, $1,090.



2 complete pairs from $199

Exclusive to

Designed by

Price complete with standard single vision lenses. Second pair must be from the same price range of frames and lens range or below. Must be same prescription. Multifocals and bifocals also available at an extra cost.

Extra options not included. Price for other lens types may differ. Price correct at time of print. Frames available while stocks last. This advertisement is issued by Specsavers. For all related queries, please contact Specsavers.

© 2016 Specsavers Optical Group.
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FASHION

LIKE NEVER 

BEFORE
Louis Vuitton

Gucci

PRADA

TIFFANY & COMPANY

Givenchy

Salvatore Ferragamo

Christian Louboutin

Rolex

Bally

HUGO BOSS

Coach

MaxMara

GEORG JENSEN

Sandro Paris

Maje

kate spade new york

Michael Kors

Furla

Kit and Ace

SNEAKERBOY

Aje.

alice McCALL

Alpha60

CAMILLA

Carla Zampatti

Dion Lee

Gorman

Janine Edwards

Oroton

sass & bide

SCANLAN THEODORE
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et’s get it out of the way. Renée Zellweger looks perfectly 
normal to me, and I’m standing an inch away from her 
nose. Her characterful, quirky face first appeared on our 
screens 20 years ago when, aged 27, she played Dorothy 

Boyd, Tom Cruise’s love interest in Jerry Maguire. And now, 
guess what? Aged 47, she looks … older. Shock, horror! The 
round face, bee-stung lips and eyes that crinkle so endearingly 
have been joined by some lines, and if she has done something to 
her face (and does it really matter?), then hats off to her, 
she looks terrific.

Now the elephant is out of the room, there are things to be 
discussed, including Zellweger’s forthcoming return to our 
screens as the nation’s favourite singleton in Bridget Jones’s Baby 
– her first role since 2010. We meet one morning at the Taschen 
Gallery in Los Angeles for a private view of Mick Rock’s 70s 
photographs of David Bowie.

She’s always been a big music fan, she says, remembering how 
she loved to listen to records as a teenager. “I’d spend hours 
learning songs from the lyrics written on the back of albums, 
playing records constantly until they scratched and jumped,” she 
says. “I had older cousins in Norway who would bring records for 
me and my brother Drew to listen to when they visited … the 
Beatles, Abba, the Stones …” She laughs. “Quite a mix!”

We head to the Beverly Hills Hotel pool restaurant in search of 
a cosy booth where we can hunker down and talk about the 
much-anticipated third instalment of the Bridget Jones franchise. 
Zellweger offers me a lift in her big old Ford four-wheel drive. 
“I’ve had it forever,” she tells me, in that familiar husky voice 
with its Texan twang. As we drive, a small compartment above 
the windscreen repeatedly falls open. “I’m always trying to fix 
that,” she says, laughing.

Riding through the perfectly manicured streets of Beverly 
Hills, I look around her car for clues to her life. “What’s on the 
backseat?” I ask. “Oh, just my workout clothes,” she replies. “I’m 
going spinning later.” (Zellweger is a regular at Soul Cycle.) Now 
I don’t spin, so I’m not sure what three sanitary pads are doing 
perched on top of her kit, so I ask. “Obvious reasons!” she blurts 
out, hooting with laughter and nearly swerving the car off the 
road. Not obvious enough to me, and as my mind begins to race, 
I nervously overshare how only that morning I was caught short 
on a walk through Beverly Hills and had to climb into a gap 
between immaculate hedges … “No, no, no!” she hurriedly 
assures me. “They’re not for that! They’re for comfort!” Well, 
I think, that’s as good a way to break the ice as any.

It’s been 15 years since Renée Zellweger 
first brought the hapless and heroic Bridget 
Jones to life. Now with Bridget Jones’s 
Baby set for release, the actress tells  
Fiona Golfar how taking time out from 
Hollywood changed her for the better. 
Styled by Verity Parker. Photographed  
by Patrick Demarchelier. 

Return 
to form

L
▲



“I’D SPEND HOURS LEARNING  
SONGS FROM THE LYRICS WRITTEN  

ON THE BACK OF ALBUMS”
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Prada dress,

$4,610.
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Just like Bowie, Zellweger can make herself invisible in public.
Dressed in a pair of Levi’s, trainers and a grey sweatshirt, she
carries a small backpack and wears her hair in a messy ponytail
with strands falling around her rosy cheeks. She’s slim, not super-
skinny, her face is free of make-up and she wears no jewellery.
After stopping for a chat with the valet-parking guy at the Beverly
Hills Hotel (“We have mutual friends,” she chirps), we make our
way to the restaurant, where the hostess asks us how many we
are. “Two,” I say. “What name?” asks her associate. I’m silent.
“Zellweger,” says my companion. “How do you spell that?” asks
the hostess. “Seriously?” I think. “Z, E, L, L …” she begins – no
reaction – “… W, E, G …” The hostess glances up and her face
begins to flush as she continues “… E, R.” By now the hostess is
squirming with embarrassment, but Zellweger plays it cool,
complimenting her on her
manicure on our way to the 
booth to put her at ease.

So that’s Renée Zellweger:
open, funny, unspoilt.

It’s been 15 years since 32-year-
old Bridget landed in our cinemas
wearing a very short skirt and see-
through shirt, in all her fleshy,
sexy, hapless, heroic and hilarious
fag-smoking glory. Written by
Helen Fielding and Richard
Curtis, and directed by Sharon
Maguire (the inspiration for the
original character Shazza in
Fielding’s columns), the film’s
portrayal of a plummy-mouthed
county poshie who’d moved to the metropolis
reassured a generation of women that it was okay to
be sitting in alone on a Saturday night, watching
TV, eating cereal and washing it down with vodka
while the phone didn’t ring. Indeed, in Bridget –
with all her dramas – Zellweger mirrored the
insecurities that so many of her peers were
struggling with: weight, work, men, loneliness, life.

The sequel, Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason
(directed by Beeban Kidron), followed in 2004 and
was another box-office smash, so there seems no
reason why the third instalment – written by Helen
Fielding, Emma Thompson and Dan Mazer, and
which has taken eight years to come to fruition – 
won’t appeal to its original huge audiences.

“Now Bridget has grown up a bit,” says Zellweger
carefully. When she thinks hard about something, her voice seems
to drop to a whisper. “She’s become a successful TV producer, she’s
making money, her clothes are smarter, she’s in good shape – but
she’s still Bridget. She still finds herself in situations that she has to
deal with the consequences of.” In this case, a pregnancy, and the
question of who is the father. Colin Firth is back as Darcy, and we
meet a new love interest, played with humorous charm by Patrick
Dempsey (an American who has invented an online dating app),
who replaces Hugh Grant as a rival for Bridget’s affections.

Zellweger is a fusion of Goldie Hawn and Lucille Ball, with the
femininity of a 40s movie star, and the Bridget she has created is
zany and physically comedic. Her face is an expressive canvas:
creasing, twisting, squinting and unsquinting, frowning … with
a smile that makes everything fall into place.

As an actor, Zellweger has certainly had her highs – a clutch of
nominations and awards (Oscars and Baftas) for her performances

in Bridget Jones’s Diary, Chicago, Cold Mountain – and lows. After
2006, the projects she attached herself to, both as producer and as
actress, failed to launch. Her love life also seemed to attract as
many column inches as her waistline (a perennial preoccupation of
the tabloids), with an engagement to Jim Carrey, a short-lived
marriage to country music star Kenny Chesney, and relationships
with musician Jack White and actor Bradley Cooper, the latter of
which ended in 2011. One gets the sense that, like Bridget,
Zellweger may have had her fair share of Saturday nights in front 
of the television. And it makes her all the more loveable.

So in 2010, when her last project – My Own Love Song, directed
by Olivier Dahan (La Vie en Rose) – failed to gain box-office
recognition, Zellweger did what any smart girl in her industry 
might do. She took some time out.

“I found anonymity,” she
explains, “so I could have
exchanges with people on
a human level and be seen and
heard, not be defined by this
image that precedes me when
I walk into a room. You cannot
be a good storyteller if you don’t
have life experiences, and you 
can’t relate to people.”

Journalist and presenter
Mariella Frostrup met Zellweger
during the filming of the first
Bridget Jones film, and the pair
stayed in touch. In late 2011, she
texted Zellweger to see if she
would accompany her to Liberia

to support the Great Initiative, a tiny foundation
that helps women in the developing world, and
was amazed at the actress’s response. “I remember
saying: ‘I don’t suppose you want to come to a
recently war-torn African nation and raise some
awareness?’ She immediately replied with: ‘I will.’”

Frostrup thought it sounded too good to be true
and that there might be a last-minute cancellation.
Three weeks later, however, “Renée was standing
in the lobby of a London hotel with a small
backpack as luggage, in a pair of jeans and a North 
Face jacket. No entourage.

“We spent the next five days in very reduced
circumstances,” Frostrup continues. “Her
knowledge of Africa was huge, she loves to travel
and interact with everyone. She was unbelievable

– diligent and intelligent. When you really get to know her, it’s as
if Renée lives in an alien world, and by that I mean Hollywood.”

“The past few years have been fun,” Zellweger says, as she grazes
on one of the hotel’s famed McCarthy chopped salads – “No eggs,
no bacon” – washed down with an Arnold Palmer (iced tea and
lemonade). “I travelled in Asia with a friend, taking a train through
Vietnam and walking across the border to Cambodia. There’s
a responsibility that comes with constantly working. It requires
huge personal investment. Making films is an insular experience,
then you pop out and talk about it because that’s part of your
responsibility, fly somewhere for 12 hours, put on your dress to
teeter down a red carpet, before getting back on a plane a couple of
hours later to learn your lines and get up and start shooting again 
at 4am. When you do a few projects a year, it becomes a cycle.

“As a creative person, saying no to that wonderful once-in-a-
lifetime project is hard. But I was fatigued and wasn’t taking

“I COULD
HAVE

EXCHANGES 
WITH

PEOPLE ON
A HUMAN

LEVEL, NOT
BE DEFINED 

BY THIS
IMAGE”

▲

Zellweger
returns to
our screens
in Bridget
Jones’s Baby.
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the time I needed to recover between
projects, and it caught up with me. It was 
time to go away and grow up a bit.”

As well as travelling, Zellweger put down
some roots. “I made a home,” she says of
her new house in LA. “I unpacked some
boxes, saw my friends, went through my
stuff and found scraps of cocktail napkins
with ideas on them from when I was
waitressing in college, so I started writing
those up … I also saw more of my parents.”

Zellweger has a very close relationship
with her family. Born in 1969 in Katy,
Texas, she was by her own admission a
conservative child, and didn’t discover
acting until she attended university in
Austin in the early 90s. Indeed, it may
well be because of her parents that she
feels so at home in London. “My dad is
originally Swiss and was an engineer. He
lived in England a little bit, in Ealing,
which is crazy as we filmed Bridget there.
My mum was from Norway but was living
in Surrey, working as a governess and
cook. Although both my parents were
living in the UK, they met on a ship from
Denmark to Norway – she was with
friends and he saw her going into dinner
and asked her to have dinner with him. It
was a shipboard romance! They’ve been
married 52 years,” she says incredulously.

Zellweger is clearly charmed by the
romance of her parents’ marriage. And, in
taking a break from her work, she also
seems to have found time to devote to her
own relationship with musician boyfriend
Doyle Bramhall II, with whom she has
been for four years. “I’ve known him since
I was young and living in Austin. We were
friends,” she reveals. “I think that gives us
a sense of shared history and trust. We kept in touch over the years.
There is a familiarity between us, that sense you have when you’re
with someone and you know you are home.”

Returning to the familiar is a subject close to Zellweger’s heart
when it comes to talking about Bridget Jones. “I love her. I’m not
her – I’m far more conservative – but I think there is some Bridget
in all of us. That’s why she strikes such a chord with people.”

Although, like Bridget, Zellweger is a girl’s girl and not above
a bit of gossip. “Have you ever interviewed anyone you hate?” she
suddenly asks, with a chuckle. I tell her. Her face scrunches up
in mischievous laughter.

On set, too, Zellweger strikes a chord with people. “She is
incredibly welcoming and inclusive,” remembers actress Debra
Gillett, who plays Daisy, Bridget’s antenatal teacher. “We were
filming in the Aquatics Centre in London’s Olympic Village,
which meant the green room was the crèche. She sat around on
boxes eating her lunch out of a disposable carton like the rest of
us, chatting away merrily to all the background artists, pregnant
ladies and their partners about their impending births, and how
her fake pregnancy suit tended to get all sweaty under the lights!”

I wonder why, when she had been away from the world of film
for six years, Bridget Jones was Zellweger’s first choice to come

back to. It’s a role that is bound to draw questions about her
weight and looks, maybe more than any other. Why expose
herself to that again? Zellweger simply shrugs. She’s not interested
in discussing the weight thing. “I put on a few pounds. I also put
on some breasts and a baby bump,” she adds with a laugh.
“Bridget is a perfectly normal weight and I’ve never understood
why it matters so much. No male actor would get such scrutiny if 
he did the same thing for a role.”

But, according to Sharon Maguire, the number on the scales
has always preoccupied Bridget. “It’s ironic, just as Bridget loses
the weight, she gains the bump,” she says, before continuing,
“I think she’s part of a generation that feels feminism should have
increased their choices, but at her core there’s something that 
very much fears the perceived loneliness of a single life.”

Bridget and her contemporaries have undoubtedly followed
different paths from their parents, and among other things the
new film asks whether having more choice is really a benefit.

So has Zellweger finally bid farewell to Bridget, I ask. Or could
there be Bridget Jones: the Menopause? “That’s a brilliant
idea,” she responds, chortling. “Let’s phone Helen immediately!”
You heard it here first. ■

Bridget Jones’s Baby is out in cinemas in September.

Dolce & Gabbana
tunic, P.O.A.

Retrosuperfuture
sunglasses, P.O.A. 
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They are a merry band of anti-heroes, a team of DC
Comics super-villains hired to do good. Welcome
the Suicide Squad, the antithesis of #squadgoals.

Meet the squad

JARED LETO
AS JOKER
Leto brings new life to

this infamous bad guy (so

iconically played by Jack

Nicholson and Heath

Ledger) and will bring a

fresh legion of fans as he

transforms into a wide-

eyed deadly prankster.

(Read more on page 248.)
MARGOT ROBBIE
AS HARLEY QUINN
Marvellous Margot plays this

villainous vixen to aplomb: she

is the enemy of Batman and

partner-in-crime to the Joker.

Oh, and she looks incredible  

in hotpants.

JAI COURTNEY AS
CAPTAIN BOOMERANG

JOEL KINNAMAN AS RICK FLAG
Captain Flag is a super-villain superior who

leads Task Force X, played by the actor

who most recently appeared as New York

Governor Will Conway in House of Cards.

Suicide Squad is in cinemas now.

CARA DELEVINGNE
AS JUNE MOONE 

WILL SMITH
AS DEADSHOT

Deadshot – an

assassin and an

expert marksman

and sniper who

“never misses” – is

brought to life by

Men In Black star 

Will Smith.
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Vibrant, sexy and  
simply delicious

sakerestaurant.com.au 

SYDNEY THE ROCKS | DOUBLE BAY BRISBANE EAGLE STREET PIER  

MELBOURNE HAMER HALL |  FLINDERS LANE (NOW OPEN)





first saw Wonder Woman when I was four years old. I can
remember sitting on the sofa with my sisters and female cousins
when the TV show came on. They weren’t interested, but I was
obsessed. She was my first introduction to a superhero and was

a fictional character that I fixated on. And I never grew out of it.
It was because of Wonder Woman that I decided to draw comics.

“I originally wanted to be an actress – I even auditioned for
a Wonder Woman TV show once – but about 15 years ago
I decided it wasn’t for me. I found it demoralising being
constantly rejected, which is crazy since I went from one creative
career to another where all you do is get critiqued.

“I come from an artistic family: my mother is an artist, my
gran was an artist, my sister is a graphic designer, my other sister
is a singer/songwriter, and we’ve all had good, happy careers, so
I needed to do something creative.

“The skills I have are I can act and I can sew and I can draw, so
I put acting in a box, studied fashion design for a year, and I was
sitting in my place having breakfast on a Sunday morning
drawing, and I came back to the question again about what
I wanted to do. I’d done some commercial illustrations before,
and thought: ‘If I had to draw the same thing all
day every day as a job, what would I want to
draw?’ And then I thought: ‘God, it’d be fun if I
could just draw Wonder Woman!’ Because any
time I was sitting on the phone, if there was a pen
in front of me, I’d just start drawing her. I’d draw
her face – I’d start with an eye because eyes are
always fun to draw – I’d draw the rest of the face,
then I’d draw the tiara, then I’d draw the head
and that would be it. That would be all I would
draw all of the time. That was my doodle.

“It’s embarrassing to say, but it was like an
Oprah lightbulb moment. I thought: ‘Oh my
god, that’s a job that somebody has right now,
that’s a real job. I want that job.’ Then I realised: ‘I’m going to
draw comic books.’

“Now when I draw I use a lot of my skills: I act out a lot of the
characters, I get to cast everybody, I know where all the seams go
when I’m drawing the costumes, and I’m aware of blocking and
three-dimensional space, so I have a lot of fun. You can really go
to town on production design in comics because there’s just no
limit, you can create your own world. It’s a ridiculously fun job
that just requires a lot of time.

“Wonder Woman is owned by Warner Bros and she, Superman
and Batman are what DC Comics considers its holy trinity of
characters, its top three.

“But Wonder Woman’s audience is a little more niche, and every
time her origins story is told it can get diluted rather than
enriched. Every time a creative team comes on and they have a
new directive or the company has a new agenda, she sort of gets
removed from what her point really is and why she was popular
in the first place – they keep trying to make her cool. She’s cool,
you just have to let her be cool! She spent the last 20 years
becoming more like Xena, like a warrior, tough, aggressive,
a little man-hating. They hook her up with all the guys, she’s
been everyone’s girlfriend at some point … I mean, really?

“I’ve worked for DC for the past 10 years now and when you
look at the greater industry, including people who make their
own comics, the number of women working in the industry is
huge, at least 50/50. But the closer you get to the core of it,
the thinner it gets. A lot of that is to do with it being a bit of an
old boys’ club, although that is disappearing as social media

I
galvanises the disparate groups. But it has also got to do with the
workload – you need a certain level of experience to get there,
and you need to have thick skin. I know a lot of guys who have
got right to the middle and wanted to get out, because the
turnover [of work] is quite demanding; each comic issue is
generally 20 to 24 pages, and generally they come out once 
a month, so that means creating 20 pages a month.

“I don’t personally find it hard being at the centre of such
a geeky man’s world, but I’m not a wallflower type and I got into
the industry older than most. It helps that I’m Australian, it helps
that I’m tall, that I’m loud, and that I work from my home in
Sydney, it keeps me out of the drama at head office in the US.
I haven’t been intimidated but I feel like a lot of younger girls in 
particular are, just by how full on it is.

“About six years ago my writing partner Greg Rucka and
I started our own title, Black Magick, a witch noir about a female
police detective who practises witchcraft, and it has opened up a
whole new, more nuanced audience for me. Black Magick is my
first original property, and it’s really fun owning something
myself, having a stamp on something that has a shelf life, that 

will outlive my ability to produce it.
“Geek culture has become more mainstream

recently because of the Marvel movies and
television shows like Big Bang Theory that have
opened up a whole new geek-centric audience –
nobody knew what Comic-Con was 10 years ago, 
now it’s on the news!

“It’s very funny, you’re in this tiny little bubble
industry but you have a limited fame within that,
so I do get recognised at Comic-Con.
Not everyone who’s into comics knows who I am,
but it certainly helps to stand out as an Australian
and stand out as a female creator in the 
mainstream.

“At this year’s Comic-Con we celebrated 75 years of Wonder
Woman. It’s an incredible time for Greg and me to be working on
her. And DC is really letting us stamp our agenda on her – we are
working on retelling her traditional origins story, which hasn’t
really been done in continuity for about 30 years. So we’re giving
it a modern twist, we’re shining some fresh perspective on it. 
We’re really taking it back to the real 1940s origins as well.

“Being a female creator gives me influence, because I’m part of
the team telling the stories, so I can bring things to the foreground
of the panel that aren’t part of the story but they’re part of the
subtext. If there’s a gender subtext that I think is relevant or is 
interesting or is cheeky to slide in there, I will always do it.

“Certainly in this Wonder Woman book, feminism is an
absolutely key part of the agenda. And certainly on Paradise
Island, where she comes from, is all women. These women have
all been around for thousands of years, of course they’ve been
having relationships with each other; they’re not a bunch of 
horny straight women just waiting for a man to come along!

“The pressure of working on it is multifold, especially because
Wonder Woman is having a bit of a renaissance with the new film
coming up and the 75th anniversary building momentum. Her
general audience is sassy women and gay guys. Wonder Woman is
quite a figurehead, but I think because she made a really good
impression in the Batman v Superman movie that was out recently, 
it was a great introduction to a whole new bunch of fan boys.

“Wonder Woman is my dream project and one I’ve been wanting
for many years. It is amazing, but terrifying, but it feels really
beautiful. She’s my patron saint. I hope I don’t fuck it up!” ■

“IN THIS
WONDER
WOMAN
BOOK,

FEMINISM  
IS AN

ABSOLUTELY 
KEY PART”
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n the early months of 1960, Brett Whiteley arrived in Europe,
not yet 21 and the recipient of a travelling art scholarship. He
was an artist in a rush: this explosion of culture had only ever
existed for him in books. And as he wandered through Rome,

Florence, Paris, London, bewildered and enchanted and inspired,
he turned to his notebook to record his thoughts: “We need a
rehabilitation of sentiment in painting.”

Whiteley let his mind wander, setting down an assortment of
revelations, theories and half-formed ideas. He sketched the
people and the streets. He listed names of artists. He scribbled
phone numbers and addresses. He wrote snappy observations
about art (“The image is killed when it is over intellectualised”),
other artists (“The Impressionists left me impressionless”) and
life (“The outback is a state of mind”). Here, in the private pages
of his journal, the self-portrait of a restless, ambitious young
artist was taking shape. “I will now go to the Luxembourg
Gardens,” he wrote, “and select the leaf that explains Modigliani.”

Whiteley’s notebooks – spanning five decades, shifting from
Sydney to London, New York to Morocco – offer an intimate

I

Words of art
insight into his mind. They are the product of an artist constantly
at work, full of energy and ideas, sketching and painting at all
hours. And if they were created with a vague sense of posterity in
mind, they still stand as a unique record of his passions and dreams.

They’re at once a spontaneous jumble of creativity and a simple
account of routine concerns. To flick through these pages is to
encounter Whiteley searching for ideas while rehearsing opinions
about the creative process itself. He captures his environment in
dozens of sketches, some more intricate than others: friends,
family, strangers, birds, f lowers, giraffes, trees, monkeys,
interiors, erotica. They share the space with various ephemera,
from photographs cut from newspapers or pornographic
magazines to ideas for future artworks. There’s one page from an
early notebook in which he can be seen practising the signature
that would later appear in the corner of paintings worth millions.

It’s only now, as part of my Whiteley biography, almost a
quarter of a century after his death, that some of his notebooks
are finally being made public. There are more than 25 in total,
and all belong to Whiteley’s former wife, Wendy. She recognises
their value, of course, which is why the Art Gallery of New South
Wales is now in the process of digitising them, hoping to preserve
these remarkable documents from the passing of time. ■

Ashleigh Wilson’s book Brett Whiteley: Art, Life and the Other 
Thing (Text Publishing, $49.99) is out now.

Selected pages from
Brett Whiteley’s diaries,
in which he recorded
his thoughts over a
period of five decades.A new Brett Whiteley biography

has unearthed his notebooks, which,
according to author Ashleigh Wilson,
provide a rare insight into the artist’s  
mind. Here, he tells us more. 
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CELEBRITY, VISIONARY, MUSE:
THE STORY OF A MAN WHO CHANGED DANCE FOREVER







The world’s thinnest laptop

The New HP Spectre Laptop

Reinvent Obsession

Do great things.



M a k e a s t a t e m e n t. 

B e t t e r y e t ,

m a k e  i t  t h a t  H P .
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DEEP BLUE
Eyelids get the royal

treatment with painterly

azure swatches. L’Oréal

make-up artist Karim Rahman

teams it with bold lips.

Make-up from L’Oréal, starting with
Nude Magique Cushion Foundation

in Vanilla, $30; Colour Riche Le
Smokey eyeliner in Stormy Sea, $22;

False Lash Butterfly Wings Sculpt
Mascara, $26; Color Riche

lipstick in Perfect Red, $22.
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BRUSH STROKES
Whether or not you wear

them feathered out and

bird-like for high impact,

lashes are back for

autumn/winter ’16/’17.

Make-up from L’Oréal, starting
with New Infallible Liquid
Foundation in Vanilla, $30;
True Match Blush in Luminous
Rose, $26; False Lash Butterfly
Wings Sculpt Mascara, $26;
Infallible Mega Gloss in Alerte
Rouge, $22; lacquered lashes 
from the L’Oréal lab. 
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my best me

Everyone gets a bit of me, but no-one gets the best of me. Sound familiar?
We all need emotional replenishment, so if you can find just one hour a month for 

an endota spa massage or facial treatment, we’ll help you find your best me.

Find your nearest endota spa at endotaspa.com.au

Call to partner with us 1800ENDOTA
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(“A red for every woman,” he declared), while at Isabel Marant
the brief was to ensure models looked the best versions of
themselves – which in most cases was with next to no make-up 
and feathery, bold brows.

Whether coincidentally or not, make-up artists and hairstylists
are taking a less cookie-cutter approach by embracing natural
features such as untamed frizz, left-field haircuts, perfect
imperfections, which is also reflected at a casting level. Where

previously models were made to look
like real-life mannequins, uniform
and undeviating, the new norm is
that quirk or feature that demands
attention. Hairstylist Paul Hanlon,
who was responsible for the slicked-
back styles at Giambattista Valli,
sums up the mood of the season: “It’s
all free, it’s confident, because the
scale of the woman is broader. They’re
not clones.” And while the world of

beauty is now embracing it, individualism has been embracing
beauty for decades. Offshoot groups – the punks, goths,
rockabillies, heavy metal revellers, even cute-as-pie Harajuku
girls and geishas – have stretched the parameters of hair and
make-up, as evidenced by the fact that they continued to crop
up on moodboards backstage, and eventually wielded their
influence on our beauty bags. 

P

If backstage beauty taught us anything
this season, it’s to embrace individualism. 
By Remy Rippon.

As you are
Backstage at

Giambattista Valli.

At Marc
Jacobs.

ark Avenue, between 66th and 67th streets. It’s February
in New York, and bitterly cold. Backstage at Marc
Jacobs’s autumn/winter ’16/’17 show, the closing
runway of the week, legendary make-up artist François

Nars has a sizeable task on his hands. “Marc said that he
wanted all the girls to have a different look, to express
their individuality,” he says of the various goth-inspired looks
he painstakingly face-painted onto 65 models, each one 
completely unique.

While Marc Jacobs was an extreme
case of individualism, both in the
application and the epic task at hand,
it echoes the tone that’s been
resonating backstage for the past few
seasons. In the fashion and beauty
cosmos, a trend is a tool we use to
package things into neat and tidy
boxes, which made this season’s
unconventional and individualistic
attitude an outlier, albeit one we welcomed. It seems, where 
beauty is concerned, trendless is trending.

“It’s an anti-trend,” says make-up artist Hannah Murray, who
cherry-picked models to don fuchsia lips for Topshop Unique
this season, while others mimicked 90s rock chicks with eyes
winged and rimmed in heavy-handed liner. Likewise at
MaxMara, Tom Pecheux let models choose their own lipstick  

MAKE-UP ARTISTS
AND HAIRSTYLISTS

ARE EMBRACING
NATURAL FEATURES
– UNTAMED FRIZZ,

LEFT-FIELD HAIRCUTS

▲



Shop the new range in spa or online

endotaspa.com.au/COLOUR

IT ’S  IN  OUR NATURE .

AUSTRALIAN BEAUTY is inspired as much by our wild landscape as it is by our striking women. We are not delicate roses but robust

wildflowers defiant in our ability to withstand the intense heat, mighty oceans and red deserts. To celebrate the extraordinary colour that

is in our nature, we’ve launched the endota spa COLOUR™ make up range to enhance your natural beauty not cover it. Sourced from 

native and active ingredients including Vitamin C boosting Kakadu Plum, it applies like make up but treats like skincare. 
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Take the tar-toned lipstick at Christian Dior’s show, which
make-up marvel Peter Philips teamed with buffed-out skin and
spidery, one-too-many-coats lashes. A little outlandish, perhaps,
but when the lipstick arrived on my desk a couple of months later
it drew gasps of admiration and double-takes from those passing
by. When I gave it to a friend (whose go-to lip colour is akin to
red wine) to trial that evening, it drew similar endorsement from
friends and lingering looks from strangers.

Similarly, Burberry, a brand steeped in English history and
whose bread and butter, the trench coat, is a traditionalist’s
safety blanket, took an uncharacteristically futuristic
approach. Droplets of glitter cascading
down cheekbones of models felt all the
more modern with a punky topknot drawn
forward to masquerade as a fringe. That was
the case for most of the models save for
Ruth Bell, who gave hairstylists no choice
but to leave her buzzcut exactly as it was.
Which was all the more refreshing.

It’s also the attitude Bell took with her
agent, who cried when hairstylists lopped
off inches of her hair on the set of an Alexander McQueen
campaign shoot. Truth be told, Bell’s new distinctive style did
exactly what it was meant to do: separated her from the pack
(which includes of her twin sister and fellow model May) and
says matter-of-factly: “This is me, take it or leave it.”

The idea of embracing individuality in beauty isn’t always enabled
by a make-up brush, a lip wand or a pair of scissors. In fact, doing
absolutely nothing can be just as impactful. “Sometimes a girl will
walk into a show and we’ll be like: ‘She looks great: leave her alone.’
Literally not touching,” says Anthony Turner, the hairstylist
responsible for the divisible approach at Erdem, Peter Pilotto,
Proenza Schouler and J.W. Anderson, to name a few. “Every single
show I’ve done [this season], the big trend is individuality.”

If there was a poster girl for the current mood, it’s Cara
Delevingne, model, actress, rebel, muse. Her devil-may-care
aesthetic is what ultimately makes her more appealing to similarly
nonconformist beauty brands like Yves Saint Laurent and, most
recently, Rimmel. And in her most liberal display of take-it-
or-leave-it ’tude she brought her dog – that’s right, a puppy – to 
a Chanel haute couture show. I rest my case.

Shouldn’t we all take a leaf out of Delevingne’s book by throwing
caution to the wind? Why do we so often nestle into our comfort
zone and get so cosy we never push the boundaries? If there’s ever
a time to experiment, surely it’s with something as temporary

as make-up? Val Garland, a master with a
make-up brush who has worked with the
extravaganza that is Lady Gaga, noted
backstage at Giambattista Valli the yin and
yang between squeaky clean and off-kilter is
where the genius lies. “This season is one of
absolute clean rawness, or it’s ‘let’s go for
colour’. It’s a bit of a free-for-all: you’ve got
this perfect make-up, but then you want to
put something funny somewhere. It all 

depends on what tribe you belong to.”
My tribe is the one that is experimental, yes, but ultimately safe

when it comes to beauty. I place lipstick in the same category as
Ferrero Rocher chocolates, freshly washed linen and swims in the
ocean: things that instantly make me feel better. While a drastic
haircut might be semi-permanent, throwing tangerine on lips is
a foolproof way to try something on without having to commit
to it come morning. Occasionally, I’ll up the ante, my beauty
equivalent of that eye-wateringly expensive show-off dress that
will only see daylight once annually but demands attention when
it does. And I assure myself, like the tower of ol’ faithful cashmere
sweaters in my wardrobe, the basics will always be there, so why
not embrace the flipside for a change? ■

“THIS SEASON IS
ONE OF ABSOLUTE
CLEAN RAWNESS,
OR IT’S ‘LET’S GO  

FOR COLOUR’”

At Burberry
Prorsum.

At Marc
Jacobs.

At
MaxMara.

Backstage
at MaxMara.
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here’s a woman in your life. You probably 
haven’t met her, but she’s been there for most of 
your important milestones: first kiss, first date, 
graduation, wedding. Chances are if you 

charted your fragrance history, Christine Nagel’s 
exceptional nose would have had some influence. As 
the perfumer behind some of the most iconic fragrances 
of the past 20 years (Giorgio Armani Sì, Narciso 
Rodriguez for Her and Jo Malone Peony & Blush 
Suede, to name but a few) she has continued to 
influence the field of fragrance, not by 
following trends but by creating them. 
Which was why the beauty industry and 
fragrance fan clubs alike waited with 
bated breath for Galop d’Hermès, her 
first solo instalment since joining the 
storied French house in 2013.

With the assumption she would take 
the reins from Hermès’s long-standing 
perfumer Jean-Claude Ellena, 69, when 
he retired earlier this year, Nagel (one of 
only six in-house perfumers globally) 

was granted unrivalled freedom. 
It’s a rare luxury in the world 

of luxury: no brief, no 
budget, no deadline. “I have time; in 

this case if  I’m not ready then the 
perfume doesn’t exist,” she says, 
almost dumbfounded by the 
fortunate position she’s found 
herself in. “I am very free. I don’t 

have any limitation of [cost], but I’m 
not crazy. If I need a flower from India, from Australia, 
it is all possible if olfactively it is important.”

Nagel’s first port of call for inspiration was the 
Hermès archives: a vault in Paris that houses many 

years’ worth of Hermès leathers, fashion and 
accessories. “When I arrived at Hermès all the 
doors opened for me, all the universe opened for 
me,” Nagel says. “And the first department, 

the first discovery was the Comptoir de 
creation. It’s the secret place in Paris but it’s 
very difficult to go; you need a card, a name, 
a password. It’s a top-secret place.”

With autonomy came unexpected 
surprises, not in the ingredients but in 
Nagel’s interpretation. The scent’s hero is 
leather, boisterous and full-bodied, made all 
the more powerful by saffron, used to “give 

more character, more colour”. The genius comes into 
play with the use of Turkish rose (not a rare ingredient 
by any stretch) but it purposefully rounds out the 
leather while simultaneously elevating it. The two are 
opposites but good bedfellows. They dance in unison, 
at once understated and attention-grabbing while being 
utterly modern and feminine. 

It seems, at least where Hermès is concerned, the 
modern interpretation of feminine isn’t with sickly 
sweet florals or wafty candied notes. Despite the heady 

leather accords, Galop d’Hermès isn’t 
overtly masculine or even within the 
realm of the androgynous “borrowed 
from the boys” mood the fragrance 
world has been flirting with for the past 
few years. As Nagel points out, to 
assume the modern woman can be 
pigeonholed with her fragrance is to 
underestimate her. “The femininity 
is  with character. When you see a 
woman wearing an Hermès dress it’s so 
chic, so elegant. She is a woman with 
complexity,” says Nagel, who, sitting 
there in a vibrant lemon Hermès dress 
accessorised with statement jewels and 

bold-rimmed glasses, could be describing herself. “For 
me this isn’t a sugary perfume, it’s not a sweet perfume; 
it’s a perfume with a signature.”

It’s every perfumer’s holy grail, in the saturated and 
ambiguous world of fragrance, to create a  juice with 
a point of view, one that’s disruptive and rebellious for 
all the right reasons. Which made Nagel’s self-imposed 
brief, to create something that speaks to the Hermès 
woman, all the more difficult. “The Hermès woman 
has a  lot of independence and character,” Nagel says. 
“When you go into the Hermès shop and you touch the 
fabrics, it’s incredible, because the choice of raw 
materials is so elegant and elegance is very important.”

For a perfumer to be so precisely in tune with what 
women (and men) ultimately want to smell like, while 
being directional, says a lot about Nagel’s craft. She 
thinks in textures and colour, not smell. That is, until 
she indulges in her guilty pleasure. “When I’m walking 
on the street and I pass someone who I think is wearing 
one of my perfumes, it’s special for me. Normally, I pass 
her or him and then I turn around. I see their face and 
I am proud. He or she doesn’t know that their skin is 
a  part of me. It’s special.” Perhaps you don’t know 
Nagel, but she might know you. Q

T

If you want to rewrite the fragrance  
rule book, look to legendary perfumer  

Christine Nagel and her surprising first 
scent for Hermès. By Remy Rippon.

Rebel with  
a cause

“AT HERMÈS 
ALL THE 
DOORS 

OPENED 
FOR ME, 
ALL THE 

UNIVERSE 
OPENED 
FOR ME”





KERASILK
NEW LUXURY HAIR CARE

Luxuriously smooth, incredibly

supple, impressively voluminous or

amazingly dazzling? Ask your stylist

for the new Kerasilk – and get the 

FALL IN

LOVE WITH

YOUR HAIR

Find your nearest Goldwell Salon at

www.goldwell.com/salonfinder



APRICOT FILTER
PERFECT FOR DARKER SKIN TONES

AND THOSE BATTLING DARK SPOTS 

OR HYPERPIGMENTATION.

YELLOW FILTER
ERASE DARK CIRCLES

AND BLUE-TINGED VEINS

WITH THIS YELLOW-TONED 

MIRACLE WORKER.

GREEN FILTER
SENSITIVE TO HEAT, OR

BLEMISH-PRONE? OPT FOR THE

GREEN FILTER TO NEUTRALISE 

REDNESS IN ANY FORM.

BLUE FILTER
GOT YELLOW UNDERTONES?

EVEN OUT SKIN TONE WITH  

A DOSE OF BLUE.

Backstage at
Ralph Lauren.
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Colour therapy
Dip into the world of colour
therapy with Dior’s new Fix It
colour filters, designed to blur,
smooth and correct with just 
one swipe.
DIOR FIX IT 2-IN-1 PRIME & COLOUR  

CORRECT FILTERS, $62 EACH.

DRY CLEAN ONLY
Maintaining that post-salon style

doesn’t have to be at the expense

of your colour, especially with

the new wave of colour-safe dry

shampoos and conditioners. 

PROTECT MOROCCANOIL DRY

SHAMPOO IN LIGHT TONES, $40.

CLEAN SHU UEMURA COLOR

LUSTRE DRY CLEANER, $48.

CONDITION JOICO COLOR

CO+WASH WHIPPED CLEANSING 

CONDITIONER, $24.
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Skin 
inc

SPEED OF LIGHT
Do you religiously slather on a broad-spectrum
sunscreen? The latest research shows the full light

spectrum, comprised of UV-A, UV-B, visible light and
infrared, is more harmful than we first thought, and
your current sunscreen may not be shielding your
skin from the breadth of the problem. In fact, infrared
and visible light (which your current sunscreen likely
doesn’t protect against) are also key causes of photo-
ageing in the skin. Expect to see a slew of souped-up
sunscreens this summer as well as antioxidant-rich
creams to combat free radicals, a natural by-product 
of exposure to infrared and visible light. 

1
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INJECTIONS WITH BENEFITS
Research by two Canadian plastic surgeons appears to show muscle-relaxing
injections may improve skin structure and quality. A study of 43 women treated

for mild wrinkles showed the injections increased the skin’s pliability and elastic
recoil, mimicking more youthful skin. Sydney-based cosmetic and laser dermatologist
Michelle Hunt notes the study also stated the reason behind the change is still unclear.

SUNNY SIDE UP
Australians face some of the harshest climate
conditions in the world, so it’s only natural we

lead the charge in sunscreen. Case in point: Rationale’s
Beautiful Skin Luminizing Superfluid SPF50, which
contains skin-identical properties for undetectable
coverage while protecting against the full light spectrum. 

Spin
class can 

help your
face, too
Think the effects of

ageing are irreversible?

A US study found

exercising later in life

may stave off or even

reverse skin ageing.

Time to renew that

gym membership.

4
SWIPE

AND

GLOW
Face wipes now
go beyond mere
make-up removal,
delivering such
ingredients as
aloe, cucumber,
chamomile and

marshmallow
root extract to

the skin in one
simple sweep.

5

6

3

INGREDIENT TO
KNOW: COPPER

’S NOT UNUSUAL TO

SEE GOLD, SILVER AND

EVEN CAVIAR IN YOUR

FACE CREAM, BUT THE

NEW BUZZ INGREDIENT 

IS DECIDEDLY LESS

FLASHY WHILE BEING

JUST AS EFFICACIOUS.

OMOROVICZA COPPER

PEEL CONTAINS BLUE 

COPPER PASTE TO

DETOXIFY THE SKIN

AND REGULATE OIL 

PRODUCTION.

CLEANSE BY LAUREN

NAPIER THE HIGHTAIL

CLEANSING WIPES,

$29 FOR A PACK OF 15.

OMOROVICZA COPPER PEEL

PASTE AND ACTIVATOR KIT, 

$118 FOR FOUR PAIRS.
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11
SHAPE-SHIFTERS
COOLSCULPTING,

A PROCEDURE

DESIGNED TO

ELIMINATE FAT

FROM STUBBORN

AREAS OF THE 

BODY VIA

FREEZING, IS NOW 

DESIGNED TO

TREAT SMALLER

ZONES SUCH AS

HE CHIN. RESULTS

CAN TAKE UP TO

THREE MONTHS 

(BE AWARE

THERE ARE

A SLEW OF

IMITATORS

CROPPING UP).

These facials are united by a singular

objective: results.

1. Hydrating Glow facial, Melanie Grant Skin

Health What is it? Three things we love –

enzymes, ultrasound and light therapy – get rolled

into one power facial that works best as part

of a series of treatments. Your skin will appear

as though it’s lit from underneath the surface.

2. Herbal AktiV Peel, Face Plus Medispa

What is it? Although this facial uses only natural 

plant ingredients, it wields serious results by

sloughing away dead skin cells. Perfect for

anyone with congestion, scarring or dry skin.

3. Prescription Facial, Jocelyn Petroni

ACID TRIP

SKIN 2.0
Second Skin is an experimental
malleable film painted directly
onto the skin and “worn” to
cover up anything from fine
lines to dark circles. The film
may also be used to deliver
medical treatments to the skin,
or even target specific areas of
the face with moisturiser or
sunscreen. Trials are still in
their infancy, so it may be some
time before we can literally say 
we’re “putting our face on”.

14

Add to your 
beauty 

routine
a

g
las

in
n C.

9

ESTÉE LA

NIGHT REPAIR IN NSIVE

RECOVERY AMPOULES, $168.

Melanie Grant
Skin Health clinic

in Melbourne’s
Armadale.

BIG CITY LIFE CITY-DWELLERS  

BE WARNED: POLLUTION

LEVELS ARE HAVING AN IMPACT ON

YOUR SKIN. INVEST IN DAY CREAMS 

LADEN WITH ANTIOXIDANTS

AND ADOPT A FOOLPROOF 

CLEANSING ROUTINE TO

SLOUGH AWAY CITY GRIME. 

13

GE

SMART

OAD

PECTRUM

SPF 50

HYDRATING

SHIELD, $89.

VOGUE BEAUTY
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WELL APP-LIED

There’s an app for every aspect
of our lives, skin included. 

SUNSMART
Weather updates, sun intensity

indicators and even a reminder to
put on sunscreen: SunSmart is
your best friend come summer. 

MYSKINOGRAPHY
Like a pocket dermatologist,

MySkinography, created by French
pharmacy brand La Roche-Posay,
pinpoints your skin concerns and

prescribes a skincare regimen.

MYSKIN
Build a profile, share experiences
and product reviews with other
users, and be informed about

efficacy, ingredients and results
to make an informed choice
about your beauty routine.

CRYO
NO-GO

The LA wellness
trend of whole-

body cryotherapy
has got the cold

shoulder from the
FDA, which refuses 

to approve it.

17

 15
There’s a reason why

LightStim looks space-
age: the technology was
used by NASA scientists to

grow plants in space. The
non-invasive handheld
device emits UV-free light
rays that deep-dive into the 
epidermis to promote
collagen and elastin

Skin myths debunked
Drinking two litres of water a day is good

for you, but that doesn’t mean it helps your

complexion. Here, we separate fact from fallacy.

Chocolate causes acne: In short, no. There’s little

evidence to support the notion that sugary foods

fast-track breakouts. However, that’s not to say

good gut health isn’t a factor for a clear complexion.

Effective products will stop working once your skin
adapts: If your new beauty routine is working, you’ll likely

see visible changes within months and then less drastic

changes. It just means your skin has become accustomed 

to an improved level of efficacy.

19

SKIN ON SHOW
With the rise and rise of no-make-up make-up
backstage, it seems only fitting that skincare 

brands would starts sponsoring fashion week shows.

16

LIGHTSTIM FOR WRINKLES, $289.

Dr. Jart+ for
Opening Ceremony

Dr. Jart+
for DKNY

SKIN FOODS
AVOCADO Fatty acids in avocado 
have long been known to help

protect the skin from environmental aggressors. 
KALE While it may be trending, it’s also 
packed with skin-loving nutrients.
BLUEBERRIES Antioxidants in blueberries 
help combat harmful free radicals.

20
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new collection
N

Kerry Washington for OPI

LE —
2 HADES AVAILABLE IN NAIL LACQUER

@OPIAustralia  #OPIWashingtonDC

&
Available exclusively at select salons,



M

DAVID MALLETT SHAMPOO

NO. 1, $59, CONDITIONER

NO. 1, $69, AND MASK

NO. 1, $99.

ake no mistake, David Mallett’s new salon on the first
floor of the Paris Ritz hotel will be nothing like his
original namesake outpost just 10 minutes down the
road. “I have no desire to reproduce what I’ve done

here,” he says of the lofty apartment-cum-salon punctuated by
taxidermy animals and equally eccentric clientele. “This was
an organic, intuitive, one-off, and the salon at the Ritz is an 
entirely different project.”

With just half a dozen chairs, the recently opened Ritz salon is
cosier, yes, and will offer a Ritz-level of dedications including
in-room blow-dries and haircuts on call. “It’s very service-
oriented; it’s going to have different opening hours from here,”
says Mallett, who was hand-picked (along with Chanel, which
has created its very first spa at the Ritz) to set up shop as part
of a multi-million dollar renovation, during which the hotel 
remained closed for four years.

The partnership with the hotel has worked organically. “They
understood what we did and what we represented,” says Mallett.
“A lot of our clients are very good clients of theirs, so it worked
comfortably for me.” Those “very good clients” include Natalie
Portman, Selena Gomez, legendary stylist Catherine Baba and
a rollcall of fashion types who flock to Mallett for his singular 
brand of bouncy, undone, laissez-faire locks.

If you’re a Parisian woman with good hair, it’s likely you
see Mallett, and on a rainy Thursday the salon is packed, with
Mallett pausing mid-sentence during our interview to greet
clients who seem to adore him as much as his haircuts. “It goes
back to quality control and ensuring the experience is really
great,” says the 51-year-old, who plans to ride his scooter between 
the two salons to ensure that quality is maintained.

Mallett has the sort of intuitive talent that can’t be taught.
While he has the accolades – at just 21 he was awarded hairdresser
of the year at the Schwarzkopf Awards and now has the Ritz
seal of approval – it was those early years working with fashion’s
rebellious influencers, the likes of Terry Richardson, Steven 
Meisel and Bruce Weber, that really shaped his future.

“In the beginning I used to get really nervous, I was really
intimidated. I mean, David LaChapelle … Terry Richardson
were incredible people to work with,” he says, dipping out of his
ambiguous international accent into a throaty Australian drawl.
“I try to remain connected to fashion and the things I find
beautiful. It’s that thing about having an aesthetic value about 
what works and what doesn’t.”

This keen eye for what works has firmly secured Mallett as the
coiffeur king of the Ritz, the very place Coco Chanel called
home for 37 years and the hotel that other notably chic women 
still consider a home away from home.

Despite the history and grandeur of the hotel Mallet likes to
keep his feet firmly grounded. And perhaps it’s his ability to
remain level-headed that saw him choose Murray River salt as
the star ingredient for his now cult product Australian Sea Salt
Spray – a favourite among anyone striving for perfectly imperfect
tresses. As the saying goes: you can take the boy out of Australia,
but you can’t take Australia out of the boy. ■

Le salon
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Gene 
genies 

he future is here now, Professor 
Kathryn North declares matter-of-
factly, as she describes the revolution 
taking place in modern medicine.

“We used to have to wait for a problem to 
occur before we would intervene and it was 
often at a point where it was a lot less effective 
or cost a lot,” says the director of the Murdoch 
Children’s Research Institute (MCRI), who is 
a paediatrician, neurologist and geneticist. 

Now, though, the science of genomics is 
allowing doctors to identify diseases and 
disorders much earlier, often before symptoms 
occur, so they can prescribe effective 
preventative strategies and tailored therapies.

“This is going to transform medicine,” says 
Professor North. “Genes and environment 
both play a big role in our risk for disease – it’s 
nature and nurture combined.” 

Medicine is undergoing a seismic shift from 
providing reactive treatment of problems to 
proactive prevention and early intervention. 
And we are only at the beginning of this 
exciting new era. 

“In the future, genomic medicine will allow 
us to predict and prevent many common 
conditions, such as diabetes, cardiovascular 
disease and dementia,” says Professor North.

Perhaps the most radical part of this story is 
that 30 years ago, the late Dame Elisabeth 
Murdoch had the vision to invest $5 million 
in Australia’s first gene research institute, 
founded by paediatrician and geneticist 
Professor David Danks, the pioneer of 
genetics research in Australia.

It was 1986 and hardly anyone outside 
science circles knew much about genetics. Yet 
Dame Elisabeth (the mother of Rupert 
Murdoch, executive chairman of News Corp, 
publisher of Vogue Australia) passionately 
believed it was the next frontier in medicine.

“She cared very much about looking after 
kids when they were sick but she thought that if 
people could find causes and prevent illness, 

T

Australian scientists lead the 
development of gene technology 
that enables earlier diagnosis of 
childhood diseases. By Jody 
Scott. Styled by Philippa 
Moroney. Photographed  
by Justin Ridler.

▲
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“IT JUST 
AMAZED ME 
THEY HAD 
THIS VISION 
FOR THE 
FUTURE OF 
MEDICINE”

From left: Suzi Carp 
wears an Emporio 
Armani dress. Her 

own jewellery. Dame 
Quentin Bryce wears 
an Emporio Armani 

dress and jacket. 
Her own earrings. 
Professor Kathryn 

North wears a 
Giorgio Armani 

dress and necklace. 
Her own earrings. 

Artwork: The 
Epigenetic Landscape 
by MCRI researcher 

Christoffer Flensburg. 
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then that would be even better,” MCRI ambassador Janet Calvert-
Jones has said about her mother’s dedication to the institute.

“It just amazed me they had this vision for the future of
medicine,” says Professor North. “In 1986, I had just come out of
medical school and only a handful of genes had been discovered.”

To put their foresight into perspective, this was before the
Human Genome Project, which began in 1990, taking US
scientists 13 years and more than US$3 billion to sequence
a human genome (that is, all of the estimated 20,000 human
genes) for the first time.

Now, 13 years later, Professor North says they have the capacity
to sequence thousands of genomes a year. “The time and cost to
sequence a genome is rapidly coming down, everything is happening
at a much faster rate than I could have predicted,” she says.

This year the MCRI celebrates its 30th anniversary. And there
is much to celebrate. It has become the largest child health
research institute in Australia and one of the top five
internationally, with more than 1,500 researchers
working on gene discovery, disease prevention,
early intervention and the development of new
therapies to treat sick children. Professor North
proudly refers to them as the “rock stars of
research” and says they are making a dramatic
difference to young lives worldwide.

The MCRI’s impressive list of achievements to
date includes developing an oral vaccine for
rotavirus that could potentially save the lives of
half a million children under the age of five in
developing countries every year.

It recently discovered a way to turn human
stem cells into kidney tissue, which may allow
the use of mini-kidneys to test drugs for the
treatment of kidney disease.

A recent pilot study involving the Institute’s new Centre for
Genomic Medicine tripled the rate of diagnosis in sick children
with rare diseases who previously could not be diagnosed, and
enabled doctors to offer them targeted treatments.

Last year, a MCRI team successfully trialled an oral treatment
for peanut allergies and more than 80 per cent of the children
who received it were able to tolerate peanuts at the end of the
trial. More trials are needed, but hopefully it will soon bring
relief to allergy sufferers and their families. And there are many
other studies underway into a diverse range of areas affecting
child health, from rare genetic disorders, cancer, food allergies,
immune conditions, autism, cystic fibrosis and juvenile arthritis
to adolescent mental health, obesity and sleep problems.

Professor North says MCRI also has the largest concentration
of researchers working on global child health problems. “We have
10 different research projects in Fiji and we are working across
Vietnam, the Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, Africa,
Indonesia and Mongolia, very much with a focus on vaccines and
prevention and improving the health of children in developing
countries,” she says.

An MCRI team recently conducted a mass drug trial in one
Fijian community to treat scabies and reduced the prevalence of
the debilitating skin condition by 94 per cent. Scabies is a major
risk factor for severe heart disease, and this work by MCRI raises
hopes that one of most serious health problems affecting the
Pacific Islands may soon be eliminated.

Former governor-general and MCRI ambassador Dame
Quentin Bryce has just returned from a trip to Fiji with Professor
North and other members of the Council of Ambassadors, and

said it was inspiring to observe first-hand the difference the
Institute is making there.

“Pacific Islander people suffer a range of illness and diseases
that occur through disadvantage and overcrowding,” she says.
“The dedication that the institute demonstrates to eradication of
these diseases saves thousands of lives.”

Dame Quentin says she is passionate about child health and
loves listening to the MCRI scientists talk about their work.

“I am one of those non-scientists who’s mad about science,” she
says. “I don’t think many people realise that breakthroughs rarely
just happen quickly or out of the blue. They are the result of years
and often decades of hard work, small incremental steps,
unspectacular quiet dedication and slow progress. This is the
reality of medical advancement. But if you look at what has been
achieved in the last three decades and look at where we are today,
it is an incredibly exciting picture.”

On the other hand, she says, we have to remember that there
are still millions of people around the world who
suffer from diseases long gone in developed
countries. “In our own Indigenous population we
find terrible health issues persisting,” she says. “So
while we are advancing in extraordinary ways we
must be mindful of the work that has to be done
through immunisation programs and other aid
projects to assist people in those parts of the world
who don’t have the advantages so many of us enjoy.
I think the institute is doing a fantastic job of
balancing these two important sides of the coin.”

MCRI chair Suzi Carp believes a big reason why
the institute has become a global leader in child
health is its unique collocation with the Royal
Children’s Hospital and the University of
Melbourne Department of Paediatrics on

a purpose-built, state-of-the-art campus that supports integrated
clinical care, research and teaching.

“The diversity and breadth of talent in one place is quite
inspiring – you can’t help but be uplifted and inspired when you
walk the corridors there,” Carp says.

She says having MCRI researchers work side by side with health
professionals and academics at the Royal Children’s Hospital and
the University of Melbourne’s Department of Paediatrics enables
staff from all three organisations to solve problems together
much faster. “All three of us are better off because of it,” she says.
“I think that enables so much to go from the lab to the clinic
[faster] than if they were in separate locations.”

It also gives researchers closer interaction with children and
their families than most medical institutes around the world.

“Gone are the days when you might be diagnosed with
something and you might have to go to America to get a therapy,”
says Professor North. “Basically, we are now able to bring the
latest therapies here and make sure they are available in Australia.”

It’s also reassuring to know that the brilliant minds at the
MCRI are also constantly collaborating on research projects with
scientists and institutions worldwide, sharing clinical data and
trial results to move everyone forward together.

“There is a shared sense of unity and common purpose that
every child can grow to reach their full potential at the institute
and an absolute commitment and drive to finding the answers,”
says Carp. “There is a constant search for new knowledge and
‘what will we discover next?’ Now that is exciting.” ■

MCRI is Vogue’s chosen charity partner for Vogue American Express 
Fashion’s Night Out. 

“YOU CAN’T 
HELP

BUT BE
UPLIFTED 

AND
INSPIRED

WHEN YOU
WALK THE

CORRIDORS”



Enjoy an exclusive dinner and be among the first to view 
the latest designs from jewellery brand Georg Jensen.

You’re invited

Join Vogue Australia editor-in-chief
Edwina McCann for an evening at
Melbourne restaurant Dinner by Heston
Blumenthal to celebrate the partnership
between Danish brand Georg Jensen and
The Australian Ballet’s Ambassador
Program, which is co-chaired by Sarah 
Murdoch and Georgina Curran.

As well as meeting dancers and gaining
an up-close view of exquisite costumes from
The Australian Ballet, guests will have the
opportunity to preview new Georg Jensen
designs, including pieces from the Lamellae
collection, a collaboration with the late
renowned architect Zaha Hadid. 

Award-winning chef Ashley Palmer-
Watts will create a bespoke à la carte menu
for the evening, which will include
champagne on arrival and a three-course 
dinner served with matching wines.

*The voucher is only redeemable in store, cannot be used online and can only be used on full-priced jewellery. Only one voucher per transaction.  
Valid until December 14, 2016. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.

*
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he beginning of the 21st century
may one day be remembered as
a bizarre time in human history
when our species was completely

confused about what to eat.
We barely cooked, ordered in, dined out,

over-ate then counted calories or followed
fad diets prescribing crazy combinations
of carbohydrates, fats and proteins.

We also splurged on supplements and
superfoods, salivated over #foodporn and
devoured pseudo science on social media
urging us to #eatthis and #quitthat.

However, the relatively new science of
nutrigenomics is about to revolutionise
the way we eat and exercise.

While genetic testing is widely used to
determine our risk of diseases such as
breast cancer, nutrition scientists are now
able to look at how our genes interact with
the food we eat, how well we absorb
certain nutrients and how that affects our
long-term health.

“Our genes interact with components in
our diet, for example, they make us
metabolise a nutrient quicker, or slower,
which then impacts our risk of disease, says Dr Flávia Fayet-
Moore, a nutritionist and director of Nutrition Research
Australia. “So you have actionable advice that can alter your
risk, rather than just knowing you have a risk factor for a
particular disease.”

That being the case, we may soon be following personalised
eating and workout plans based on our own genome and genetic
variations that are mapped using a swab of our saliva.

And if you want to lose weight, prevent disease, age slowly,
train better and enjoy optimal health, then you will simply
choose the right foods to suit your genes.

Nutrigenomics allows us to find if eating certain foods may
influence our risk of disease and how our body responds to certain
diets. For example, a gene that makes you salt-sensitive can increase
your risk of high blood pressure if you consume too much, and
another gene makes some of us more sensitive to high-GI
carbohydrates, raising our personal risk of type 2 diabetes.

“Would you still have four coffees a day or five cups of black
tea if you knew that you’re a slow caffeine metaboliser and that it
would increase your risk of having a sudden heart attack by 400
per cent?” asks Dr Fayet-Moore.

Conversely, people who have a gene variant that makes
them metabolise caffeine quickly, may find moderate
amounts of coffee lowers their risk of heart attack.

“In the future, we will know from birth what we should
or shouldn’t be eating,” says Dr Fayet-Moore. In fact, every
hospital in Australia already uses nutrigenomic testing
to screen newborn babies for phenylketonuria (PKU), a
condition that affects brain development if left untreated.
“If someone is born with the genetic variant for PKU, it
means they cannot metabolise one of the amino acids
[building blocks for protein] called phenylalanine,” she
says. “All they have to do is avoid eating it. A more
common example would be lactose intolerance.”

Likewise, if you possess a gene variation that means you store
too much iron, then you need to avoid eating too much red meat.
Or if your mum and grandmother suffer from osteoporosis, you
may have gene variants that influence how you utilise vitamin D
or calcium, so you need to consume more of these.

Dr Fayet-Moore says the Nutrigenomix test (www.
nutrigenomix.com) developed by Canada’s University of Toronto
currently screens for 45 genetic markers affecting weight
management, nutrient metabolism, eating habits, heart health,
food intolerances and physical activity.

She says the test, which currently costs about $500, must be
requested by a qualified health professional, who then interprets
your results and tailors dietary advice.

Dietitian Dr Joanna McMillan agrees that getting to know
your genetic make-up can be a powerful motivator to improve
your diet and exercise habits. However, she says most Australians
would enjoy better health if they simply followed the national
nutrition guidelines. “We have general health guidelines but
there is a range within those, so this is really just about tweaking
those to suit your needs,” she says. “Nutrigenomics can help you
make the most of the gene set you have.” ■

T

“WE WILL 
KNOW
FROM
BIRTH
WHAT WE
SHOULD OR
SHOULDN’T
BE EATING”

Forget fad foods and
one-size-fits-all diets:
the real secret to living
longer (and fitting into
your jeans) lies in your
genes. By Jody Scott.

Future
of eating
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KATHRYN PARSONS, 
co-CEO, Decoded

AMBER VENZ BOX, 
president, rewardStyle

JOIN VOGUE AND A TEAM OF  

GLOBAL INDUSTRY EXPERTS TO  

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN PLAY A  

PART IN THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION.
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY 
& RECEIVE

SUBSCRIBE NOW! VISIT MAGSONLINE.COM.AU/VOGUE/M1609VAU

SUBSCRIBE OR EXTEND YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION FOR $69.95 FOR ONE YEAR 

AND RECEIVE A BONUS 30ML GUCCI 
BAMBOO EAU DE PARFUM

Soft and intense at once, Gucci Bamboo’s sensorial composition
from the Gucci woman’s harmonious duality. Natural ingredients

olfactory story. Gucci Bamboo – the new fragrance

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
WWW.MYER.COM.AU/SHOP/MYSTORE/GUCCI-BAMBOO-EDP#

SELENA
GOMEZ

VOGUE GOES TO RIO

INSIDER SECRETS  
OF THE SKINCARE INDUSTRY

RENÉE ZELLWEGER
TALKS BRIDGET JONES

THE ULTIMATE A–Z 
OF SPECTACULAR ACCESSORIES

JARED LETO
GUCCI GOD UP CLOSE

WHY WE FOLLOW



A BONUS GIFT
FROM GUCCI

OR CALL 1300 656 933 AND QUOTE M1609VAU
Offer ends September 18, 2016. Offer is available for delivery to Australian addresses  

only while stocks last. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your gift.

VALUED  
AT

$84



Rings Crafted in 10ct Gold

FROM $650

Everyday luxury...

EST. IN NOOSA YEAR 2000 SECRETS-SHHH.COM

NOOSA   BRISBANE   GOLD COAST   SYDNEY   MELBOURNE   PERTH   ONLINE
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A DEFINING MOMENT OF ROMANTIC

ESCAPISM WITH A RICH MIX OF

FLUTTERING DRESSES, SHEER PIECES

AND ARTFULLY AWKWARD COLOUR

THAT OFFERS SO MUCH OPPORTUNITY

TO DRESS UP AND SHINE. WITNESS

FASHION’S REVOLUTION. SHOT AT THE

BEACH AND ON THE STREETS OF RIO DE

JANEIRO.PHOTOGRAPHED BY SEBASTIAN

KIM. STYLED BY CHRISTINE CENTENERA. 
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Christian Dior dress,
$20,000, and
sunglasses, P.O.A.
Delpozo gloves,
P.O.A. All prices
approximate; fashion
details last pages. 
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Loewe corset,

$2,490, top,

$990, and

skirt, $14,090.

Givenchy by

Riccardo Tisci

shoes, P.O.A.
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Alaïa dress,
P.O.A.

Fragrance:
Gucci Guilty

EDT.
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Vetements

top, and

boots, both 

P.O.A.
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Kenzo top,

$1,575, skirt,

$1,790, bag,

$490, and

shoes, $1,950.



Boss dress,

P.O.A. Akira

top, worn

underneath, 

$719.
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Marc Jacobs

dress, $6,160,

and shoes,

$3,460. 
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Stella 
McCartney 
dress, $2,485.
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MaxMara

coat, $4,185.



Romance

Was Born

dress, $3,495.

Rochas socks,

P.O.A., and

shoes, $2,265.
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elena Gomez is trying to explain to me that she’s
a normal girl. I’m doubtful, naturally. This is the girl
whose current album, Revival, is filled with chart-
toppers that you can’t get out of your head. The kind
of songs with sultry, husky vocals that have you
asking: “Who sings that?” You might be surprised to
learn it’s by a girl who anyone under the approximate

age of 21 knows and has grown up with, who has been on
television since the age of seven – dancing with a big purple
dinosaur named Barney – before progressing on to star in a
Disney TV show as a teenager. Now she is famous enough to play
herself in the Oscar-nominated Big Short, doing a brilliant turn
on the blackjack table with economist Dr Richard Thaler.

Our interview set-up seems normal enough – Gomez is Skyping
from her hotel – but the room is nondescript, it doesn’t have the
shiny trinkety feel that we would imagine befits a pop star and
actress, and she’s dressed casually like any young woman her age.
In an oversized basketball jersey, wearing no make-up and with
her long hair in a ponytail, Gomez looks far younger than her 23
years (we speak just a month before her 24th birthday). She
promises me that dressed this way she can go
about her daily life as the normal Selena Gomez,
she of more than 89 million followers, officially
The Most Followed Person on World Instagram.
“If I came in through a mall and I had four big
bodyguards around me and my hair done and
high heels, of course people are going to be like:
‘Who is that?’” she says, with her sassy American
lilt. “Then you see how I am dressed now, it’s
easier this way. Maybe they will notice, but most 
of the time you just go about your day.”

The relief about Gomez is that there’s no need
to tiptoe around things you want to ask her. It
makes her one of the more intriguing
interviewees. Celebrities are not your friends, so
it’s recommended you approach them with cynicism; you need to
challenge them to get the story. But Gomez has a quality that
makes you feel like you’re chatting to a friend. Is she dating
anyone? Why not? Is she annoyed about those rumours? And
like, seriously Selena, how is work going for you anyway? I’m half
a heartbeat away from telling her we should hang out when she
gets to Sydney (cringe).

“With acting, one of the biggest challenges is my personal life,”
she says. It’s one of her classic cut-straight-to-the-chase lines that
zeroes in on being stereotyped because of media spin and the
detrimental effect it has on her being taken seriously as an actress.
(Stereotyping affects dating too, but more on that later.) She’s not
coy about her acting ambitions; she tells me her favourite
directors are David O. Russell, David Fincher, Martin Scorsese
and Damien Chazelle. “Any of those directors I listed probably
aren’t thinking of me as their first person for a role,” she says
bluntly. “I have a lot of proving to do.”

It crosses my mind that the two Davids she mentions have both
excelled in bringing strong female characters to the screen,
creating career-defining roles for actresses like Jennifer Lawrence
(working with David Russell in Silver Linings Playbook, American
Hustle and Joy) and Rooney Mara (working with David Fincher
in The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo) and Rosamund Pike (with
Fincher in Gone Girl). The kind of weighty roles Gomez would
likely put at the top of her wish list.

The well-trod road from Disney-teen screen-queen to
independent actress-slash-singer is a shaky one, fraught with
mishaps and misguided choices in an effort to show that said star

has “grown up”. Credit to Gomez then that she has emerged from
it intact, certain of her next move. Her next project is a Netflix
series she’s working on, not as an actress, but as a producer,
alongside series director Tom McCarthy, who last directed and
co-wrote Spotlight, with a screenplay by Pulitzer Prize and Tony 
Award-winner Brian Yorkey. Not bad.

The “strong woman” trope may be beyond the current reach in
her acting career, but their sonic counterparts are in her music,
an arena where she is more confident. Her latest album is a way
to reset the conversation about herself. “I think it was just a step
in the right direction, and I’m so proud of it. Once I tested the
waters I was like: ‘Okay, I’m building myself up and I’ve got to
write this album, it’s all me,’” she says. “When it comes to music,
all I wanted to do was make sure I was being authentic and being
myself, and I took that chance with this album. I think it changed
a lot of people’s perspective, but I’m sure it is something that still 
lingers … that questioning my ability to do what I love.”

Her voice is not about a choirgirl clarity, nor does she have the
vocal flexibility of Céline Dion – who Gomez admires – but it
has a truthful, layered rawness that allows her to emote in a way

that sets her apart from other singers of her ilk.
The real-girl quality blazes through. From her
album Revival, she selected the first single Good
For You, a conscious decision that defied her
studio’s wishes to set the tone for Gomez’s
transformed singing career. To put it in context,
her debut album, Stars Dance, was produced by the
Disney-owned Hollywood Records and veered
heavily towards dance-pop-electronica. The word
“generic” was ubiquitous in music reviews. To
direct the Good For You music video, she selected
Sophie Muller, who is a long-time collaborator of
Annie Lennox and Gwen Stefani. She chose Muller
because she thought having the first clip directed
by a woman would set the right tone, allowing a

powerful ownership of sensuality and femininity to shine
through. In her latest music videos, tellingly, Gomez is mostly on
her own, pointedly shown without a significant love interest. The 
story here is less about romance, more about the woman.

The studio had requested Same Old Love as the first single
instead, because of its subject matter. It was murmured (or really,
shouted from the tabloid headlines) that it was about her former
on-again off-again boyfriend Justin Bieber, who she started
dating when she was 18. (Gomez has neither confirmed nor
denied that it is about Bieber, so make what you will of her
following quotes.) “I was so adamant that I didn’t want that to be
my story,” she explains. “Same Old Love is so obvious in what it’s
about, it’s a cycle of a very vicious relationship. Even though that
is such a huge narrative of my life, I felt confident with Good For
You [being the first single], and then it could be like … (and here,
speaking about Same Old Love, she pauses to dramatic effect) ‘I’m
pissed and this is exhausting.’ I think any girl would feel that.”

Yes, it is a feeling that any girl would feel – and it is the broad
accessibility of Gomez has made her a boon for fans. To my (I’d
like to think relatively well-tuned) gauge it isn’t contrived.
“I have never really wanted to be untouchable, partially because
I have never felt that way. When I look at Beyoncé, I’m in a state
of shock and awe,” she says. “You know, she is incredible and
I feel like she is a chameleon: she can be anything and everything, 
but almost has that untouchable quality.”

Blessed – or afflicted, depending on how you look it – with the
kind of face that could easily be a decade younger than her actual
age, her wide-eyed baby-doll face can be done up all-American,

“WHEN IT
COMES TO
MUSIC, ALL
I WANTED

TO DO
WAS MAKE
SURE I WAS  

BEING
MYSELF”

S
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Marc Jacobs

dress, $11,890.

Tiffany & Co.

rings, $620 and

$2,650. Beauty
note: Pantene

Pro-V Nature

Fusion Dry

Shampoo.



Prada jacket, $2,880, 
dress, $4,610, and top, 
$580. Tiffany & Co. 
earrings, $4,900. On 
right hand: Tiffany & 
Co. rings, $620 and 
$2,650. On left hand: 
Tiffany & Co. rings, 
$2,650 and $3,650. 
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Gucci coat,

$3,580, sweater,

$930, and

skirt, $1,975. 
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Hermès dress, 

$9,670.
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sultry and sexy (an alter-ego she currently enjoys 
slipping into) or somewhere in-between. Thanks 
to her mixed Italian and Hispanic heritage she 
can shift anywhere between young girl to sexy 
woman, making her appeal advantageously 
broad. Her mother, Mandy Teefey, had Gomez 
when she was 16. “I remember looking at 
pictures of her when she was in basically  
what I’m wearing, just some normal kid with 
a child in her arms,” she said. “When I was 
that age I was on set and got to make kids 
laugh on my television show.” 

There are a number of things that seem 
inevitable to mention in a Selena Gomez 
article: Disney, Bieber, Instagram domination 
and tabloids. Imagine that awkward stage 
between your teenage years and your early-
20s being played out to the world? To admit 
yourself into rehab because it’s the only 
reprieve from public life, the only place that 
gives you the time and space to recover from 
chemotherapy treatment for a lupus diagnosis 
(as Gomez did in 2014)? To have some guy 
you dated as a teenager send loaded messages 
to you – and tens of millions of his followers 
– and for that relationship to be brought up 
again and again and again?

“For a while my private life was the most 
talked about thing,” Gomez says, an axe that 
she has commonly come to grind. “Nobody 
really knows everything and they can only 
assume. You want to do what you love but all 
this other stuff overshadows it so it makes it a 
little harder for people to take me seriously.” 
She is less angry speaking about this now than 
she was in the past, and she has acknowledged 
that interviews are becoming less about  
her personal life and more about her work.  
“I figured it’s just temporary. I feel like that 
fortunately and unfortunately it’s where my life 
is at the moment and I have to accept it.”

As for dating, she says she doesn’t have time 
right now. “But I like to have fun, I like to 
hang out,” she teases with an infinitesimal 
cock of the eyebrow. But, she adds: “The guys 
that do have the confidence to hit on me are 
not necessarily my type, but they think they 
are, because I’m a pop star, I sing songs,  
do movies, I like to feel sexy and confident  
on stage. I’d be so stoked with a writer or 
producer or actor who is low-key, but those 
kind of guys are terrified of me!” 

She has restricted dating to her own circle of 
friends “because I think people would think 
it’s kind of dumb [to date me]. Nobody would 
want to throw themselves into that situation 
where it was so heightened publicly, like, why 
would they?” she deadpans. “I guess if they 
really loved me they would, but I haven’t met 
anyone like that yet.” 

Maybe, after all, she really is like the rest 
of us. ■



Calvin Klein Collection 
dress, P.O.A. On right hand: 
Tiffany & Co. rings, $2,650 

and $3,650. On left hand: 
Tiffany & Co. rings, $2,650, 

$1,250 and $3,650.

Hair: Luke Chamberlain
Make-up: Hung Vanngo

Manicure: Tom Bachik
Set design: Bryn Bowen

Production: Kiori Georgiadis 
at Hinoki GroupE
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Helen Downie is a woman in a moment of  
self-expression, revelation and revolution. An artist  
who found fame on Instagram under the moniker 
“Unskilled Worker”, she is now part of Alessandro  

Michele’s extended fashion family at Gucci. Alison Veness 
spoke to her during her summer holiday in Italy.

H
elen Downie: “Italy is 
where I began to paint, 
around three years ago. We 
come here most summers, 
for around five or six 
months – even before  
I started painting.”

Alison Veness: “What do you paint 
when you’re there?”
HD: “I paint the same. It doesn’t make 
any difference where I am. I could actually 
be anywhere in the world, really, in  
a very small room just painting away.  
So I don’t start painting countrysides or 
buildings.” (Laughs.)
AV: “Do you keep a journal or a 
notebook of ideas, or is it just what you 
soak up?”
HD: “No, it’s really just what comes out. 
I’m not a typical artist. I don’t even make 
pre-drawings of the paintings. I’m 
working on a really big piece at the 
moment. For me a big piece takes about 
five days. This one is actually drawn out 
with a pencil but I find the scariest thing 
is a piece of paper. For me, it’s daunting to 
have a huge white piece of paper, so I just 
need to cover it in very quickly and  
quite frantically. I’m on day two of this 
and this is the laborious bit. The actual 
fun bit only happens about 20 minutes 
towards the end.”
AV: “Do you already in your mind’s eye 
see the colours and presumably what 
she, or the people in this picture,  
might wear?” 
HD: “Yes. This is a Gucci piece. So what 
I will do is go through my phone – I store 
all the shots from the show – and then 
I  start grouping them together to see 
which ones work. The main thing for me 
is the clothes, but it’s also to give those 
clothes a personality because until they’re 
on a character it’s just a jacket, a very, very 
beautiful jacket, but it’s just a jacket. So 
the main thing for me is to give the 
paintings some kind of life, and usually 
that comes from my memory bank and 
often from my teenage years. It wasn’t 

a  conscious thing: I just found myself 
painting people I had known, or … the 
last one I posted, a beauty work that came 
from my childhood. I think a lot of the 
time I’m trying to get that feeling I had 
when I first looked at books. Do you 
remember that feeling? Where you could 
climb into the picture.”
AV: “Yes, love that.”
HD: “I stopped painting at 14, I was 
expelled from school. I was … not really 
naughty, I just didn’t want to wear their 
uniform. I always had a very strong idea 
of what I should wear. Anyway, I was 
a pain in the arse and they asked me to 
leave. And I didn’t pick up a paintbrush 
again until I was 48. So I think a lot of 
what comes out is actually me putting  
out over 30 years, but it comes out in 
a  childlike way because the last time 
I painted I was a child.”
AV: “Yes, it’s like girl, interrupted.”
HD: “And actually, the same things 
interest me as when I was a child. Kings 
and queens and Elizabeth I.”
AV: “I can see there is a formality of 
a portrait in your portraits. They have a 
slightly regal air, even if she’s wearing 
a big goofy pair of Gucci glasses.”
HD: “I think a lot of my early inspiration 
as a child was people like Holbein. I’ll go 
up to London’s National Art Gallery now 
to look at the Tudor paintings, many of 
which they don’t know who painted. But 
there’s something naive about these 
paintings, which are trying to be a bit 
clever. They were just making the most of 
the skills they had. And that’s very much 
how I go about what I do. I mean my skill 
set has changed but I’m making the most 
of it and working on it until it’s finished.”
AV: “It’s good to look back into your 
memory. I had to write 20 short stories 
recently and everything was based on 
an experience from my teenage years. 
It’s a great time.”
HD: “Through my 30s and early 40s  
I didn’t think about my teenage years at all. 
And then somewhere around 47 or 48, ▲
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they became clear. I can remember whole days: what I was
wearing, who I was with, and the music. It’s amazing.”
AV: “Why did you call your Instagram account
Unskilledworker? Is that because you’re self-taught?”
HD: “This whole thing of me painting … even my desk that
I paint on at home I found in a junk shop and I bought it in the
spring of the summer before I started painting. As they brought
it into the house, my husband said: ‘What the hell are you going
to do with that?’ And I said: ‘I don’t know, I’m just going to put
it up in the spare room.’ And it went in the spare room underneath
a very big window. I didn’t know what I was going to do with it,
I had no idea. But when I came back from Italy I had started
painting, and I had a studio already set up.”
AV: “Why did you start
painting again at 48? What 
or who inspired you?”
HD: “I don’t know. It was on
a complete whim. There was
no big plan. I walked past the
art shop and I bought some
cartridges of ink and
some paper, not very much.
One day I’d been here about
three or four weeks and
I thought: ‘Right, I’ll paint
today.’ I was so angry about
my skill set that I just couldn’t
do what I wanted to do. But
somebody here, one of the
young friends of one of my
kids, said: ‘You should go on
Instagram.’ And I did, and I’d
already taken a photo of the
first painting and I put that up
but I ripped it up. I ripped
up nearly all the early ones out
of frustration that I couldn’t
express. But you know, the
Instagram account was always
there. I’d set it up two years
previously because I’d always
loved the words ‘unskilled
worker’. So the Instagram
account was set up and it was so apt. I’d always told my friends
to use unskilled worker as a DJ name; it’s such a good name. If
you Google it, no-one uses it. And it was anonymous. Anyway,
nobody used it as a DJ name: they thought it was rubbish!”
AV: “Why the girls? Why the women? Why these almond
eyes? Who is she? Is it you?”
HD: “A lot of people think they do in some ways look like me but
I can’t see that at all, because I don’t have big eyes and I think the
skin colour comes from trying to come to terms with ageing. Do
you remember when you were 15 looking in the mirror and the
pleasure of having incredibly clear skin? Not even really knowing
it but feeling something. I know I’m going right when I get that
same feeling, very much an emotional thing. They’re more than
just fashion drawings. To me, there’s something different
happening. I can see why people relate to them as fashion
drawings and relate to the Gucci work. But I think it’s coming to
terms with that very, very small period that everyone hankers
after, and it’s so fleeting, it’s gone before you were even in it,
really. Also, I was a very troubled teenager, so the young women
I paint seem to be slightly troubled. They’re in these beautiful
clothes but they don’t look very happy.”

AV: “Maybe that’s why we can relate to them, because maybe
without even knowing it, all of that is in your work and it
triggers something inside, it’s very skillful. You’ve painted
some men earlier on and posted them on your Instagram.
Do you see your work just being you? Do you have a plan or 
are you just kind of creating at the moment?”
HD: “I have no plan. Everybody says you should have a strategy,
I’ve never had a strategy for any part of my life. Everybody thinks
that you should do this by this time but I’ve lived my life back to
front. I had my first child at 20 and I think deep down I knew
I could be creative when I had children because I’m obsessive. I paint
six to 10 hours a day. I don’t see my friends very much, my life
has completely changed. I couldn’t have dealt with that when

I was having children. I don’t
have a plan. I don’t know
whether I should, whether
I shouldn’t. I’m just doing
what I like to do at this point
and sometimes I do want to
paint men. The men come out
very differently. When it’s not
based around fashion then I’m
interested in skinheads and
very troubled men because
they were the men I was
around as a teenager. I believe
the more armour someone puts
on the more distressed they 
are. It’s like protection.”
AV: “Do you listen to music 
while you paint?”
HD: “Oh, yeah. Massive part
of it. I just listened to
Radiohead’s new album on
a loop for the last five weeks
and I’m having a break … that
album is Nick Drake, in a way.
But then some really old stuff

like ELO and America … and a
British artist called Burial.
I listen to him and Radiohead
the most. When the painting is
going well I dance. It’s energy. 

If your writing’s going well it’s the same energy as dancing.”
AV: “Yes, I get that. What do you think is the most difficult
thing you’ve experienced that was so difficult but you’re
now tapping into either consciously or unconsciously when  
you’re painting?”
HD: “When I was 20, my boyfriend that I’d been with since
I was 15 died in a car crash and I was pregnant with his son. I was
two months pregnant. So that changed the course of my life
massively and I think at the time I just got on with it and it
wasn’t until I was older that I felt very sad. Not sad as much for
my loss but really sad for his loss and what he didn’t see. He was
21 when he died. I’ve never said that in an interview before.
I think that comes out in my work. People definitely tap into that
because the photographer Chris Lloyd said when he looked at my
work it’s a longing for something that doesn’t exist anymore.
I think that has a huge impact and when I paint men my
friend thinks they look like my eldest son, but they don’t, they
look like my boyfriend who died. They are very attached … The
funny thing is they look like someone young. There’s a sort of
juxtaposition going on but there’s also something older in them.”
Continued on page 308

“I HAD MY FIRST CHILD AT
20 AND DEEP DOWN I KNEW 

I COULD BE CREATIVE”



Opposite: Helen
Downie’s This
is defo fan art,
and, this page,
Sister, the Gucci 
Chronicles.



As arresting in person
as he is on screen, actor
Jared Leto talks about
taking on the role of the
Joker, and his creative
kinship with Gucci’s
Alessandro Michele.
By Sophie Tedmanson.

Renaissance 
Man
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ared Leto is standing, statesman-like, with one hand
on his hip and one hand resting on the top of a high-
backed armchair. Were it not for the knitted hat and
animal-motif sweater, straight from the Gucci
wardrobe, you would think he was posing for a
Renaissance painting.

But then, in a way, he is. Leto – actor, musician,
lady-killer, vagabond – is known as something of a modern-day
Renaissance man. Which is fitting, given his current status as a
muse to fashion’s gifted and compelling Gucci creative director,
Alessandro Michele, who appointed Leto the face of the fragrance
Gucci Guilty last December.

The pair are kindred spirits, sharing
a passion for the creative process, ethereal
looks and a spirited take on the world –
plus they both rock an embroidered jacket 
and floral collar.

“I think that we relate for sure … we’re
both creative people,” Leto says of
Michele, who was his date to the Oscars
in February, and who in turn took Leto to
the Met Ball in March. The pair also spent
time together at the Gucci men’s show in
Milan in June, where Leto, dressed in an
embroidered bomber jacket, sat front row 
next to Gucci CEO Marco Bizzarri.

“[Michele] is also really into the work
and not so much the trappings of that
business, and that’s a nice reminder that
you can be in love with your process, your
art, your life, and still be a good person.

“I think he’s redefined the brand; he’s
reminded us how much joy there can be
through his work. His clothes are
a celebration of life, full of colour, full of
nature, flowers and animals. There’s a
kind of spirit and emotion to his work and
people are obviously responding to it.”

There is a spirit and emotion to Leto,
too. In person his eyes are as vivid as the
Californian sky outside the window, and
he has a personality that flips from intense
artist to cheeky to hippy dreamer to
seductive, in one sentence. We are talking
at the Oscar-winner’s studio in the
Hollywood Hills. He motions for me to
sit, then continues to stand as we talk,
and for a while I think it’s a weird role-
play he assumes during interviews. “By the way, I’m only standing
up because my hip is really sore when I sit down,” he concedes
with a wince of pain.

Leto is known for pushing the boundaries, taking risks with his
roles. His breakthrough came in 1997, playing Olympic running
hopeful Steve Prefontaine, followed by a wild-eyed turn in Fight
Club, then a heroin addict in Requiem for a Dream. He won an
Oscar in 2014 for his extraordinary depiction of a transgender
woman with HIV in the Dallas Buyers Club, and this month he
will leap onto our screens playing the Joker in the much-hyped
DC Comics antihero outing Suicide Squad, alongside Australians
Margot Robbie, as Harley Quinn, and Jai Courtney as Captain
Boomerang. Revising a role previously played so iconically by
Jack Nicholson and the late great Heath Ledger in the Batman
films was “an honour”, Leto says.

“It was exciting to think about being handed the baton. I had
a big responsibility,” he says. “I got to play one of the most 
legendary roles in the history of cinema, so I was thrilled.”

Leto is known for inhabiting his roles in mind and body using
method acting. “You just dig in and work really hard, you start
asking questions, you imagine, you dream a bit,” he says of getting
into the mind-set of his characters. “It’s like making a sculpture or
a painting or building something, you know, piece by piece you
become journalist, you become detective … you become a kind 
of an author I guess, a writer in a sense of the character.”

In the role of Joker, he would play tricks on his castmates, once
leaving a rat in Margot Robbie’s trailer, all
“part of the game” of inhabiting the mind 
of a psychopathic prankster.

“I thought it was something the Joker
would do,” he says. “It was just a way to be
focused and stay concentrated and to shut
the world out. There’s a lot to love about
the Joker: he’s not that bad a guy,” he
pauses, then his grin turns a little strange
and suddenly his eyes widen into a manic
stare: “Just cos he’ll rip your face off and 
tear your brain out.”

I laugh, a little nervously, surprised at
this momentary albeit brilliant character
appearance. Then Leto’s face softens and
the Joker has left the conversation. Phew.

“I think that he’s a shaman, I think he’s
in touch with the universe. He’s got a 
power that is very, very seductive.”

He should know. Leto’s handsome looks
and added rock-star status, care of his band
Thirty Seconds to Mars, have made him a
seductive figure to a legion of female fans.

He says he finds it hard to multi-task, so
the band tends to have a hiatus when he is
making a movie, and vice versa. When
I ask what he does in his down time, he
mentions going out to one of his favourite
places: the Joshua Tree National Park. It
seems fitting and I picture him sitting 
alone and cross-legged at sunrise.

“These days I like to spend time in
nature, to be away from everything. I rock-
climb, or hike, or do meditation,” he says,
then without missing a beat, “or orgies.”

The Gucci Guilty campaign, which was
directed by Michele, features Leto in

a post-ménage à trois of sorts, frolicking in a sumptuous hotel room
then wandering the streets as day breaks over Venice. It is a sexually
charged yet a romantically beautiful vision as the trio flitter around
the canals with their laissez-faire attitude, dressed androgynously
in Gucci. It fits with the gender-bending, rule-breaking, unisex
nature of the fragrance – the idea that women can wear men’s
cologne and men can wear women’s, that everything can be shared. 
I ask Leto if he ascribes to this philosophy.

“Of course. Who says women need to wear a flowery scent
or a fruity smell or it’s either/or? At the end of the day people
should wear what they respond to emotionally or what makes 
them feel good.”

It is a free-thinking, softly anarchic aesthetic he infuses into his
own life. “I like to take chances and turn things in their head,” Leto
says. “Life would be a bit dull if we weren’t to do that, right?” ■

“YOU JUST DIG
IN AND WORK

REALLY HARD …
YOU IMAGINE, YOU 

DREAM A BIT” 

J

Leto in the Gucci
Guilty campaign,
shot by Michele.

Alessandro
Michele and
Jared Leto.
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Céline jacket, $9,980,
dress, $1,840, and

pants, $1,870. Petit
Bateau top, $70.



Ynes Suelves dress,
$625. What Katie Did

bra, $65. Intimissimi
briefs, $35. Balenciaga

boots, P.O.A.



Ellery shirt, $920.
Natasha Zinko shorts,
$1,060. Stylist’s own hat.
Balenciaga boots, P.O.A.
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Burberry Prorsum jacket, $3,095,

and pants, P.O.A. Petit Bateau top, 

$70. Prada bag, $2,550.





Acne jacket, $1,325. 
Marni shirt, P.O.A. 

Intimissimi briefs, $35. 
Stylist’s own hat.  

Prada shoes, $1,560. 
Fragrance: Marc 

Jacobs Daisy EDP. ©
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Miu Miu

jacket, $6,370,

and pants,

$1,720.
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Prada dress, $5,270. What Katie
Did bra, $65. Intimissimi briefs,

$35. Stylist’s own hat.
Balenciaga boots, P.O.A.
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With Silvia Venturini Fendi at its helm, the
heritage Fendi brand keeps its eye fixed on

the future. By Zara Wong. Styled by Philippa
Moroney. Photographed by Duncan Killick.

have to talk to Silvia,” bellows the European television
presenter backstage at the Fendi show in Milan. She’s wielding
a microphone with the logo of her show, and paws towards the
unmarked door, trying to push her way past the public
relations executives who mill outside on guard. They’re
watching the clock to make sure Silvia Venturini Fendi –
inside, behind the door – remains on schedule.

After fashion shows there is always a hubbub of activity.
Charlotte Stockdale, the stylist and consultant, stays outside,
showing her industry
friends her new heels, the
hem of a skirt and receiving
congratulations on the
show. Kendall Jenner and
Karl Lagerfeld have already
slipped away. Lagerfeld
is in charge of designing
the ready-to-wear line and
works closely with
Venturini Fendi, who is
creative director for
accessories, menswear and
childrenswear. Press are
poring over Jenner’s
opening look inspired by a
manga warrior princess and
featuring prerequisite fur
tufts on the shoulders.
They are taking smartphone
snaps as if by osmosis a bit
of her social media star
power will leach on to them.
(I’m one of them. I can’t
help it; deliberating over
whether to post on Vogue’s
Instagram or Snapchat.  
I chose Snapchat.)

Venturini Fendi has
escaped inside, where it’s
a bastion of quiet. The
all-white room, burning
scented candles and flowers represent an endeavour to create a
space away from the melee. The scene is not out of the ordinary
for your run-of-the-mill interview with a major designer. What is
unusual is to be schooled by a doyenne designer on the science of
gravitational waves – the inspiration behind the collection.

Just before the fashion press, guests had taken in the collection,
which had waves spilling out over clothing and accessories,
knitted 60s stripes and high-waisted shorts – all the better to
wear with over-the-knee suede boots and embellished Peekaboo
handbags, all of which we will see in Australia, with two stores 
having opened in David Jones in Sydney and Melbourne.

Einstein had predicted the existence of gravitational waves in
1916 on the basis of his theory of general relativity. Physical proof
of them only emerged in September last year, when Lagerfeld and

Venturini Fendi started
designing this collection.
“We had been reading about
it, all of us, and Karl was
really impressed by that
because the discovery brings
a new vision to the universe,”
says Venturini Fendi matter-
of-factly. “Gravitational
waves as the reaction of two
black holes colliding millions
of years ago brings all the
memories in the past, but in
a very ethereal, cosmic way.”

That’s all very Fendi, as it
turns out. The standard
luxury house trades on its
heritage and history, but
Venturini Fendi is having
none of that. Though if she
wanted to, she could: her
grandparents, Edoardo and
Adele, launched Fendi in
1925 as a fur workshop and
leathergoods store with the
addition of luggage in 1938
– accoutrements for the
wealthy. “We have our
history and our DNA, but
Fendi has always been very
much projected into the
future,” says Venturini

Fendi. “We experiment and are interested in creating something
that doesn’t exist already from traditional techniques and
materials like fur, which is the oldest material, the first garment
of the human being.” She chats happily about working with
Lagerfeld. “You know, working with Karl it’s evident that

I

Silvia
Venturini

Fendi

▲

LEADING LADY
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Fendi has been always looking forward, not so much back,
because he is someone who is interested mostly in what doesn’t
exist rather than what does.” The past then, is a foreign country
after all, and one they leave be. “You don’t find so many references
of the past. We like to give new energy and bring new energy.”
Fendi wants to be part of the future.

The past though is rich with stories.
After being founded by Venturini Fendi’s
grandparents, the business was passed on
to their five Italian daughters: Paola,
Franca, Carla, Alda and Silvia’s mother,
Anna. “I found school so boring: I wanted
to be at the atelier. The minute I got out
of school I went there to see my mother,
to see how she worked,” says Venturini
Fendi. Adele Fendi was so busy that her
daughter would have to call out “Madame
Fendi” to get her attention. “My mother
went to the hospital directly from work to
give birth,” says Venturini Fendi
nonplussed. “I was growing up in this
world. My mother worked how I work
today, so for me it was natural.” I ask her
if she is similar to her mother and
she replies in the negative with certainty.
“We are very different. We have the
same strengths for sure, but I have to say
I am faster. She was more reflective and I am
more instinctive.”

From her mother she gained an eclectic
approach to colour. “And that when you
see something, what you see is never as
you see it. With every object there is
something to discover. Even if you see
something and say: ‘Oh no, I don’t like
this’, there is a way of making it interesting
and beautiful to you.”

Her mother and aunts brought in Karl
Lagerfeld in 1965. Lagerfeld once said:
“Fendi is my Italian version, Chanel my
French version and Lagerfeld is my own
version, what I always wanted. I never mix
it up.” Under his stewardship Fendi ready-
to-wear has an extravagant whimsy about
it – of course it should be inspired by
gravitational waves! Venturini Fendi is the
label’s sole Fendi family presence today.
“The creative studio is exactly the same
except I am in place of my mother and my
aunts, but Karl is there, and many of the
same people are there who worked with
us. We have the same family atmosphere.
There is a freedom, freedom to talk.”

Lagerfeld helped usher in Fendi’s
“fashionisation” of both accessories and fur, the thing Venturini
Fendi is most proud of. One of its first endeavours was to make
fur more casual, stripping the traditional fur garment of its
formal construction by removing the lining. The fur coat is rich
with symbolism beyond just fashion, it’s also about class and
society. The stripping away of the inner lining was about Fendi’s
culture of propelling forward and away from tradition, not just a
show of its innovation with fur design. 

Of its development of accessories, “Fendi brought them to life in
fashion”, says Venturini Fendi, referencing her best-selling Fendi
Baguette, designed in 1997. “To me, modern is a way of expression
– you need to express what people need in that moment,” she adds,
and what people needed was the ease of a bag to be carried under

the crook of the arm – like a baguette (the
edible kind). For women in the late-90s
and early-2000s, the size meant it could be
dangled from the wrist and worn with
a sequinned, spaghetti-strap mini-dress
just as insouciantly as with boot-cut jeans.
The blank canvas shape of the bag – a soft
rectangle with the minimalist double F
logo latch – also made it ideal to be
bejewelled and bedazzled for the quirky
party-girl era of the 2000s. The very name
generates visions of Sarah Jessica Parker as
herself and as Carrie Bradshaw, both with
myriad Baguettes: beaded, jewelled,
sequined, top-stitched, in velvet or leather.
“It was treated like a garment: they were a
part of fashion. The Baguette brought
accessories at Fendi – and also in fashion
– into a new dimension,” says the designer.
“Bags are not just functional: there is a very
high dose of creativity mixed with an
exquisite and perfect functionality and
beautiful quality.”

It was the Baguette that convinced
Venturini Fendi that handbags belonged
on the runway. “If your mind is not open
to change, there is no way,” she says in her
Italian-accented English. Blonde and
aristocratic, she appears to be the
stereotypical European intellectual – her
most recent purchase was a Gio Ponti
ceramic and she is currently reading new
wave European author Ágota Kristóf. Her
demeanour today belies the party-girl
image she had growing up. At the age of
18 she travelled as part of the Fendi team
on the label’s US trunk show. She’s now
taken herself out of the scene. “For me it’s
important to watch and not be part of it,”
she says. She doesn’t dress in Fendi either,
in case it should distract her. “I don’t get
attached to things: that’s why I don’t dress
in the collection. For me it’s important to
watch and not be part of it, because if you
get attached to things you cannot evolve.”

Except she is attached to that Gio Ponti
ceramic. “I had to have it. It was too
expensive, but then I went home and
[promised myself ] I’d only buy this,

because it gave me emotion.” I ask where it sits now. “It’s a very
sad story,” she says, grimacing. “A little child broke it. It’s in my
closet because I don’t want to see the disaster! I was suffering, but
I’m not meant to be attached to things. In a little bit I will get it
out and do something.” She plans to salvage one of the fingers
and display a ring on it – perhaps one designed by her daughter,
jewellery designer Delfina Delettrez Fendi. “You can resolve
things with creativity, you see.” ■

“THERE IS A WAY
OF MAKING IT
INTERESTING

AND BEAUTIFUL 
TO YOU”

With Karl Lagerfeld.

The five Fendi sisters with their
mother, Adele Fendi, at centre. 
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Ako Kondo (left) wears
a Christopher Esber
bodysuit, $490. Georg
Jensen bracelet, $5,250,
and rings, $,1,900 and
$1,825. Pointe shoes,
worn throughout,
dancers’ own. Vivienne
Wong wears a
Christopher Esber top,
$440. Ambra briefs,
$20. Georg Jensen
ring, $1,600. All prices
approximate; fashion
details last pages. 
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A pioneer of Realist Impressionism, artist Edgar Degas broke
ground with his depictions of the working lives of Parisian

dancers. Here, stars of the Australian Ballet stage a fitting tribute 
to la Belle Époque’s “ballet painter”. By Sophie Tedmanson.

Styled by Philippa Moroney. Photographed by Justin Ridler.

Dancers at the
Barre (circa 1900)

by Edgar Degas.

THE ART
OF DANCE
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Winged urchin, dancing on the greensward floor, one scrawny
arm, upraised to hold the pose, brings balance to your body and
your flight. I wish you fame: I know what fame bestows.”

– Edgar Degas

n Salle 31 at the Musée d’Orsay in Paris, surrounded by
Cézannes, Monets and Manets, a tiny dancer stands in situ,
posing in ballet’s fourth position with one leg twisted in front
of the other, her tutu hanging limp mid-thigh, a ribbon tied
around the back of her hair, and her slightly pinched face with
its sweet snub nose pointing upwards as if in defiance of
an instruction from a tutor.

On a recent visit I was admiring the bronze sculpture La Petite
Danseuse de Quatorze Ans (The
Little Dancer Aged 14, 1881),
one of Edgar Degas’s most
iconic artworks, when dozens of
schoolchildren suddenly burst
into the salon and made
a beeline for her. I stood and
watched as they mimicked
her pose, took selfies with her,
and left fingerprints all over the
glass cabinet as they got up 
close in admiration.

The same artistic fascination
is occurring in Melbourne right
now, where another of Degas’s
tiny dancer sculptures (one of
scores of bronze surmoulages
made from the original
waxwork, which now lives in
Washington D.C’s National
Gallery of Art) stands in the
midst of the National Gallery of
Victoria (NGV), a centrepiece
of the winter masterpiece
exhibition Degas: A New Vision.
At the exhibition’s opening
night in June, a young girl in a
pink tutu, not unlike the figure
in a Degas painting hanging on
the wall next to her, breezed
past and looked up at the 19th-
century ballerina. For a brief
moment it appeared as if they
were twins, life imitating art,
separated in reality by glass, but
in history by decades in time.

They are magical, Degas’s
dancers. They appear in several
forms – delicate pastel
drawings, exquisite paintings
and the moulded bronze
sculptures – and form a legacy borne out of an Impressionist
history that belies a dark truth. Degas called his dancers gamin
ailé – winged urchins, creatures who came from the streets of
Paris – and his depictions of them have brought balletic beauty
and admiration to lovers of art and dance alike. Degas created art
from his unique observations of 19th-century Parisian society at
large: family, workmen, horse racing, boudoirs. But unlike other
artists of his era, his works lifted the veil on what was on show,

providing a painterly equivalent of modern-day photojournalism.
Despite being one of the most celebrated of the French
Impressionists, Degas hated the term, preferring instead to be 
known as a Realist.

He painted family portraits with obvious spousal tensions,
workmen taking a break, and naked women brushing their hair
and drying themselves after a bath. It was this raw, observational
eye that brought a new insight into the world of ballet, and his
depictions of dancers backstage, in rehearsal, waiting in the wings
and behind the red curtain, have captured the imagination of
a new generation of art aficionados and re-entered the modern
Zeitgeist through retrospectives (most recently another
blockbuster at New York’s MoMA, Edgar Degas: A Strange New

Beauty, which wrapped in July),
in theatres, and even in cinemas.

It was a chance encounter with
a bassoon player in the famous
bohemian haunt of Café
Guerbois in the 1870s (also
frequented by a who’s who of
the French arts: Manet, Monet,
Zola, Pissarro, Sisley and Renoir,
among others) that introduced
the young, gregarious Degas into
beautiful world of the Paris
Opéra Ballet. At the time he
harboured a burning desire to
break away from the conservative
salon system of the grand
narrative or historical paintings,
and his introduction to the back-
of-house and rehearsal spaces
provided the perfect setting
for documenting the social
statement he wanted to make.

Degas’s works were
groundbreaking in their day,
explains Ted Gott, senior curator
of international art at the NGV,
because they revealed an
unexpected viewpoint, that of
the working ballet corps –
rehearsing in class, adjusting
their slippers, stretching at the
barre, practising en pointe,
finishing the arabesque – rather
than ballerinas in full flight on
stage (although he painted some
of that in his later years). It was
what Degas left out of the picture 
that remains enticing.

“He doesn’t actually show us
the action, he loves the moment
before,” Gott explains. “I liken it

to a coiled spring. You look at a coiled spring and the next thing
it’s going to do is burst out. It’s quite clever, really, it has more
impact sometimes than showing the ballerina on stage, because
[you feel] the tension before she goes on stage. I think he’s playing
with us in a very clever way, he’s allowing us as viewers to
participate in the narrative … because he knows our imagination
will finish the story because we know she’s just about to go on
stage and our brain does the link.” 
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Finishing the
Arabesque (1877)

by Degas.

I



Amy Harris wears
a Bloch bodysuit, $60.
Georg Jensen bracelets,
$775 and $625, and
ring, $425. Tutus,
worn throughout, from
the Australian Ballet.



This page: Benedicte Bemet wears a 
Jac + Jack top, $120. Scanlan Theodore 
briefs, P.O.A. Georg Jensen necklace, 
$7,500, and rings, $350 each. 
Following page, from left: Ako Kondo 
wears a Bonds singlet, $18. Georg 
Jensen bracelet, $5,250, and rings, 
$1,900 and $1,825. Vivienne Wong 
wears a Jac + Jack T-shirt, $110. On left 
hand: Georg Jensen rings, $1,900, 
$1,450 and $1,900. On right hand: 
Georg Jensen ring, $1,600. Amy Harris 
wears a Bassike T-shirt, $90. Georg 
Jensen bracelets, $775 and $625, and 
ring, $425. Benedicte Bemet (on floor) 
wears a Jac + Jack T-shirt, $110. Georg 
Jensen necklace, $7,500, and rings, 
$350 and $1,415. Amber Scott wears 
a Jac + Jack singlet, $75. Georg Jensen 
necklace, $2,100, bracelets, $9,625 
each, and ring, $1,315.

Hair: Christine Gaunt
Make-up: Belinda Zollo
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Degas wanted to make a social statement about the poor
conditions and low pay of the working ballerina, who at the time
were paid less than half the salary of a shop assistant.

“I think he likes to show us back-of-house to remind his
audiences of the incredible hard work that’s put into these
performances,” Gott adds. “And therefore they [ballerinas]
aligned with the laundresses, with the women working in
milliners’ shops, he’s interested in showing Parisian society:
the nuts and bolts of how things actually work behind the
scenes. You wouldn’t think a laundress ironing is a glamorous
subject for an artist.”

The Little Dancer was a case in point. The real-life model, Marie
Van Goethem, who also appeared in several paintings, was just
12 when Degas began sculpting her in 1878 (she got paid between
five and six francs per sitting). She was, in fact, one of those
urchins, known as “opera rats”, who joined the Paris Opéra Ballet
to escape a life of poverty – her mother was a laundress and her
sister was a prostitute. While another of her sisters went on to
become a prima ballerina, according to Gott, little Marie
“dropped out of dance class and disappeared at age 16 into the
streets of Paris and was never heard of again”.

While The Little Dancer today is exhibited in rooms full of
extraordinary masterpieces in museums around the world, Degas
exhibited the original sculpture in 1881 among a series of portraits
of murderers who had just been guillotined.

“There are layers behind it that, at the time, would have been
read by the audience that we’ve lost that sort of context today,”
Gott says. “He called those drawings Criminal Physiognomy. And
people knew these murderers because it was a famous trial that
had galvanised everyone, and you put the 14-year-old dancer

against that and he was sort of saying to society: ‘Your lack of
support for this type of dancer is what is leading to criminal 
actions, what are you going to do about the situation?’”

Society took offence, and as a result The Little Dancer was
attacked and Degas never exhibited another sculpture again
while he was alive. Despite this, he made hundreds more
sculptures, many of which he destroyed and remade on a daily
basis, melting them down and remaking them in the morning.
Upon his death, 150 sculptures were found in his studio, many
broken into pieces, but which have since been rebuilt and are on 
display in galleries and museums around the world.

A self-confessed bricoleur (one who tinkers), Degas loved to
redo his works and never considered them finished. Gott recalls
a famous story about Degas who, after niggling at a collector over
many dinner parties, was finally allowed to borrow back one of
his pastel dancer works to “touch it up a little”, only to later admit
to destroying it in a failed bid to improve it. “This sort of word
got around and then other collectors began to hide their works
when Degas came over for dinner,” Gott says, laughing. “We’ll 
probably never know how many works of art Degas did.”

What we do know is the hundreds of works that do exist
showcase an extraordinary artistic repertoire that propelled
Degas to become one of the greats, one who continues to inspire
modern artists a century after his death. Degas was an artist who
never rested, always moving relentlessly ahead and coming up
with new ways to create art. He took up photography in his 50s
and even created his own materials for painting and sculpture.

“It was not the case for Renoir, for example. Renoir was
a wonderful artist and a wonderful painter but sometimes, you
know, he was resting without renewing himself, doing always the 
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The Dance Foyer at the Opera on the 
rue Le Peletier (1872) by Degas.

same things,” says renowned Degas scholar Henri Loyrette, the
former director of the Louvre and Musée d’Orsay, who curated
Degas: A New Vision. “With Degas he was always looking at
something new and something different, tracking new media, for
example, inventing some of them. This is the impression we
wanted to create in this exhibition, of something that is always
moving on and with this quest for art and tracking it not only in
the different scenes but the different techniques.”

Degas once said: “A drawing is not the form, it’s a way of seeing
the form.” His fascination with movement – shown with his
racehorses, factory workers, milliners – cemented his curiosity for
dancers. More than half his works are of dancers, and he spent
many hours in studios watching ballet classes and rehearsals,
earning the moniker “the ballet painter”.

“Dance was interesting for him because he was always
[describing] the movement and not only the natural movement,
but people working, people at work,” says Loyrette. “He always
said, for example, dance interests me because it is a way to see the
form and to look at the movement carefully.”

Photographer Justin Ridler, who used Degas paintings as the
inspiration for this shoot with members of the Australian Ballet,
says the artworks remain relevant despite “being so linked to our
collective iconographic definition of nostalgia and a sort of
lamentation for the Belle Époque”. “I think the images he created
are so captivating because they speak to the part of us that
understands the fleeting ephemerality of beauty,” says Ridler,
a former dancer who regularly photographs the ballet. “There’s
a strong sense of memento mori in his work; often he paints an
aged violinist playing to young ballerinas. I love this subject
particularly, Degas is telling us: ‘Look how fleeting it all is!’” 

Ridler adds that Degas’s paintings help give him a different
perspective to the dancers he sees through his camera lens. “I’m
often moving quite quickly with the dancers I photograph, in
many ways the camera and the dancer and I are engaged in a kind
of choreographic moment,” he says. “Degas would have been
limited from a temporal point of view by his canvas, his work is
observational, voyeuristic and meticulous, which I highly admire.
He creates beautifully considered compositions.”

Towards the end of the Degas exhibition at the NGV, there is
an entire room dedicated to Degas’s dancers, where captivating
paintings in blues and reds and oranges line the walls, dancers in
the nude and dancers at play. It is a beautiful, final plié of an
exhibition showcasing more than 200 works from the
extraordinary artist, who left a grand legacy for the lover of an
exquisite artform.

For the dancer, Degas helped change the public’s perception of
the ballet. “Before there were cameras, mobile phones and
behind-the-scenes video, there was little way of knowing what it
was like behind the scenes of a theatre towards the end of the
19th century,” says the Australian Ballet’s artistic director David
McAllister. “These landmark works of Degas give us an insight
into the backstage world of the Paris Opéra at that time and over
many years have inspired the imaginations of ballet lovers and
aspiring dancers to follow in those elegant ladies’ footsteps to
enter the magical world of ballet.”

Meanwhile for Degas, the ballet was simply another form of
expression. The artist, who died aged 83 in 1917, once said: “The
dancer is nothing but a pretext for drawing.” Q

Degas: A New Vision runs until September 18 at the National 
Gallery of Victoria. For details go to www.ngv.vic.gov.au.
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any years ago when Francesca Packer Barham
was still a child, three generations of Packers
got together for one of their regular family
dinners, this time at an Italian restaurant in
Bondi. The group – younger brothers
Benjamin and William, and Francesca’s
mother Gretel and grandmother Roslyn –

were trying out suggestions for an appropriate grandmotherly
nickname, when the dessert arrived.

“She’s too cool to be a ‘granny’, she just doesn’t fit it,” explains
Francesca. “She wears blue mascara, and wears it really, really
well! We were eating the most amazing chocolate dessert, and it
was called Nonna Dolce. And we all looked at it and suddenly
said: ‘Nonna – perfect.’ And it stuck and we love it.”

The snapshot into the lives of these three Packer women is
revealing in many ways. That get-together may have been years
ago and plenty has happened since – not least of which was the
death on Boxing Day 2005 of the family patriarch Kerry Packer
– but the fierce closeness these three women share has only
deepened. And as Francesca begins to forge her own way and
take ownership of that prominent surname, it is clear she does so
with the knowledge she has strong female role models guiding
her. The Packer name may have been made famous by three
generations of men, but make no mistake, the females of this
family hold their own, and with unmistakable style and grace.

Despite the family ties that bind, the trio lead independent lives.
On the day we meet, Francesca has just flown back to Sydney
following a month volunteering with the Christina Noble Children’s
Foundation in Vietnam. The decision to go was made after meeting
Noble while visiting her father in London, after expressing a desire
to do some volunteering. Before she knew it she was living in a
friend’s Ho Chi Minh City apartment, a 10-minute walk from
the orphanage where Francesca and another friend would spend the
day caring for and playing with 30 orphans aged six months to six.

“It was really exciting, really special,” she says. “They were all
unwell and all orphans, but what was so interesting was they
were happy. They’d be playing with a Tupperware box or a cup
and they were completely content with it. And they loved having
people there, so they’d clutch us like little koalas.”

This wasn’t the first time the 21-year-old had performed
volunteer work. Growing up at the private Ascham School in
Sydney’s eastern suburbs, Francesca took part in a school-based
volunteer program working with disadvantaged children and
continues to work with the Red Cross Young Mothers Program,
a safe place where teenage mothers can reside and make use of the
childcare while continuing school; and she sits on the Victor
Chang Cardiac Research Institute’s young appeals committee.

Whatever your opinion of the Packer family, and most
Australians have one, philanthropy and volunteering is one trait
that runs through all generations. On the 10th anniversary of
Kerry’s death last December, Francesca posted one of her
favourite images of Poppy, as she called her grandfather, with the
following message: “Ten years ago today, a very special man
left this world for another. I had the privilege of calling him
Poppy – and although many people knew him, I would like
to think the relationship and bond we shared was unique. Not
a day goes by that I do not miss him, and he will forever be in
my heart. Whether he changed this world is for others to decide,
but I know that he definitely changed mine. I love you Poppy; 
now and forever.”

Not only did the image attract more than 6,000 likes, but some
of the comments left from people Francesca had never met
astounded her. “The most random stories about things he’d
done, people who had met him, it’s amazing to see how someone
can have an impact on your life in three minutes,” she says. “It’s
really special for me to realise I’m a part of that. I think people
are very grateful for whatever help they get, wherever it comes 
from; and it’s nice to see that trickle down.”

For Gretel, the older of Kerry and Roslyn’s two children, the
culture of giving back was instilled from a young age. “We saw
Mum volunteer her time on boards our entire life. And when she
volunteered, she’d be there for years.” Since the 1970s Roslyn has
donated to, or become a director on, the boards of numerous arts
and medical companies, including the Sydney Festival, St
Vincent’s Hospital, the National Gallery of Australia, the Victor
Chang Cardiac Research Institute and St Vincent’s Private
Hospital among others, her years on various boards clocking up
more than half a century. 

The Packer women’s bond goes beyond kinship, it’s also in
their shared commitment to helping others. By Jane Albert. 

Styled by Kate Darvill. Photographed by Hugh Stewart.
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From left: Francesca Packer Barham
wears a Maticevski dress, $1,100.
Gianvito Rossi shoes, $1,695, from
Miss Louise. Gretel Packer wears a
Dries Van Noten dress, $2,195, from
Belinda. Rupert Sanderson shoes,
$820, from Quincy. Roslyn Packer
wears a Lanvin jacket, $3,795, from
Belinda. Zimmermann top, $240.
Giorgio Armani pants, $1,300.
Louis Vuitton necklace, $33,500.
Manolo Blahnik shoes, $890, from
Quincy. Other jewellery, her own.
All prices approximate; fashion  
details last pages. 



“IF YOU
STAND
ON THE

SIDELINES 
AND

EXPECT
SOMEONE

ELSE TO DO
THINGS,
IT’S NOT
REALLY

HELPFUL”

Gretel wears a Louis
Vuitton dress, $7,150.

Her own earrings, worn
throughout. Rupert

Sanderson shoes, $820,
from Quincy.

Opposite: Roslyn wears
a Louis Vuitton dress,
$3,150, and necklace,

$33,500. Other
jewellery, her own.
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Her extraordinarily generous contributions were recently
acknowledged when she was made a Companion in the Order of
Australia for services to the community as a benefactor and
patron; while the Sydney Theatre Company (STC) renamed one
of its theatres the Roslyn Packer Theatre in 2015 in recognition
of “a lifetime’s unassuming, unstinting and inspirational
philanthropic leadership”.

Kerry too, was a philanthropist, albeit in his own way. “Kerry
gave generous amounts quite anonymously to many people who
he felt needed help,” says Roslyn. “I think you could say that as
a family we have been lucky and that we feel it is important to be
able to give back to the community.” Kerry Packer long supported
a scholarship to Ascham and established the Packer House in
Cambridge, providing Australian postgraduates with
accommodation while they studied at the prestigious university.
“The difference was with Mum it was a huge commitment of her
time, energy, wisdom and finances; with Dad it was financial,
but it was always private,” Gretel says.

Roslyn also shared with Gretel and her son James her
appreciation for arts and culture, regularly taking them, and later
her grandchildren, to see the Australian Ballet perform at the
Sydney Opera House. All three generations of women now make

an occasion of attending the ballet together; while Francesca was
so taken with the company she became a member of the Ballet
Ambassador Program, an initiative of former deputy chairman,
Sarah Murdoch. “It’s about getting more young people involved;
it doesn’t have to be something you only do when you’re older.
I recently took a friend to his first ballet, Swan Lake, and he
absolutely loved it. It was really special to share that,” Francesca
says with enthusiasm.

In July 2014, Gretel took a deep breath and stepped into the
media spotlight to launch the $200 million National
Philanthropic Fund (NPF), a joint initiative of the Crown
Resorts Foundation and the Packer Family Foundation, which
Gretel chairs. The announcement marked a 10-year commitment
from one of Australia’s largest philanthropic foundations to
organisations that support the arts and Indigenous education. At
the time James acknowledged Gretel as being the driving force
behind the fund’s establishment. “He’s just being nice,” protests
Gretel. “She’s just being modest,” shoots back Francesca.

The exchange is telling. For many years Gretel was the Packer
we knew very little about, beyond the fact of her marriage to
British financier Nick Barham, the father of Francesca and
Benjamin; and her divorce and subsequent marriage to Shane

▲
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Murray, father of William. Google Gretel Packer and aside from
learning she is now among Australia’s 50 richest people, you’ll
find the phrases that come up time and again are “famously
private” and “publicity-shy”.

“I’m always called shy. I think more than shy I’m private,”
muses Gretel. “Growing up, my father didn’t seek the public eye,
publicity sought him, and it was often very harsh and unfair and
unkind. So really, why would I have made myself available? So
I just didn’t. Some people may want to learn more but you can’t
do anything about that. So you just live your life. I gave up
reading [gossip columns] 25 years ago and think life is more
peaceful as a result. You can get so hurt because people can write
really nasty things. But I have to say my three children have
always been off-limits, and it’s not as if anyone has ever been
asked not to write about them: they’ve just been given that
privacy. And I’m grateful for that.”

Now Gretel has surrendered that privacy in her role as chair
overseeing the numerous arts organisations the NPF supports,
from the STC to Sydney Dance Company and Bangarra Dance
Theatre. Like her mother, also a director of the NPF, Gretel sits
on numerous boards including the Taronga Zoo Foundation, the
STC, Art Gallery NSW (AGNSW) board of trustees and
AGNSW Sydney Modern project capital campaign committee.

Gretel is a warm, gentle and understated presence, but her
demeanour changes as she discusses the work the NPF is doing
helping refugee mothers through the foundation’s $30 million
Western Sydney arts initiative; or the Melbourne Theatre

Company program assisting disadvantaged students experience
live theatre for the first time.

“We’ve all been very lucky to experience exposure to the arts quite
early [and] believe strongly that the arts are extremely important for
developing empathy, for enjoyment, for creativity. There’s scientific
documentation to show that is the case, plus it builds intelligence,”
she says emphatically. “A lot of schools around the country are no
longer able to support the arts in the curriculum. It’s unfortunate
but there’s no point casting stones, because that’s the situation.
I think sometimes it’s easy to put too much expectation on
government … we live in a very complex society and the world is
only becoming more complex, so if you stand on the sidelines and
expect someone else to do things, it’s not really helpful.”

She is equally passionate when responding to sceptics, who
posit that Packer generosity is a ploy to distract from James’s
controversial casino investments. “That’s not the reason we’re
doing it. That’s incorrect, that’s incorrect,” she implores. “If that’s
what people believe they’re in error. But saying that isn’t
necessarily going to change their minds. Everyone’s entitled to
work out their view on the world, so that’s that.”

Gretel’s views on privacy are a generation apart from
Francesca’s. An avid user of Instagram, Francesca has 230,000
followers and her posts offer a glimpse into another world. They
might take you on a journey from Californian music festival
Coachella to holiday snaps in the Mediterranean on uncle James’s
icebreaker Arctic P, her arm slung around actor Robert De Niro; 
Continued on page 308.

Francesca wears a
Victoria Beckham
dress, $5,495, from
Parlour X. Cartier
bracelets, from,
$9,450. Gretel wears
a Giorgio Armani
dress, $14,000. 
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Francesca wears a
Michael Lo Sordo dress,
$500. Cartier bracelets,
from, $9,450. Michael

Kors shoes, $890.

Hair: Richard Kavanagh
Make-up: Charlie Kielty







Proenza Schouler dress,
$3,550, pants, $1,805,
and bag, $3,250.
Aurélie Bidermann 
earrings, $700.



Christian Dior dress,
$8,300. Escada pants,
$1,100. Loewe necklace,
$1,160. Jennifer Fisher
ring, $470. Beauty note:
Yves Saint Laurent Rouge 
Volupté Shine in 22.





Opposite: Fendi dress,
P.O.A. MaxMara pants,
$1,595. Christian Dior
earrings, $580. Balenciaga
bracelet, $920. Christopher
Kane bag, $1,340. Céline
sandals, P.O.A. This page:
Hermès dress, $12,590.
Philipp Plein shirt, P.O.A.
Céline pants and sandals,
P.O.A. Anndra Neen
necklace, $1,085.



Céline cloak jacket,
$2,605, shirt, $2,120,
jersey top, $1,580,
pants, $1,390, sunglasses,
P.O.A., bag, $2,635,
and sandals, $1,390.
Ippolita earrings, P.O.A. 



Loewe coat, $6,390,
and pants, $4,450.
Emilio Pucci top, P.O.A.
Marni earrings, P.O.A.
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This page: Bottega Veneta
dress, $3,650. Chloé top,
worn underneath, P.O.A.
Etro trousers, P.O.A.
Céline earrings, $770, and
shoes, P.O.A. Opposite:
Undercover coat, sweater,
top and pants, P.O.A.
Blumarine dress, $1,735.
Balenciaga earrings,
$545. Louis Vuitton
necklace, $1,370.

Hair: Vi Sapyyapy
Make-up:
Kristi Matamoros
Manicure: Casey Herman
Model: Valery Kaufman





Marc Jacobs jacket, P.O.A., 
blouse, $1,315, skirt, 
$2,640, and shoes, $3,470. 
Model’s own earrings,  
worn throughout. Stylist’s 
own belt. All prices 
approximate; fashion 
details last pages.



Denim redefined in the shadows of the 
season: boyish, beautiful, intriguingly 

dynamic and worn with finesse by leading 
model Liu Wen. Styled by Katie Mossman. 

Photographed by Robbie Fimmano. 

DARK 
SIDE 

OF 
THE 

MOON 
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Prada jacket, $3,340,
skirt, $2,170, hat,

$530, corset, $1,070,
gloves, $630, belt,

$660, with trinkets,
from $560 each, tights,

$1,070, and shoes,
$1,320. Inner Decay
cat pin, on hat, $15.

Alexis Bittar girl pin,
on hat, P.O.A. Unif

choker, $70. Slow
Factory scarf, $86. On

left arm: Alexander
McQueen cuff, P.O.A.

On right arm: Alexis
Bittar cuff, P.O.A. 



Gucci jacket, $5,185,
T-shirt, $560, skirt,
$4,750, socks, $110,
and shoes, $905.
Stylist’s own Levi’s
jeans. Unif choker,
$70. Slow Factory
scarf, $86. Avocet
rings, $245 and $250. 
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When was the moment in your career when you realised that modelling can be
a long-term career?
“Believe it or not, it was only three years ago when I realised this. Around that time,
I started filming my Chinese web series ‘Wen Li’. Doing that helped me understand
that my experience in fashion can be used in many ways, on different platforms.”
What have you learnt from being a model?
“You have to be strong and independent. Oftentimes you’re on your own, and while
those who support you are only a phone call away, they’re not usually there with 
you. Also, great communication with people is essential.”
How has the fashion industry changed since you’ve started modelling?
“Everything is more digital now, and you can experience fashion on the web through
endless photos, videos, live streams etc. Also, I feel that as models we have developed
our own voices and people can feel closer to us through social media platforms.”
Were you interested in fashion before becoming a model?
“I don’t think I was ever that interested! I just wore T-shirts, jeans and sneakers.”
How has your personal style evolved since working in the fashion industry?
“Working with so many talented designers, stylists and other creatives, you’re
constantly influenced by everyone’s point of view, so I don’t think my style has
evolved in just one way. When you can get up close and personal with designer
pieces during shoots, you really understand the effort that goes into making
clothing. All in all, I mainly learnt that while there are always many trends, you
should go with what feels right to you and wear what you appreciate the most. I love 
mixing and matching different styles, and comfort is always the priority.”
You’ve talked about how you felt too tall and awkward when growing up. How
did you gain more confidence within yourself?
“I think for many girls the concept of ageing is somewhat taboo, but I have
discovered that confidence builds as you mature over the years. So don’t be afraid  
of growing up!”
Tell us what you think needs to be done for there to be more diversity in the
fashion industry.
“I think everyone should continue to open their eyes and learn about all the cultures
in the world. When there is knowledge about what may be foreign to you, you can 
easily appreciate the beauty in everything and everyone.”
How do you feel the perception of Chinese beauty in the Western world has
changed since you’ve started in the fashion industry? How about in China?
“I think when I started, I observed that many in fashion and beauty constantly
associated the colour red with Chinese beauty – red lips, red clothes, etc. But now
many more embrace the versatility of Chinese beauty: we can be styled and made
up in endless ways, just like everyone else. More importantly, I think Western
audiences now understand that Chinese beauty is different from other types of
Asian beauty as well. In terms of China itself, I also see some changes: single eyelids
like my own are slowly gaining more acceptance, and there also seems to be more 
emphasis in a woman’s spirit and inner beauty.”
What do you think is necessary to be a successful model?
“Be smart and hard-working, always learn something wherever you go, and be 
grateful for the opportunity.”

MEET THE MODEL WHOSE FACE HAS

HELPED CHANGE THE PERCEPTION OF

BEAUTY WITHIN CHINA AND BEYOND. 



Bassike jacket, $450,
and jeans, $340.
Jennifer Fisher
necklace, $2,709. On
right arm: Annelise
Michelson cuff,
$1,625. Lynn Ban ring,
$5,000. On left hand:
Lynn Ban ring, $7,630.
Carolina Amato
gloves, $99. Stylist’s
own belt. Pierre Hardy 
shoes, $3,000.
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Michael Kors jacket, 
$3,080, shirt, $1,770, 

and jeans, $3,540. 
Stylist’s own hat. 
Alexander Wang 

earrings, P.O.A. Z by 
Kenneth Jay Lane 
cherry pin, P.O.A. 

Inner Decay can pin, 
$15. Valley Cruise 

Press champagne pin, 
$15. Stylist’s own  

star pin. Marc Jacobs 
shoes, $3,470.



Stella McCartney dress,
$1,860. Michael Kors

sweater, $1,540.
Alexander Wang

choker, $910, and belt,
$350. Slow Factory

scarf, $86. Carolina
Amato gloves, $397. On

right arm: Alexander
McQueen cuff, P.O.A.

On left arm: Alexander
McQueen bracelet,
$645. Beauty note:

Estée Lauder SuperNoir
Shadow & Liner in

Blackest Black.
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A.F. Vandevorst top, $825.
Bottega Veneta dress, $8,280,

scarf, $610, and belt, $800.
Rag & Bone jeans, $515.
Annelise Michelson cuff,

$1,625. LRS shoes, $1,735.

Hair: Peter Gray
Make-up: Virginia Young
Manicure: Dawn Sterling

Props stylist: Daryl McGregor





Actress Noémie
Schmidt, from
the TV drama
Versailles, wears
an Alberta Ferretti
dress and shoes.
Ralph Lauren
Collection earrings.
Rings by Beladora,
Cathy Waterman,
the Three Graces
Jewelry and Camilla 
Dietz Bergeron.
Fashion details  
last pages.

After a spectacular
four-year,

multimillion-
dollar renovation,

Paris’s storied Ritz
hotel reopens, with

a new Chanel
beauty sanctuary
nestled inside. By

Diane Johnson.
Photographed by
Mikael Jansson. 

Where
fashion

sits

vogueVOYAGE



t’s hard not to think of the decades-spanning construction that 
transformed Louis XIII’s simple countryside hunting lodge 
into his son’s great palace at Versailles when considering the 
nearly four years and reported US$200 million it has taken to 

restore the Ritz hotel in Paris to its famous standards of beauty 
and opulence. 

Physical evidence alone aligns the two great monuments 
historiques of France: while official accounts of César Ritz’s 
destination for luxury typically begin in 1898, the year he opened 
its doors, the property’s latest restoration – a Herculean undertaking 
finally completed only recently and motivated in part by a wish to 
preserve antiquities – reminds us that the building’s facade 
actually dates from 1705. It was sketched by Jules Hardouin-
Mansart, the chief architect to Louis XIV whose design ambitions 
put both king and country in the vanguard of glamour, culture 
and fashion in the late 17th and early 18th centuries. 

The Ritz, it can be argued, did the same for Paris in the early 
part of the 20th century. An extraordinary intersection of wealth 
and gaiety through the Jazz Age with a reputation for unrivalled 
service, the hotel and its bars hosted such literary figures  
as Marcel Proust, Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald and  
Jean-Paul Sartre. While some of its stories are apocryphal – for 
example, Oscar Wilde objecting to the electric lights or Barbara 
Hutton complaining about her mattress sagging in the middle 
where the obese Nazi Hermann Göring had slept – my own 
memories of the Ritz as an American in Paris are steeped in 
nostalgia. In the Bar Hemingway, where there has always been 
a palpable sense of the author himself, maintained by wonderful 
photographs of him, handsome in military uniform, a group of 
us celebrated the late Art Buchwald, a fabled writer for the 
beloved Paris Herald Tribune. In the Ritz Bar, my husband and  
I would reconvene annually on New Year’s morning to meet 
friends in the room’s bright morning light. But it’s been a while 
since we’ve mingled with hungover guests and impassive, 
carefully non-judgemental waiters, as the hotel’s renovations have 
themselves become Versailles-like in stature.

There’s been a certain slow, cinematic build to watching its 
corner of the Place Vendôme swathed in tarps and peopled by an 
army of restorers and researchers, digging and scraping to find 
the original shades of greens and pinks of the lavish suites. A 
similar tension unfolds on Versailles, the popular British-French-
Canadian television series that follows the stars of this photo 
shoot: George Blagden as a young Louis XIV (“the Sun King”), 
Anna Brewster as Madame de Montespan and Noémie Schmidt 
as Louis’s mistress Henriette. 

The palace plays its own part in the period piece, too, as camera 
pans to blueprints offer thematic respite from plotlines heavy on 
burgeoning war, a contentious nobility and adulterous betrayal. 
They’re also familiar reminders that the structure that “might 
seduce your eyes and steal your heart”, as Blagden claims in an 
early episode, his clear blue eyes capable of piercing through a 
high-definition screen, was under construction for nearly the 
entire length of Louis’s reign.

Why has the Ritz’s major renovation taken so long? People are 
reticent about  saying what they thought of a remodel it 
underwent from 1980 to 1989, after  Mohamed Al Fayed bought 
the hotel.  Was Al Fayed’s version too modern? Unwisely glitzy?

Gossip also has it that  this current version was prompted 
because when the French government handed out a new top 
designation in  its hotel-rating system of palace hotels, the Ritz 
was omitted. Had its standards lapsed? Had it grown too shabby? 
Was it the lack of air-conditioning or all those WiFi cables 

I
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Versailles co-stars 
Anna Brewster 

(left) and Noémie 
Schmidt wear 

Chanel dresses, 
from the Chanel 

boutiques. 
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Actor George
Blagden, who plays
the Sun King in
Versailles, appears
ready to ravish
Anna Brewster, who
wears a Gucci dress
and rings. Miriam
Haskell earrings.
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stuffed clumsily under the carpets? Its regulars had never
complained, but Al Fayed must have felt the slight.

Following some decorative detours, not to mention a disastrous
fire, I was finally to lay eyes on its progress earlier this year during
a meeting with Thierry Despont, the project’s designer, before
experiencing a facial at the property’s new Chanel spa – the first
of its kind. An attractive and amiable man in a hard hat, Despont
gave me my own piece of protective headgear as we were coming
into the work site through an entrance guarded like the mint. He
assembled 800 stone-masons, upholsterers, gilders and
woodcarvers, all devoted to returning the hotel to what it must
have been when it opened, and adding some touches Monsieur
Ritz could not have imagined. Chief among them: a long-awaited
update to the celebrated Ritz Health Club. Renamed the Ritz
Club Paris, it’s the city’s fanciest, with a beautiful neoclassical-
meets-art deco swimming pool (where, alas, the late American
ambassador Pamela Harriman experienced a fatal cerebral
haemorrhage). The Ritz has a range of its own spa treatments,

mostly a variety of massages, as well as a new five-chair outpost
of coiffeur David Mallett’s popular salon. But it will now be the
flagship for deeply thought-out treatments that use Chanel
skincare in newly developed protocols performed in an elegant
space that Mademoiselle would have approved of: her signature
chinoiserie screens and a palette of beige and black lacquer are 
both accounted for.

The Grand Soin facial I selected, which matches one of four
Chanel product lines to individual concern – Hydra Beauty for
moisture; Le Lift for firmness; Le Blanc for brightening; and my
prescription, Sublimage, for anti-ageing – lasted more than two
hours, with the aesthetician, Angelina, doing wonderful things
to my skin – and my feet. We began with a chat so that Angelina
could gauge what my hopes and problem areas were. I can’t
remember what I said, although I likely ticked all of the global
skin-ageing boxes – chin slackening, crow’s-feet, you name it.
Angelina nodded with mysterious understanding and fed me
a delicious fruity drink made with orange and kiwifruit and

Anna Brewster wears
a Miriam Haskell hair
comb. Ben-Amun by Isaac
Manevitz earrings and
bracelets. Chanel bracelet, 
from the Chanel
boutiques. Georges
Morand gloves.
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birch and borage. She had an array of such preparations to induce
radiance, to hydrate and to tighten the skin.

Truth to tell, I was barely aware of much of the 120 minutes
I lay there once Angelina began le massage de Chanel, smoothing
the layer of tissue just underneath my skin with precise hand
motions. Combined with the heavenly smell of camellia and
vanilla that emanated from the rich creams she used while
kneading out each and every fine line, and the strange, soothing
music tailor-made for the ritual and designed to sonically aid in
the relaxation process, it made me settle into a swoon of
tranquillity. In blissful stages, there was cleansing, a special
exfoliating scrub, a collagen mask, another application of
Sublimage tonics and creams – and Angelina was there the whole
time, which is a
brilliant soulagement
if, like me, you hate
those moments of
being left during
a service as on a
mortuary slab.

Before the light
came back up, the
music changed, and
another delicious
drink arrived, this
one devised to
further assist my
skin’s regeneration
and bring me out of
my pleasure-derived
coma. I slid deeper
into reverie and
imagined the faces
and figures of those
who might have been
in the same room
years earlier – the
Duke and Duchess
of Windsor, the Shah
of Iran, George
H.W. Bush. Or the
one I preferred to
conjure in my
subconscious, Mina
Kirstein Curtiss, a handsome, rich and bookish young widow
(sister of the New York City Ballet’s co-founder, Lincoln
Kirstein), who went to Paris in 1947 to search for letters written
by Proust that she was afraid would otherwise be swept out of
attics into dust heaps in the chaos after the war.

Though the Nazi occupation had been over for three years,
Paris was still battered, depressed, hungry, its citizens demoralised
and surly. The Reich, which had commandeered half of the Ritz,
left its mark on the rooms and on the cellars, settled into the
comfortable suites, ordered the foie gras, and drank all the
Château Lafite. The staff had held its tongue and conformed to
the tradition of perfect hoteliers started by Ritz, but food was
hard to come by, the kitchen pressed to sustain the level of cuisine
expected of its renowned L’Espadon restaurant. But even in its
straitened condition, the Ritz has always invited romance. While
rescuing Proust’s letters, Mina was to enjoy a very satisfactory
love affair with Antoine Bibesco, a handsome Romanian prince,
who had a number of Proust’s letters and made Mina a very

explicit proposition for giving them to her. She thought about it
and accepted, more gracefully than, say, Tosca, and complimented
him in hindsight. Bibesco, aged 69, had claimed she had cured
him of impotence. She later wrote: “I must hand it to the
Rumanians. Their idea of impotence in old age is the Anglo-
Saxon notion of potency in the prime of life.”

Will the Ritz be as it was when it was filled with Proust’s
aristocratic friends or those in Hemingway’s bohemian circle?
The world is not as blithe as it was. But there is still the Bar
Hemingway, the Salon Proust where faint wafts of madeleines,
still expertly baked by pastry chef François Perret, manage to cut
through that new-hotel smell, and, of course, L’Espadon, that
étoile restaurant. The École Ritz Escoffier, the cooking school

named for its first
chef, Auguste
Escoffier – the father
of French cuisine – is
reopening new test
kitchens, too, I’m
told as I recall the
time I saw a teacher
demonstrate how to
massacre a lobster
there, causing a
fainting pupil to be
helped out.

A staff of 600
concierges and
sommeliers, chefs
and voituriers, maids,
room service and
laundry with
amazing esprit de
corps will make
things again fit for a
king – which, in the
end, is what will
set the newest
incarnation of the
Ritz apart from its
competitors. While
the utter discretion
of the modernisation
is impressive, with

internet and air-conditioning and fabulously silent heating and
cooling systems – not to mention television sets camouflaged as
tinted dark patches in the wall mirrors until you turn them on
– it’s the details, sumptuously tasteful, with elaborate swagged
draperies, brocade spreads, velvet sofas, lovely tapestry hangings
and delectably deep bathtubs that make you feel as though you
are truly living in a palace of luxury. Newer high-end hotel
chains like the Peninsula or the Mandarin Oriental are serious
rivals for comfort, but none can offer the one thing the Ritz has
in abundance: the glamour of history – of the past.

It isn’t accidental that actors George Blagden, in his full regalia,
Noémie Schmidt and Anna Brewster, dressed in couture costumes
that are the modern equivalent in elegance of the sumptuous clothes
people wore to Louis’s court, look so at home in the hotel. “It’s very
easy to feel regal here,” Blagden admitted. I asked him if he thought
there were any ghosts at the Ritz. “I’m sure there are plenty,” he said
running, a gloved finger through his hair. “I imagine the renovations
have given them more reason to stay around a bit longer.” ■ 

IT’S THE DETAILS THAT MAKE YOU
FEEL AS THOUGH YOU ARE TRULY
LIVING IN A PALACE OF LUXURY
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any years ago when Francesca Packer Barham
was st ll a child three generations of Packers
got together for one of their regular family
d nners this time at an Italian restaurant in
Bondi The group younger brothers
Benjamin and William and Francesca s
mother Gretel and grandmother Roslyn

were trying out suggestions for an appropriate grandmotherly
nickname when the dessert arrived

She s too cool to be a granny she just doesn t fit it explains
Francesca She wears blue mascara and wears t rea ly really
well! We were eating the most amazing chocolate dessert and it
was called Nonna Dolce And we all looked at it and suddenly
said Nonna perfect And it stuck and we love t

The snapshot into the lives of these three Packer women is
revealing in many ways That get together may have been years
ago and plenty has happened since not least of which was the
death on Boxing Day 2005 of the family patriarch Kerry Packer

but the fierce closeness these three women share has only
deepened And as Francesca begins to forge her own way and
take ownership of that prominent surname it is clear she does so
with the knowledge she has strong female role models guiding
her The Packer name may have been made famous by three
generations of men but make no mistake the females of this
family hold their own and with unmistakable style and grace

Despite the family t es that bind the trio lead independent lives
On the day we meet Francesca has just flown back to Sydney
fo lowing a month volunteering w th the Christina Noble Childrens
Foundation in Vietnam The decision to go was made after meet ng
Noble wh le vis ting her father in London after expressing a desire
to do some volunteering Before she knew it she was living n a
friend s Ho Chi Minh City apartment a 10 minute walk from
the orphanage where Francesca and another friend would spend the
day caring for and playing with 30 orphans aged six months to s x

It was rea ly exciting really special she says They were all
unwell and all orphans but what was so interest ng was they
were happy They d be playing with a Tupperware box or a cup
and they were completely content w th it And they loved hav ng
people there, so they’d clutch us like little koalas

This wasn t the first time the 21 year old had performed
volunteer work Growing up at the private Ascham School in
Sydney s eastern suburbs Francesca took part in a school based
volunteer program working with disadvantaged children and
continues to work with the Red Cross Young Mothers Program
a safe place where teenage mothers can reside and make use of the
childcare while continuing school and she sits on the Victor
Chang Cardiac Research Institute s young appeals committee

Whatever your opinion of the Packer family and most
Australians have one philanthropy and volunteering is one trait
that runs through all generat ons On the 10th anniversary of
Kerry s death last December Francesca posted one of her
favourite images of Poppy as she called her grandfather with the
following message Ten years ago today a very special man
left this world for another I had the privilege of calling him
Poppy and although many people knew him I would like
to think the relationship and bond we shared was unique Not
a day goes by that I do not miss him and he wi l forever be in
my heart Whether he changed this world is for others to decide
but I know that he defin tely changed mine I love you Poppy
now and forever

Not only did the image attract more than 6 000 likes but some
of the comments left from people Francesca had never met
astounded her The most random stories about things he d
done people who had met him it s amazing to see how someone
can have an impact on your life in three minutes she says It s
really special for me to realise I m a part of that I think people
are very grateful for whatever help they get wherever it comes
from and it s nice to see that trickle down

For Gretel the older of Kerry and Roslyn s two children the
cu ture of giving back was instilled from a young age We saw
Mum volunteer her time on boards our entire life And when she
volunteered she d be there for years Since the 1970s Roslyn has
donated to or become a director on the boards of numerous arts
and medical companies including the Sydney Festival St
Vincent s Hospital the National Gallery of Australia the Victor
Chang Cardiac Research Institute and St Vincent s Private
Hosp tal among others her years on various boards clock ng up
more than half a century. 

The Packer women’s bond goes beyond kinship, it’s also in
their shared commitment to helping others. By Jane Albert

Styled by Kate Darvill Photographed by Hugh Stewart

M

From left Francesca Packer Barham
wears a Maticevski dress $1 100
Gianvito Rossi shoes $1 695 from
Miss Loui e Gretel Packer wears a
Dries Van Noten dress $2 195 from
Be inda Rupert Sanderson shoes
$820 from Quincy Roslyn Packer
wears a Lanvin jacket $3 795 from
Be inda Zimmermann top $240
Giorgio Armani pants $1 300
Louis Vuitton necklace $33 500
Manolo Blahnik shoes $890 f om
Quincy Other jewellery her own
A l prices approximate fashion
details last pages. 
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luxury hotels in Vietnam and myriad social shots of Francesca
and her glamorous friends at the polo, the Melbourne Cup or 
Paris fashion week, where she was a guest of Louis Vuitton.

Yet her accompanying comments, like the woman herself, are
a mix of sophistication and endearing candour. On Mother’s
Day, a pic of a gap-toothed Francesca in school uniform, her
arms flung around Gretel’s waist, reads: “Nothing in the world
beats a hug from mum!!! (And I happen to think mine gives the 
best!!!) love you to the moon and back Mumma bear!”

It would be lazy to dismiss her as simply another social-
media-obsessed Gen Y. Quite the opposite: Francesca is
keenly aware of what she is doing, of the power of social
media and of the control it affords you, if you choose to take
it. “If someone wants to find something out about you,
chances are they can,” she states simply. “My take on
Instagram is that in a funny kind of way it’s your side of the
story. You pick and choose the parts of yourself that you want
to put out there [and often] that keeps people happy. When
you accept you can’t have complete privacy, you decide which
window in your house to keep the shades on and which
window you’re going to let people see through, [so they won’t]
bother looking in the other ones. So in a weird way it’s our 
[generation’s] version of privacy.”

Social media also allows Francesca to give back, in the way
she chooses. In the week we meet, Francesca is hosting tables at
two charity dinners: Taronga Zoo Vanishing Species and Pink
Hope. She is aware of the reach and power of her Instagram 
posts – in this instance 10,600 and 11,300 likes apiece.

“Media is a funny thing. It can be used in so many different
ways, but at its base form it’s communication and if someone
has the ability to communicate with more than two people at
once, and can get a message across that’s hopefully positive,
why not? What I can do in that environment is to fill a table
with 20 to 30-year-olds, where there might not otherwise be
any. We’re all Instagramming, so you can start the conversation
in a more organic and fun way. It’s about it all not being  
so serious.”

Despite the reservations Gretel might hold personally about
social media, there are now numerous rather touching
Instagram images depicting three generations of Packer women,
stylishly adorned and clearly enjoying each other’s company at
the Melbourne Cup or the Australian Ballet or the annual
Crown Autumn Ladies Lunch. “Francesca is an adult, so it’s
her decision how she wants to do things,” Gretel says. “I do
trust her judgement by and large. She’s a pretty wise 21-year-
old. And I think you have to let people grow up. That’s how 
I approach things.”

At day’s end, what matters is family, and family is something
these women keep close. “We all lead busy lives, but we do as
much as we can together, which is great fun, and it’s important
that we support each other,” Roslyn says. “Gretel, Francesca
and I have a very close relationship. I believe my family is the
most important part of my life.” ■
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AV: “What does your son think?”
HD: “My children, all of them are very proud. A lot of my friends
said they knew. When I meet people they think I’m an artist
immediately. It’s always been there, I guess, I just didn’t know it.” 
AV: “It’s cool then that you’ve found it.”
HD: “I find it very frightening, because I think I might have
not. I could have gone on how many years and never have
known. And how many people out there are the same way? And
we’re all told past a certain age it’s over. For women, it starts
really young. If you haven’t done something past a certain age, 
by the time you’re 35 it’s too late. I think it’s sad.”
AV: “What do you think has been the best moment on this 
journey so far?”
HD: “When photographer Nick Knight found me, that was
the scariest. I remember thinking: ‘I’ve done it now. People
think I can paint. Idiots!’ (Laughs). I think Alessandro Michele
having embroidery of my dogs on his jacket … just him, it
didn’t go into production; he just asked his embroiderers to
copy the dogs onto the back of his jacket. He told me he
wanted to do it, but for some reason I never really think things 
are going to happen.”
AV: “What is he like to work with? Obviously in fashion 
terms he’s a tsunami coming through the industry.”
HD: “I almost think – it’s probably not the best thing to put in
an interview – but I forget that it’s Gucci, it’s just fantastic. I know
in the end it’s all got to sell and make money, but I don’t believe
that’s the point he comes from. And I have a lot to be thankful 
for, because Alessandro really took a risk with me.”
AV: “When I look at your work I think of that famous
David Hockney painting of Celia Birtwell, Ossie Clark and 
Percy, in a way, the whole essence.”
HD: “Yes … I like Alice Neel. I love Stella Vine. I love art that’s
not trying to be clever, that looks like it doesn’t have much
technique going on, you know, that looks like someone has just
made up their own thing. I find it really hopeful. And Picasso,
of course. Francis Bacon, because of his colours. And Otto Dix 
I love. And I love photography too, Diane Arbus.”
AV: “Where would you love your paintings to be exhibited?”
HD: “The National Portrait Gallery. Not that I have any
delusion that would happen. In my dream world the National
Portrait Gallery. I’m very much an outsider and the art world is
still very distant. But there’s another, different art world that’s
building up through Instagram and I’m really happy to be so
heavily involved in that part. Every time one of my artworks
goes out it makes me sad that only a handful of people will see
it hung on a wall, but that’s the way it is at the moment. But
we’ll see, because even that is organic. I’m hoping somebody 
will think: ‘We’ve got to give this woman an exhibition.’”
AV: “What’s next for you … three days to go on this  
big painting?”
HD: “Yes, three days to go on this. I’ve got quite a few
commissions to do and then some special work for Alessandro.
The next six, seven weeks is completely chock-a-block.” ■
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Helen Downie is a woman in a moment of
self expression, revelation and revolution. An artist
who found fame on Instagram under the moniker
“Unskilled Worker”, she is now part of Alessandro

Michele’s extended fashion family at Gucci. Alison Veness
spoke to her during her summer holiday in Italy.

H
elen Downie Italy is
where I began to paint
around three years ago We
come here most summers
for around five or six
months even before
I started paint ng

Alison Veness “What do you paint
when you’re there?”
HD I paint the same It doesn t make
any difference where I am I could actually
be anywhere in the world really in
a very small room just painting away
So I don t start painting countrysides or
bu ldings (Laughs )
AV “Do you keep a journal or a
notebook of deas, or is it just what you
soak up?”
HD No t s really just what comes out
I m not a typical artist I don t even make
pre drawings of the paintings I m
working on a really b g p ece at the
moment For me a big piece takes about
five days Th s one is actually drawn out
with a pencil but I find the scariest thing
is a p ece of paper For me it s daunting to
have a huge white piece of paper so I just
need to cover it in very quickly and
qu te frantically I m on day two of this
and this is the labor ous bit The actual
fun bit only happens about 20 minutes
towards the end
AV “Do you already in your mind’s eye
see the colours and presumably what
she, or the people in this picture,
might wear?”
HD Yes This s a Gucci piece So what
I will do is go through my phone I store
a l the shots from the show and then
I start grouping them together to see
which ones work The main th ng for me
is the clothes but it s also to give those
clothes a personality because until they re
on a character it s just a jacket a very very
beautiful jacket but it s just a jacket So
the main thing for me is to g ve the
paintings some kind of life and usually
that comes from my memory bank and
often from my teenage years It wasn t

a conscious thing I just found myself
painting people I had known or the
last one I posted a beauty work that came
from my childhood I think a lot of the
time I m trying to get that feeling I had
when I first looked at books Do you
remember that feeling? Where you could
climb into the picture
AV “Yes, love that ”
HD I stopped painting at 14 I was
expelled from school I was not really
naughty I just didn t want to wear their
uniform I always had a very strong dea
of what I should wear Anyway I was
a pa n in the arse and they asked me to
leave And I didn t pick up a paintbrush
again until I was 48 So I think a lot of
what comes out is actually me putting
out over 30 years but it comes out in
a childlike way because the last time
I painted I was a child
AV “Yes, it’s like girl, interrupted ”
HD And actua ly the same things
interest me as when I was a child Kings
and queens and Elizabeth I
AV “I can see there is a formality of
a portrait in your portraits They have a
slightly regal air, even if she’s wearing
a big goofy pair of Gucci glasses ”
HD I think a lot of my early inspiration
as a child was people like Holbein I ll go
up to London s National Art Gallery now
to look at the Tudor paintings many of
which they don t know who painted But
there s something naive about these
paintings wh ch are trying to be a bit
clever They were just making the most of
the skills they had And that s very much
how I go about what I do I mean my skill
set has changed but I m making the most
of it and working on it until it s finished
AV “It’s good to look back into your
memory I had to write 20 short stories
recently and everything was based on
an experience from my teenage years
It’s a great time ”
HD Through my 30s and early 40s
I didn t th nk about my teenage years at all
And then somewhere around 47 or 48
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Nusa Lembongan, Bali • Indonesia

Wonderful Indonesia without a Visa

The government of Indonesia has extended

a visa-free facility to 169 countries and territories.

Aside from the beautiful and exciting destinations, nothing

lifts the mood of an avid traveler better than a free visa.

After all, a visa-free facility eliminates one more barrier

standing between a traveler and his destination. Indonesia,

the largest archipelago in the world known for its pristine

beaches, lush tropical forests and diverse culture, has

recently extended its visa-free facility to no fewer than 169 

countries and territories. 

The policy to grant visa-free facility to a much larger

number of countries and territories was made as part of

WKH JRYHUQPHQWȇV H�RUWV WR ERRVW WKH FRXQWU\ȇV HFRQRP\

through tourism. The government has announced its aims

to reach 20 million visitors by 2019. Presidential decree no.

21 of 2016, which was signed by President Joko Widodo on

March 2 this year, details the policy’s terms and conditions 

and encloses the list of countries.

Visitors from enlisted 169 countries and territories, which

include the United States and Australia, are required to

have their passports with minimum validity of six months

and a return ticket upon entry. Meanwhile, nationals of

Afghanistan, Cameroon, Guinea, Israel, Liberia, Niger,

Nigeria, North Korea, Pakistan and Somalia, still need a visa

DSSURYDO IURP WKH ΖPPLJUDWLRQ 2ɝFH LQ ΖQGRQHVLD SULRU WR

their travel. The visa-free facility, which is granted for the 

purpose of leisure or tourism, family, social, art and

cultural, governmental, educational, business meetings and

transit visits, is valid for up to 30 days. It is non-extendable 

and non-convertible.

Entry and Departure Points

There are designated points of entry and departure as well.

But visitors need not worry, as, according to the Indonesian 

Directorate General of Immigration, there are up to 124 

immigration checkpoints composing of 29 airports

(including Soekarno-Hatta, Tangerang, 30 kilometers from

Jakarta; Halim Perdanakusuma, Jakarta; I Gusti Ngurah Rai, 

Bali; Juanda, Surabaya; Hang Nadim, Batam; and Kuala

Namu and Polonia, Medan among others), 88 harbors and

7 land borders. Visitors may enter and depart through all of 

the listed checkpoints. The full list, along with the list of 

countries, is available on the Directorate General of 

Immigration’s website.

Indonesia has come a long way in granting free visa for

short visits. The government had previously granted

visa-free status to neighboring Southeast Asian countries,

such as Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei Darussalam,

the Philippines, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam, as

well as territories and countries, such as Hong Kong, Chile,

Morocco, Peru and Ecuador, through presidential decree

no. 69 of 2015. Later last year, it amended the policy with

presidential decree no. 104 of 2015, which added 75 other 

countries eligible for the visa-free facility.
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At some point in your life, you will feel that it is time to unwind. With
your usual daily vast occurrences, remember to push the reset button.
Stop for a second, let go of your worries. Reconnect with the earth and
experience our way of relaxing. Be one with our nature, take your pick:
HQGOHVV PRXQWDLQV� LQ�QLWH EHDFKHV� VSDUNOLQJ FLWLHV� RU KLVWRULFDO
wonders.Don’t think twice. Because when everyone else is busy living, 
we celebrate life instead.

Inspire your soul with our beauty

www.indonesia.travel 

indonesia.travel

@indtravel

indonesia.travel
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Rochas accessories available

from a selection at Miss Louise

(03) 9654 7730.

Rochas available from a selection

at Poepke (02) 9380 7611.

Rochas fragrances (02) 9695 5678.

Romance Was Born

www.romancewasborn.com.

Salvatore Ferragamo 1300 095 224.

Salvatore Ferragamo Timepieces

1300 586 450.

Scanlan Theodore (03) 9639 6500 

or (02) 9380 9388.

Shiseido 1800 225 032 or

(02) 9743 2288.

Shu Uemura 1300 651 991.

Slow Factory www.slowfactory.com.

Stella McCartney available from a

selection at Belinda (02) 9328 6288, 

Parlour X (02) 9331 0999,

www.Net-A-Porter.com and

www.thenewguard.com.au.

Stella McCartney fragrances

1300 651 991.

Stella McCartney eyewear

available from a selection at

www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Tiffany & Co. 1800 731 131.

Tod’s accessories available

from a selection at Miss Louise

(03) 9654 7730.

Tom Ford cosmetics and fragrances

1800 061 326; www.tomford.com.

Tommy Hilfiger available

from a selection at David Jones  

(02) 9266 5544.

Tommy Hilfiger fragrances

(02) 9381 1200.

Tory Burch cosmetics and

fragrances 1800 061 326.

Unif www.unifclothing.com.

Valentino accessories available

from a selection at Miss Louise  

(03) 9654 7730 and

www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Valentino clothing available from

Parlour X (02) 9331 0999 and  

www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Valley Cruise Press

www.vallerycruisepress.com.

Vetements available from a selection 

at www.brownsfashion.com and

www.matchesfashion.com;

www.vetementswebsite.com.

What Katie Did

www.whatkatiedid.com.

Wolford (03) 9650 1277 or 

(03) 9820 0039.

The details of stores listed on these pages have been supplied to Vogue by the manufacturers. For enquiries, 
contact Vogue Fashion Information, Locked Bag 5030, Alexandria, NSW 2015 or Level 5, 40 City Road, 
Southbank, Victoria 3006. All prices correct at the time of going to print.

A.F. Vandevorst

www.afvandevorst.be.

A.P.C. available from a selection 

at www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Acne (02) 9360 0294 and

available from a selection at

Bloodorange (02) 9357 2424

and Harrolds (02) 9232 8399.

Akira (02) 9361 5221,

(03) 9663 5003 or (07) 3252 4919.

Alaïa www.alaia.fr.

Alexander McQueen accessories

available from a selection at

Cosmopolitan Shoes (02) 9362 0510 

and Miss Louise (03) 9654 7730.

Alexander McQueen clothing

available from a selection at

Cultstatus (08) 9481 8886, David

Jones 133 357, Marais (03) 8658 9555

and www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Alexander Wang available from a

selection at Belinda (02) 9380 8725,

Bloodorange (02) 9357 2424, David 

Jones 133 357 and The Corner

Shop (02) 9380 9828.

Alexis Bittar www.alexisbittar.com.

Altuzarra available from a selection 

at www.farfetch.com and

www.matchesfashion.com.

Ambra www.ambra.net.au.

Anndra Neen www.anndraneen.com.

Annelise Michelson

www.annelisemichelson.com.

Anya Hindmarch available from

a selection at www.mytheresa.com;

www.anyahindmarch.com.

Aurélie Bidermann available from a

selection at www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Avocet www.avocetjewelry.com.

Balenciaga accessories available

from a selection at Cosmopolitan

Shoes (02) 9362 0510 and Miss

Louise (03) 9654 7730.

Balenciaga clothing available from a

selection at Harrolds (02) 9232 8399,

Marais (03) 8658 9555, Parlour X (02)

9331 0999 and www.thestyleset.com.

Bally 1800 781 851.

Balmain accessories available

from a selection at Miss Louise

(03) 9654 7730.

Balmain clothing available from

a selection at Myer 1800 811 611,

Parlour X, (02) 9331 0999 and

www.thenewguard.com.au.

Bassike (02) 8457 6800.

Bec & Bridge (02) 9698 2744.

Bianca Spender

www.biancaspender.com.

Bloch www.bloch.com.au.

Blumarine www.blumarine.com.

Bobbi Brown 1800 304 283.

Bonds www.bonds.com.au.

Boss Selection (03) 9474 6310.

Bottega Veneta (02) 9239 0188.

Bottega Veneta fragrances

1800 812 663.

Brunello Cucinelli available from

a selection at www.Net-A-Porter.

com; www.brunellocucinelli.com.

Burberry cosmetics and fragrances 

(02) 9695 5678.

Burberry Prorsum

(02) 8296 8588.

Calvin Klein Collection available

from a selection at Myer Melbourne

(03) 9661 1111; www.calvinklein.com.

Calvin Klein cosmetics and

fragrances 1800 812 663.

Calvin Klein Jeans

(03) 8412 9993.

Calvin Klein www.calvinklein.com.

Cara Mia Vintage

www.caramiavintage.com.

Carolina Amato

www.carolinaamato.com.

Céline accessories available

from a selection at Miss Louise  

(03) 9654 7730.

Céline clothing available from a

selection at David Jones 133 357,

Jean Brown 1800 253 882, Le Louvre

(03) 9650 1300, Marais (03) 8658

9555, Parlour X (02) 9331 0999 and

www.thestyleset.com.

Céline eyewear available from a

selection at Sunglass Hut 1800 556

926 and www.farfetch.com.

Chanel (02) 9233 4800, (02) 9243

1311, (03) 9671 3533 or (07) 3859 4707.

Chanel cosmetics and fragrances

1300 242 635.

Charlotte Tilbury available from

a selection at www.Net-A-Porter.

com; www.charlottetilbury.com/au.

Chloé accessories available

from a selection at Miss Louise

(03) 9654 7730.

Chloé clothing available from

a selection at David Jones

133 357, Marais (03) 8658 9555,

Parlour X (02) 9331 0999 and

www.thenewguard.com.au.

Chloé fragrances (02) 9267 5500.

Christian Dior (02) 9229 4600 and 

(03) 9650 0132.

Christian Dior cosmetics and

fragrances (02) 9331 4444.

Christian Louboutin

asia.christianlouboutin.com.

Christophe Robin available from a

selection at www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Christopher Esber

www.christopheresber.com.au.

Christopher Kane available from a

selection at Belinda (02) 9380 8725.

Cleanse by Lauren Napier

available from a selection at

www.meccacosmetica.com.au.

Clinique (02) 9381 1200

or 1800 556 948.

Coach (02) 8666 0600.

Common Projects available from

a selection at www.matchesfashion.

com and www.Net-A-Porter.com;

www.commonprojects.com.

David Mallett (02) 8002 4488.

Delpozo www.delpozo.com.

Dolce & Gabbana (03) 9662 4732

and available from a selection

at David Jones 133 357.

Dolce & Gabbana cosmetics

and fragrances 1800 651 146.

Dolce & Gabbana eyewear

available from a selection

at OPSM 1800 626 300.

Dsquared2

www.dsquared2.com.

Elissa McGowan

www.elissamcgowan.com.

Ellery www.elleryland.com.

Erno Laszlo (02) 9221 5703.

Escada www.escada.com.

Estée Lauder 1800 061 326.

Etro www.etro.com.

Faith Connexion

www.faith-connexion.com.

Falke www.falke.com.

Fendi www.fendi.com.

For Beloved One (02) 9221 5703.

Georg Jensen 1800 441 765.

Giorgio Armani (02) 8233 5888 

or (03) 9662 1661.

Giorgio Armani Beauty

1300 651 991.

Givenchy available from

a selection at David Jones 133 357 

and Marais (03) 8658 9555.

Grace Coddington

available from a selection at

www.meccacosmetica.com.au.

Gucci 1300 442 878.

Guerlain (02) 9695 4800 or

(02) 9695 5678.

Hermès (02) 9287 3200.

Hermès cosmetics and fragrances 

(02) 9287 3200.

Hourglass 1800 007 844.

Hugo available from a selection 

at www.stylebop.com.

Hugo Boss (03) 9474 6330.

Hugo Boss fragrances

(02) 9695 5678.

Inner Decay www.innerdecay.com.

Intimissimi world.intimissimi.com.

J.W. Anderson for Topshop

enquiries to www.topshop.com.

Jac + Jack (02) 9380 6630.

Jacquie Aiche

www.jacquieaiche.com.

Jennifer Fisher Jewelry

jenniferfisherjewelry.com.

Jo Loves available from a selection 

at www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Joico 1300 764 437.

Jutta Neumann

www.juttaneumann-newyork.com.

Karen Walker www.karenwalker.com.

Kenzo (03) 9663 9224; available from

a selection at Harrolds (02) 9232 8399 

and Parlour X (02) 9331 0999.

L’Oréal 1300 659 359.

Lancôme 1300 651 991.

Lanvin accessories available from a

selection at Jean Brown 1800 253

882 and www.thestyleset.com.

Lanvin clothing available from a

selection at Belinda (02) 9328 6288,

David Jones 133 357, Harrolds (02)

9232 8399, www.Net-A-Porter.com

and www.thestyleset.com.

LightStim www.lightstim.com.au.

Loewe www.loewe.com.

Louis Vuitton 1300 883 880.

LRS www.lrs-studio.com.

Lynn Ban www.lynnban.com.

M.A.C. 1800 613 828.

Marc Jacobs accessories available

from a selection at www.Net-A-

Porter.com; www.marcjacobs.com.

Marc Jacobs clothing available from

a selection at www.Net-A-Porter.com

and www.marcjacobs.com.

Marni accessories available from a

selection at Belinda (02) 9380 8725.

Marni clothing (02) 9327 3809.

MaxMara (02) 9223 2686.

Michael Kors fragrances

(02) 9381 1200.

Michael Kors www.michaelkors.com.

Miu Miu (02) 9223 1688.

Miu Miu sunglasses available from

a selection at OPSM 1800 626 300.

Moroccanoil 1800 882 174.

Natasha Zinko

www.natashazinko.com.

Olivia von Halle

www.oliviavonhalle.com.

Omorovicza available

from a selection at www.

meccacosmetica.com.au.

Only Hearts www.onlyhearts.com.

Pageant www.wearepageant.com.

Pan & the Dream

www.panandthedream.com.

Payot 1300 367 969 or (02) 9874 1166.

Petit Bateau www.petit-bateau.com.

Philipp Plein www.philipp-plein.com.

Pierre Hardy available

from a selection at

www.greenwithenvy.com.au.

Prada (02) 9223 1688.

Prada eyewear available from

a selection at Sunglass Hut

1800 556 926.

Prada fragrances (02) 9663 4277.

Prevage 1800 015 500.

Proenza Schouler available from

a selection at Parlour X (02) 9331

0999, www.farfetch.com and

www.Net-A-Porter.com.

Rag & Bone available from a

selection at The Corner Shop (02)

9380 9828; www.rag-bone.com.

Rationale 1800 350 821.

Retrosuperfuture

www.retrosuperfuture.com.

PRIVACY NOTICE.
NewsLifeMedia collects information about you,

including for example your name and contact

details which you provide when registering or

using our services as well as information from

data houses, social media services, our

affiliates and other entities you deal or interact

with for example by using their services. We

collect and use that information to provide you

with our goods and services, to promote and

improve our goods and services, for the

purposes described in our Privacy Policy and

for any other purposes that we describe at the

time of collection. We may disclose your

information to our related companies, including

those located outside Australia. Any of us may

contact you for those purposes (including

by email and SMS). We may also disclose

your information to our service and content

providers, including those located outside

Australia. If you do not provide us with

requested information we may not be able

to provide you with the goods and services

you require. Where you have entered

a competition, we may disclose your personal

information to authorities if you are a prize

winner or otherwise as required by law.

Further information about how we handle

personal information, how you can complain

about a breach of the Australian Privacy

Principles, how we will deal with a complaint

of that nature, how you can access or seek

correction of your personal information and

our contact details can be found in our privacy

policy at www newscorpaustraliaprivacy.com.

WHERE TO BUY
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You’ll be in your element this month
and for the next year. Home is where
you’re meant to be happiest, but that

doesn’t necessarily mean the place you
currently call home, as options to

relocate – for love, study or freedom
– could come your way. It’s a big

month for romance too, and a change
of mind or location could change all.

STYLE ICON: Nicole Scherzinger

This month your home life and love
life take centre stage. Get the first
right and the second will go better
than you imagined, as it’s your best
time in more than a decade to get

romance right. If you’re creative, put
your talents on show. New ideas
about work could see you getting

serious about doing your own thing. 
STYLE ICON: Angelina Jolie

Get your passport, as a journey to boost
your power and popularity starts now. It
could be an actual journey or a voyage of
self-discovery, and despite a bumpy start
the pay-offs will be worth it. Ambitions
achieved, better love and your home life
transformed? Tick. Be in it for the long

haul, and your 12-month expedition  
to fabulousness starts now.

STYLE ICON: Kim Kardashian

You’ve been through a huge learning
curve lately and now you’re ready to
stage a career comeback or coup. A
wobble before the big reveal is to be

expected this month, but you have luck,
talent and expertise on your side, so

failure won’t be an option. Secret plans
get the go-ahead, and friends could be a
key factor in your romantic ambitions.

STYLE ICON: FKA Twigs

Recent months may have felt intense,
with money matters needing to be

addressed. Start over with your
finances and your values now and

invest in what opens up your world.
Despite any doubts, the road ahead is

ready for love and adventure, and
being one half of a dynamic duo will
get you further than going it alone.

STYLE ICON: Amal Clooney  

You’re now in the early stages of a
personal transformation. It’s a year of
optimism and learning to trust other
people, and your instincts. If you’ve

been unsure about your friends,
you’ll see who has your best interests
at heart. Also this month, you don’t

know how beautiful you are, and
that’s what makes you so attractive.

STYLE ICON: Scarlett Johansson

Look out for an emotional tsunami
this month as others seem determined

to make waves. It’s a clearing-out
process to bring greater cooperation
in the months ahead. A trip away
could bring new love or deepen an
ongoing liaison. Ambitious, much?

You’ll achieve more with a little  
help from your friends.

STYLE ICON: Dakota Fanning 

At last, a huge focus on your career or
your big responsibilities in life shifts,
giving you more time for friendships,

fun and the things you want to
achieve outside of work. You’ll get

more done now by collaborating, so
let go of a need to micromanage.

Money issues improve too, and there’s
room in your schedule for love.

STYLE ICON: Taylor Swift

Get organised. Clear the decks with
your health, your chores at home and

your work routines and get ready for all
the love that’s about to come your way.

Relationships, both personal and
professional, are huge news for you for
the next 12 months. The freedom to

truly be yourself within a relationship is
part of this “once-in-a-decade” deal. 

STYLE ICON: Jessica Chastain

TAURUS
21 APRIL – 21 MAY

LEO
24 JULY – 23 AUGUST

CANCER
22 JUNE – 23 JULY

SAGITTARIUS
23 NOVEMBER – 21 DECEMBER

VIRGO
24 AUGUST – 23 SEPTEMBER

Love is being handed to you this
month, but you’re likely to resist.
You’re right to be choosy as you’re
about to embark on a health, work
and lifestyle makeover that will get
you truly ready for love that’s more
to your taste by this time next year.
What’s become too familiar may be

sidelined as you open up to new ideas.
STYLE ICON: Jaime King

PISCES
20 FEBRUARY – 20 MARCH

You can tie up some financial loose
ends this month, though it may take

some radical action. The next 12
months are about discovering the joy

of sharing, and finding beauty in
what’s already around you. As home
life feels more settled, do some work
on the inner you, as a beautiful mind
is about to be your most alluring asset.

STYLE ICON: Cara Delevingne

GEMINI
22 MAY – 21 JUNE

CAPRICORN
22 DECEMBER – 20 JANUARY

LIBRA
24 SEPTEMBER – 23 OCTOBER

ARIES
21 MARCH – 20 APRIL

AQUARIUS
21 JANUARY – 19 FEBRUARY

SCORPIO
24 OCTOBER – 22 NOVEMBER

Change is in the air. If you’ve had
a change of mind lately, what you

finally decide you want now probably
wasn’t on your radar a year ago.

Investing in love and beauty to get
the best of both are high priorities
as money – and the harmony and

happiness you can spread with it – is
about to become a major motivator.

STYLE ICON: Stella McCartney
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CUA51015 DIPLOMA OF SCREEN AND MEDIA  
(SPECIALIST MAKE-UP SERVICES)

If you’ve got a passion for make-up and are dreaming of film and fashion, 

or can imagine yourself on the scene of magazine and music shoots,

unleash your creativity with a specialist make-up course and take 

make-up artistry to a whole new level.

Study this nationally recognised qualification and learn exciting skills to

develop your portfolio. Are you ready to show the world your vision? 

RTO code: 70203 & 121391

1300 490 725 /iwantthatbeautycourse 

www.iwantthatbeautycourse.com.au

PONI COSMETICS

PONi Cosmetics The White Knight

Mascara is a must-have product.

Water resistant, tubular, volumising and

lengthening. It’s unique formula also

guarantees no panda eyes - ever!

Wether it be a hot day, post exercise,

after swimming or when hopping out the

shower. Brought to you by Australia’s 

Sweetheart makeup brand.

/ponicosmetics

@ponicosmetics

/PONi Cosmetics

www.ponicosmetics.com.au

AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF
PROFESSIONAL STYLING

Get Into Fashion Styling. Diploma Course by Correspondence.

Work as a freelance fashion stylist or within the main branches of

professional styling including TV, advertising, photo shoots, wardrobe & 

image consultancy. Phone for a free information kit.

1800 238 811 www.austcollegeprofessionalstyling.com

AUSTRALIAN STYLE INSTITUTE

Do you dream of a fashion styling career?

Style your way to success with Australia’s

leading professional styling courses. Learn our

exclusive ‘Styling Success System’ through

flexible study options that suit any lifestyle. 

Call to receive your free style pack. 

1300 948 736

www.australianstyleinstitute.com.au 

SKIN O2
Feed your lashes.

See results in as little as 4-6 weeks.

Shop now www.skino2.com.au

SCRUB PLEASE

Coffee Scrub that was created in a war zone. Scrub that is responsibly

sourced, ethically created & never tested on animals (only people). Scrub 

that specifically targets cellulite, stretch marks & uneven skin tone. 

100% Handmade 100% Organic 100% Natural.

$14.95 Free Shipping    www.scrubplease.bigcartel.com

BOTANICA DAY SPA

Located within Melbourne’s grandest

heritage hotel, InterContinental

Melbourne the Rialto, Botanica Day

Spa offers a tranquil escape for those

looking to relax, re-balance and restore

a sense of well-being. The spa offers

four luxurious treatment rooms

including a double room, making it

perfect for couples or friends wishing 

to indulge themselves.

+61 3 9620 5992

/ Botanica-Day-Spa

@botanica_dayspa

www.botanicadayspa.com.au
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NUNIE AND YU

Shop our extensive range of

Paula Ryan online or call us!

Our team of well informed and

friendly staff are always ready to

help you with our range of the

best Australian and New Zealand 

brands. Free Shipping in 

Australia.

1 University Ave Canberra 

02 6248 5353

/NunieandYu

www.nunie.com.au

DIANA PINOCHET

Resort wear for the effortless boheme.

Made and designed in Australia, all

apparel is made with comfort, versatility

and style in mind – from the design to

the carefully sourced fabrics. With a

focus on printed fabrics, Diana tells a 

story through her collections.

All pieces are limited and are available 

exclusively online.

enquiries@dianapinochet.com.au

/dianapinochetau

@dianapinochetau

www.dianapinochet.com.au

BRAMHALL & MILES

A women’s boutique that

showcases a large range of unique

and high quality pieces from

international and Australian labels.

Shop online designs by Bassike,

Ginger & Smart, Clare Vivier, Capri.

Positano and many more. 

/bramhallandmiles

@bramhallandmiles

www.bramhallandmiles.com

ADRIEN HARPER WATCHES

The revival of 90’s minimalism in classic, 

contemporary timepieces.

In a world where everyone wants to be

unique, Adrien Harper recognizes the

need for individuality and customization.  

Each watch is customizable via an

interchangeable clip, allowing both

watch face and strap to be mixed and 

matched in seconds.

Enter code VOGUE to receive 15% off until 

September 30, 2016.

/adrienharperwatches

@adrienharperwatches

www.adrienharper.com

COSETTE

COSETTE brings in-season couture

from highly prized designers in Europe

right here to you in Australia. In its

exclusive boutiques and private online 

shopping club you will find rare,

high-end pieces not available

anywhere else at cut-prices.

Shop Givenchy, Isabel Marant,

Valentino, Saint-Laurent, Balenciaga,

Céline & more, for less with Cosette  

in store or online.

@cosette.com.au

www.cosette.com.au

LUXE.IT.FWD

Shop online authentic pre-owned

designer handbags from Chanel,

Louis Vuitton, Celine, Hermes, YSL,

Givenchy and Dior at up to 60% off

the RRP new. Free shipping and

returns with authenticity guaranteed. 

You can also sell your bag with us.

$50 off for Vogue readers 

Enter code: VOGUE

/luxeitfwd

@luxe.it.fwd

www.luxeitfwd.com.au 

BLOOM & CO

Bloom & Co is a homewares and lifestyle concept store, stocking a

boutique collection of décor, fashion, accessories, textiles, furniture, 

artwork and more.

Shop online or visit our Williamstown store.

51 Ferguson St Williamstown VIC 3016  

03 9397 0022

/bloomandco

bloomandco_australia

www.bloomandco.com.au
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COCO & JAX

A fashion boutique stocking 

leading and unique 

designers.  

Be sure to find something 

you’ll love!

Alex Perry, Camilla & Marc,

Christopher Esber, Rebecca

Vallance, Camilla, Sass &

Bide, Watson x Watson,

Jbrand, Jac + Jack, Gant,

Bensherman, Autonomy,

Calvin Klein, Industrie,

G-star, P.E Nation, Ty-lr  

& more. 

02 6964 2300

@coco_jax

www.cocojax.com.au

LUXE STORE

Luxe is a stylish boutique

stocking an extensive

range of Australian and

International brands online

and in our Hobart store. 

Designers include Morrison,

Viktoria and Woods, Jac+

Jack, Cable, Hunkydory,

Mes Demoiselles, Camper

shoes, skincare brand

Aesop, Dinosaur Designs

and Tasmania’s own Henk

Berg hand crafted leather.

Find us online or come and

visit us when next in Hobart. 

134 Liverpool St 

Hobart TAS

03 6236 9902

/Luxe

@luxe_hobart

www.luxestore.com.au

ZEBRANO | SIZES 14+
Designer collections, casual wear, essential clothing for everyday. Be first

to view the new season collections - have your selection delivered direct

to your door in Australia (gst free). View lookbooks, discover trends and 

shop online.

www.zebrano.com.au

ICONIC-STYLE

Enjoy a ring for every

finger with the Alpha 

Collection.

Specialising in Sterling

Silver, ICONIC-STYLE

provides simple luxe

jewellery at an affordable 

price.

Free Shipping Australia Wide

/iconicstylesydney

@iconicstylesydney

www.iconic-style.com

ORDER OF STYLE

Effortless Style – Delivering Now.

‘Whoever said you can’t buy style 

didn’t know where to shop.’

An impeccably curated online

collection of the most coveted

international and Australian brands.

Shop luxury staples, premium denim

and accessories, expertly styled to

create effortlessly cool, ready-to-wear 

looks.

/orderofstyleboutique 

@orderofstyle

www.orderofstyle.com

CERRA STYLE

Book. Wear. Return.

Find the perfect outfit for your next

event with our collection of Australian

and international designer pieces.

From play-suits to formal dresses and

accessories, you can hire online now

or visit us for styling in the studio.

0477 455 544

@cerrastyle

www.cerrastyle.com.au
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17 SUNDAYS

Effortless lifestyle

dressing, from size 14.

This lifestyle brand offers a

considered branded space

and garment offer unique 

to the curvy market.

Easy to wear silhouettes,

for Spring / Summer,

specialty denim and

original textile prints make

17 Sundays the go to

brand for women over a 

size 12.

/17 Sundays

@17_Sundays

www.17sundays.com

VANTAGE AUSTRALIA: THE SPIRIT OF A NATION

“MOVE OVER GIN AND VODKA”

URBAN VANTAGE - “A DRINK FOR ALL CITIES”

Vantage will work brilliantly in this recipe as it will bring out the lemon 

myrtle and cranberries with an orange subtlety to balance it off.

GLASS: chilled martini glass

INGREDIENTS:

45ml Vantage

15ml grand marnier

12.5ml lemon juice

15ml orange juice

60ml cranberry juice

12.5ml sugar syrup

METHOD:

Add all the ingredients into shaker, shake and strain into martini glass.

GARNISH:

lime twist

Advanced: Lime wedge & mint leaf

Purchase direct from Dan Murphy’s and selected liquor stores

@vantageaustralia

www.spiritofanation.com

COCO CALIFORNIA

Online fashion boutique for style

conscious women all over the

globe! Camilla, Dylan Kain, The

Wolf Gang, For Love & Lemons 

and Sass & Bide.

Fast and free express shipping

Australia wide on all orders. 

@coco_california

www.cococalifornia.com.au

MADE BY FRESSKO

Simple, Stylish, Versatile. BPA free, double walled glass & bamboo flasks, 

perfect for enjoying coffee, smoothies, brewing tea or infusing water.

Quality you can see. Use code VOGUE to receive 20% off *valid until 12/16

  @madebyfressko_official     www.madebyfressko.com
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